AGENDA
Council of Deans
Administrative Board
November 3, 1972
Champagne Room, Hotel Fontainebleau
Miami, Florida
12:00 noon - 1:30 pm
(Luncheon)

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Minutes of Previous Meeting
Future Meetings of the Administrative Board
Review of the Council of Deans Meeting Agenda
Discussion of the Spring 1973 Spring COD Meeting
New Business
A. Suggestion of Deans of the Northeast Region that
the Business Officers Section (or its successor
"group") be requested to study the magnitude and
impact of the unreimbursed indirect costs associated
with grant supported activities.
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B. Other Business
INFORMATION ITEMS
1. - Minutes of the Health Services Advisory Committee,
Subcommittee on the Quality of Care
-Comments of Dr. Davis Kessner, National Academy
of Sciences, Institute of Medicine, Health Services
Research Study
-Commission on Quality Health Care Assurance
(Senate Committee Report Excerpt)
2. "Profiles of U.S. Medical School Faculty, FY 1971"
3. 'Minutes of the September 19, 1972 Meeting Task Force on Cost
of Graduate Medical Education and Faculty Practice Plans
4. Minutes of the RMP-CHP Committee
5. Minutes of the COTH Administrative Board Meeting
6. Minutes of the CAS Administrative Board Meeting (without
Attachments)

I.

Association of American Medical Colleges
MINUTES
Administrative Board
of the
Council of Deans
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September 14, 1972
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 pan.
.j-AAMC-. HeadquartersWashington, D.C.
PRESENT;
(Board Members)

(Staff)

Carleton B. Chapman, M.D.
J. Robert Buchanan, M.D.
Ralph J. Cazort, M.D.
Clifford G. Grulee, M.D.
William F. Maloney, M.D.
William Mayer, M.D.
Sherman Mellinkoff, M.D.

John A. D. Cooper, M.D.
Amber Jones
Robert Kalinowski, M.D.
Joseph Keyes.
Joseph Murtaugh
J. R. Schofield, M.D.
Marjorie P. Wilson, M.D.

ABSENT;
Emanuel Papper, M.D.
Harold C. Wiggers, Ph.D.
I. CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Carleton Chapman called the meeting to order shortly after 9:00 am.
II.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the July 12, 1972 COD Administrative Board were approved
as circulated in the Agenda Book.

III. ORGANIZATION OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES
The Board reviewed the responses to the Chairman's letter requesting an
assessment of the proposal to establish an Organization of Faculty
Representatives from each dean, the executive faculty and the general
faculty of each institution. 52 schools responded; a plurality of the
deans and the executive faculties opposed the proposal, a plurality
of the general faculties favored it. 13 schools indicated that an independent
Council of Faculties would be a preferable organizational structure.
The Board judged that this represented no clear mandate to establish
an OFR and by straw vote found only one Board member favoring either an
OFR or a COF. Considering itself bound by the February COD resolution
deferring Council action until such time as all regions have had an opportunity

-2for full discussion of the specific proposal," the Board referred the
matter to the regions for further discussion with the admonition that
.the broad issue of faculty participation in the governance of the AAMC
on an institutional basis be addressed as well as the proposed organizational
structure for such participation. Any region favoring additional
faculty representation on an institutional basis should give careful
attention to devising an organizational structure that would be broadly
acceptable. The regional discussions will be considered at the November 4
COD Business Meeting, at which time it is hoped that a COD position on
the entire issue will be taken.
IV.

REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER MEDICAL SCHOOL. ADMISSIONS PROBLEMS
The Board received the report and commended the Committee for its work.
The Board voted to forward the report to the COD for its information and
endorsement with the following recommendations bf the Administrative BOard
for specific Council action:

1
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1. The Council of Deans recommends that the Association President
and appropriate staff explore all aspects of the feasibility of a medical
school.admissions matching program and prepare a plan for the phased
implementation of such a program for the review.and approval of the COD.

=
=4.

2. The Council of Deans commends the efforts of the Association .
staff and the Group on Student Affairs in working withrremedical advisors.
The Council recommends that this work continue with increased emphasis
on developing background information on and advising students of the
,range.of potential careers available to those interested in working in
the. health field,
-454
0,
,In.addition, - to these recommended action items the Administrative Board
'a)
calls particular attention to the Committee's observations with respect
.4=•.to the American Medical College Applicat
ion Service. The Board anticipates
that the coming year will provide substantial evidence that the service
has overcome its start-up problems and wishes to advise each nonparticipating
-454
institution to carefully evaluate this progress and to assess the potential
utility of AMCAS in assisting in its own admissions process.
§
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Finally, the Admitlistrative Board has requested that the AAMC staff, with
appropriate consultation, prepare the background material referred to in
the third recommendation in the report for the review of the Board prior
8
to. general distribution.
V.

RESOLUTION ON THE REPRESENTATION OF BASIC AND CLINICAL SCIENTISTS IN ACADEMIC
HEALTH CENTERS
The following resolution referred by the Executive Council was endorsed
by the Board:
Modern education of both undergraduate and graduate medical
students requires an academic environment which provides close
day-to-day interaction between basic medical scientists and clinicians.
Only' in such an environment can those skilled in teaching and research
in the basic biomedical sciences maintain an acute awareness of the

-3relevance of their disciplines to clinical problems. Such
an environment is equally important for clinicians, for from
the basic biomedical sciences comes new knowledge which can be
applied to clinical problems. By providing a setting wherein
clinical and basic scientists work closely together in teaching,
research and health delivery, academic health centers uniquely
serve to disseminate existing knowledge and to generate new
knowledge of importance to the health and welfare of mankind.
Schools of medicine and their parent universities should
promote the development of health science faculties composed
of both basic and clinical scientists. It is recommended
that organizational patterns be adopted which reduce the
isolation of biomedical disciplines from each other and
assure close interaction between them.
The Association of American Medical Colleges should
vigorously pursue this principle in developing criteria
for the accreditation of medical schools.

O
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NI: COUNCIL OF DEANS SPRING 1973 MEETING

O

1111
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The Board, acting as program committee for the Spring Meeting to be held
. in San Antonio, March 7-9, 1973, formulated as the theme of the meeting:
"The Influence of Third Party. Payers on Medical Education and Patient
Care'tn;the Teaching Setting." Envisioned are three sessions on this
topic focusing on 1) the effect on funding, 2) the effect on faculty, and
.3) the effect on the teachtng_program. Additional time will be set
aside for a discussion with the RAMC President and for conference conclusions
and actions.
A more exhaustive report of the discussion of the Spring 1973 COD Program
will be drafted to appear as an attachment to these minutes.
VII.... ELECTION OF INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

§

8

To preclude a full year delay between COD action in Institutional Membership and final election by the Assembly, the Board adopted a procedural
modification in the election procedures contingent upon Executive Council
and Council of Deans ratification. This action was necessitated by the fact
that the Executive Council is not scheduled to meet in the interval between the COD meettng and the Assembly while the AAMC Bylaws require action
in the sequence COD
Executive Council -- Assembly. The modified
sequence of actions is COD Administrative Board -- Executive Council
Council of Deans
Assembly.
Pursuant to this procedure the Administrative Board recommended the
following actions to the Executive Council:
1. South Alabama College of Medicine to Provisional Institutional
Membership.
2. University of California, Davis School of Medicine;
University of California, San Diego School of Medicine; and
University of Connecticut School of Medicine to Institutional
Membership.

-4.3.

McMaster University Faculty of Medicine to Affiliate
Institutional Membership.

Because of the Liaison Committee on Medical Education Action granting the
Medical College of Ohio at Toledo only probationary accreditation, the Board
judged that it would be inappropriate to elect that institution to full
Institutional Membership in the AAMC at this time. Notwithstanding the
fact that the traditional eligibility criteria for a change in membership
status had, by a narrow interpretation, been fulfilled, i.e. the school
has graduated a class of students and has been "accredited by the LCME,"
albeit with only probationary approval, in the Board's view, the status
of Provisional Institutional Member, the current membership category of the
school is -the more appropriate 4atus. The Board reasoned that, under
circumstances as these, an institution which had never been awarded full
approval by the LCME should not be elected to full membership in the
Association. The distinction is one in name only, and changes neither
the legal status •of the school or its graduates, nor the school's membership
privileges or responsibilities.

•0

VIII. THE LIAISON COMMITTEE DOCUMENTS
.Programs in the Basic Melical Sciences

_
_
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The Board reviewed the current draft of the basic policy document of
the LCME relating to the accreditationof Lndergraduate medical education
' programs not culminating in the M.D. degree. The Board endorsed the
document "in principle" indicating its concurrance with the underlying
. policy enunciated:. .that such programs to be accredited (existing two
year schools excepted under a. grandfather clause) must be closely linked
to aft M.D. program to ensure the quality of the undertaking and the
. transferability of the students.
B. Essentials for the Education of the Physician's Assistant
The Board endorsed the principle enunciated in this early version of
a proposed LCME document: that these is an appropriate role for the
LCME in the accreditation of certain programs designed to educate physicianos
assistants.

§
a
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IX.

FOLLOW-UP OF COD "PHOENIX" RESOLUTIONS
The Board agreed that of the Association's activities, the Longitudinal
Study, further refined and pursued, offered the best potential for relating the educational experience of the student to his ultimate performance
in medical practice. There was additional discussion which raised the
issue of the responsibility of the medical school in the maintenance of
data relating to the practice of their graduates.
The Resolution relating to the assessment of the quality of medical care was
referred to the AAMC Health Services Advisory Committee which in turn
established a subcommittee to examine the issue in some depth. That
subcommittee will meet on September 29, 1972 and prepare a report for
presentation to the Council of Deans on November 3, 1972.

-5X.

POLICY STATEMENT OF THE AAMC ON THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
The Board endorsed the following policy statement (In the third sentence
the Board added the word "members" after faculty):
The Association of American Medical Colleges asserts that academic
medical centers have the responsibility for ensuring that all
biomedical investigations conducted under their sponsorship
involving human subjects are moral, ethical and legal. The centers
must have rigorous and effective procedures for reviewing
prospectively all investigations involving human subjects based
on the DHEW Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects as
amended December 1, 1971. Those faculty members charged with
this responsibility should be assisted by lay individuals with
special concern for these matters. Ensuring respect for human
rights and dignity is integral to the educational responsibility
of the institutions and their faculties.

XI.

RESOLUTION ON VA POLICY RELATING TO DUAL PAYMENT OF HOUSE STAFF
The Board endorsed the following resolution:
,The Executive Council of the AAMC considered Policy Circular
110-72-184 at its meeting on Septelber 15, 1972. This policy,
permitting dual payment to medical residents for performing duties
normally expected of house officers, will have an impact upon
institutional policies far beyond the limited interests of the
-affiliated VA Dean's Committee'Hospitals. The Executive Council
is disturbed that there was no prior consultation with the RAMC
staff or the members of the VA-AAMC Liaison Committee prior to the
formulation and promulgation of this policy. The Council requests
that implementation be delayed until there has been an opportunity
for a thorough discussion of this matter.

XII.

ADJOURNMENT
The Meeting adjourned at approximately 4:00 pm.

II.

FUTURE. MEETINGS OF THE COD ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD
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In conformance with the COD Administrative Board practice
of meeting on the day prior to the AAMC Executive Council Meetings,
the following schedule of Board meetings is proposed:

•

Adminstrative Board

Executive Council

December 14, 1972
March 15, 1973
June 21, 1973
September 13, 1973

December 15, 1972
March 16, 1973
June 22, 1973
September 14, 1973

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
COUNCIL OF TEACHING HOSPITALS
ONE DUPONT CIRCLE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20038
202/486-5127
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MINUTES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON QUALITY OF CARE
September 28-29, 1972
Embassy Row Hotel - AAMC Conference Room
Washington, D.C.
Committee Members Present

Guests, September 28, 1972

Robert J. Weiss, M.D., Chairman
David R. Challoner, M.D.
Richard L. Meiling, M.D.
John H. Westerman

Phil Caper, M.D.
Paul Ellwood, M.D.

Absent

Samuel Asper, M.D.
Robert Brook, M.D.
Robert Heyssel, M.D.
David Kessner, M.D.
William Sale
Paul Sanazaro, M.D.

Christopher C. Fordham III, M.D.
AAMC Staff
John A. D. Cooper, M.D.
Joseph S. Murtaugh
August G. Swanson, M.D.
Marjorie Wilson, M.D.
Robert H. Kalinowski, M.D.
Richard M. Knapp, Ph.D.
Stephen J. Ackerman
Lily 0. Engstrom
Grace W. Beirne
Charles Fentress

Guests, September 29, 1972
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INTERIM REPORT AND MINUTES (SEPT. 28-29, 1972)
SUBCOMMITTEE ON QUALITY OF CARE

At its meeting in Phoenix, on April 23, 1972 the Council of Deans
of the AAMC passed and referred the following resolution to the Health
Services Advisory Committee:
"The Council of Deans recommends that the AAMC assume a leadership role in bringing together appropriate organizations for
the purpose of developing standards and priorities by which
the quality of health care services may be assessed, and for
the purpose of assessing the appropriate role of the academic
medical centers in the delivery of health care, especially in
relation to any future national health insurance program."
A Subcommittee on Quality of Care, chaired by Dr. Robert Weiss of
Harvard Medical School, was appointed by Dr. Robert Heyssel, Chairman
of the Health Services Advisory Committee, to review the state-of-theart in quality-of-care assessment and to submit recommendations to
the Council of Deans, Council of Academic Societies and Council of
Teaching Hospitals on the appropriate role of the academic medical
center in the evaluation and assurance of quality health care.
of the subcommittee are:

Members

Robert J. Weiss, M.D., Harvard Medical

School; David R. Challoner, M.D., Indiana

university

Medical Center;

Richard L. Meiling, M.D., the Ohio State University; and John H.
Westerman, University of Minnesota Hospitals.

,g

page two
On Thursday, September 28, and Friday, September 29, the Subcommittee
met with:
Dr. Philip Caper, Senate Subcommittee on Health
Dr. Paul Ellwood, American Rehabilitation Foundation
Dr. David Kessner, Institute of Medicine
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Dr. Paul Sanazaro and Dr. Robert Brook, DHEW
Dr. Sam Asper and Mr. William Sale, American Hospital Association
The committee attempted to develop an understanding of the legislative
thrust of Title IV of the Kennedy HMO bill as well as the various methodologies that are currently employed in quality assessment.

Various methodologies proposed
A.

The Institute of Medicine has been conducting a study to evaluate,
on a limited scale, the quality of health care received by specific

411

population groups in the District of Columbia.

Borrowing the concept

of using radioactive tracers to study how a body organ handles a
critical substance such as iodide, specific health problems were
chosen to be "tracers" that would lend themselves to pinpointing
the strengths and weaknesses of a particular medical practice
setting or health care system.

The manner in which the physician

or health team routinely administers care for a set of common
well-defined ailments could be an indicator of the general quality
of care and the efficacy of the system delivering that care.
B.

Dr. Sanazaro described the federal government's efforts in the
area of quality assurance, specifically the Experimental Medical
Care Review Organizations (EMCRO) and the Prototypal Professional
Services Review Organizations (PPSRO).

Since early 1971 HSMHA

page three

has funded a total of 10 EMCROs, eight of which are now operational and
two are in the process of developing their programs.

With the exception

of one EMCRO in which there is some participation by faculty of a medical
school, the rest are sponsored by medical societies or medical care
foundations.

Generally academic medical centers have not been involved

in this program.

(See Appendix for a list of those organizations that
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have become involved with EMCROs that are either in the operational or
developmental phase.)
EMCROs that have been funded have developed sets of criteria for
diagnosis and treatment procedures for specific disease entities
against which the actual pattern of health care is measured.

Dr.

Sanazaro indicated that funds will be available to set up additional
EMCROs next year.
The PPSRO, to be established at the state level, is another experimental
quality control mechanism that HSMHA would like to explore.

The federal

government will provide monetary incentives and technical assistance for
establishing PPSROs to those organizations that offer evidence of
commitment to developing and implementing a quality assurance program.
Validation studies will be conducted to assess the quality of care in
various parts of the country to determine if differences in care result
in differences in paient outcome.
C.

The Quality Assurance Program of the American Hospital Association
provides guidelines and methodology for incorporating quality care
into the hospital setting.

Using both utilization review and the

medical audit, the proposed program consists of four parts:
1) criteria development; 2) description of the actual practice;

•

•
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3) evaluation, i.e. how does the actual practice compare with the
established criteria; 4) corrective action and5) reassessment, i.e.
after corrective action has been taken, does actual practice meet
the established criteria?
D.

H.R. 1 provides for the establishment of Professional Standards
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Review Organizations (PSRO) consisting of substantial numbers of
practicing physicians (usually 300 or more) in local areas to
assume responsibility for comprehensive and on-gbing review of
services covered under the medicare and medicaid programs.

The

PSRO would be responsible for assuring that services were (I)
medically necessary and (2) provided in accordance with professional
standards.

The provision is designed to assure proper utilization

of care and services provided in medicare and medicaid utilizing
a formal professional mechanism representing the broadest possible
cross-section of practicing physicians in an area.

The provision

requires recognition of and use by the PSRO of utilization review
committees in hospitals and medical organizations to the extent
determined effective.
Until January 1, 1976, the Secretary of HEW would be able
to make an agreement only with a qualified organization which
represents a substantial proportion of the physicians in the
geographical area designated by the Secretary.
(2) A professional standards review organization would not be
required to review other than institutional care and services
unless such organization chooses to include the review of other
services and the Secretary agrees.

page five

(3) Until January 1, 1976, at the request of 10 percent or
more of the practicing physicians in a geographical area
designated by the Secretary, the Secretary would be required
to poll the practicing physicians in the area as to whether or
not an organization

of physicians which has .requested to con-
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clude an.agreement with the Secretary to establish a professional
standards review organization in that area substantially represents the practicing physicians in that area.
If more than 50 percent of the practicing physicians in the
area responding to the poll indicate that the organization
does not substantially represent the practicing physicians in
the area, the Secretary could not enter into an agreement with
that organization.

Based upon its meeting with congressional and administrative spokesmen,
together with individuals who are leaders in the rapidly expanding but
little tested field of quality-of-care assessment, the subcommittee was,
on the one hand, convinced of the real potential in this field, but on

•

the other hand, was anxious about the admitted lack of definition of
quality.

At the same time, pilot programs, national in scope and funded

by federal, state and private agencies add to the confusion and imprecision
of current assessment technology.

The premature adoption of these measures

may lock academic health centers into a system which would seriously
affect teaching and the delivery of health care.
In the past, the academic health centers have dealt with quality determination of the basis of the excellence and prestige of the institution

page six

d
and the accumulated credentials of its faculty. These might be describe
been
as a heavy reliance on "input" measures while little attention has
well
focused on "process" and "outcome" measurement, areas that are less
understood and defined.
to
These impressions, however, have not slowed down legislative action
of
create programs to promulgate and implement standards, on the basis
0

controlling costs and/or improving quality.

The power of the government

being the largest single source of health care dollars has fairly serious

sD,
0

the
implications for the promulgation of these standards, especially if

-0

standards adopted are only those developed by the current private practice

-0
0

sector.

0
0

Subcommittee discussion and recommendations

410

From the preceding description of the forces at play, we believe that
we in the academic health center.are not sufficiently involved in the

0

development of health care standards and quality control research that

0
will have considerable impact upon the practice of medicine within the
academic health centers as well as in the rest of the health delivery
0

system.
Although the academic health center in the past has not had responsibility

0
121

for the practice of medicine after a stadent completes his medical trainresing, the subcommittee believes that a new dimenaion of professional
ponsibility is now upon us.

The ways in which we practice intra-institutional

medicine will eventually have to submit to the same standards of quality
found in our medical research.

Our belief is that since the student will

in any case undergo professional scrutiny and some sort of peer review and
quality control of practice when he leaves the institution, he should see
teaching physicians' involvement in quality-of-care assessment as part of

page seven

their teaching role.

•

If the academic institutions do not involve themselves

in the research and application of quality control standards which are
appropriate to the academic health centers, we believe that they will then
be forced to accept standards which are not appropriate for themselves.
Regardless of when national health insurance becomes a reality, the
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concern for quality is an immediate one.
The subcommittee therefore believes that medical education and services
should begin developing mechanisms for assuring quality.

Quality assess-

ment should be inculcated in the student while enrolled in the medical
school as well as in the related affiliated institutions so that there
is concern for quality in every setting of the student's education and
training.
The subcommittee believes that this question of the development of
quality standards is not restricted to the Council of Deans, but has
obvious broad implications for the Council of Teaching Hospitals and
the Council of Academic Societies.

For this reason, it makes the

following recommendation in the spirit that the issue is pan-AAMC rather
than restricted to any one Council.
The subcommittee recommends that the AAMC undertake a 4-point program:
1.

Assist in the development of prototype quality assurance programs
in selected academic health centers.

2.

Encourage all academic health centers to begin a program of education
of staff and faculty in the current research and direction of quality
control programs as they apply to health delivery.

3.

Encourage establishment of training grants, scholarships, loans
and stipends for professionals to be trained in the quality area.

page eight
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•

S

4.

Seek legislative support for the creation of academic health center
PSROs as regional PSROs develop.

'page nine

APPENDIX
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Experimental Medical Care Review Organizations (EMCRO)
Funded by the Health Services and Mental Health Administration

1.

Mississippi State Medical Association (statewide) $307,000

2.

Utah Professional Review Organization (statewide) $679,000

3.

Albemarle County Medical Society, Charlottesville, Virginia (6 counties)
$201,000 (has some University of Virginia medical faculty participation)

4.

Maine Medical Association (statewide) $50,000 developmental funds

5.

Iowa Foundation for Medical Care (statewide) $65,000 developmental funds

6.

Medical Association of Georgia (statewide) $341,000

7.

Multnomah Foundation for Medical Care, Portland, Oregon (1 county) $243,000

8.

New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care (statewide) $203,000

9.

Hawaii Medical Association (statewide) $443,000

10.

Sacramento Foundation for Medical Care (4-5 counties) $283,000

The following summaries of EMCRO projects represent information
compiled several months ago and may not reflect the current status
of these projects.

Hawaii Medical Association

The *Hawaii EMU.° is based on. the methodology developed by
Dr. Beverly Payne to study the process of medical care and outcome
of episodes of illness both in the hospital and in office practice.
Criteria of optimal care were developed by the Hawaii Medical
Association and are given weights of 0-3. The "physician performance
index" (PPI) is the percentage of the weighted score performed by each
physician for that illness episode.

•

O
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This methodology is being implemented into on-going review through
the use of local physician panels selected by the EMCRO to set "optimum
care" criteria for 12. ambulatory diagnoses and 6 in-patient diagnoses.
The first cycle of record abstracting began in April 1972. Both the
criteria and diagnoses will be modified on the basis on feedback from
each succeeding cycle. Feedback seminars with physicians have already'
been established, and evaluation is an on-going task.

The 12 sets of ambulatory criteria have been translated into
abstract forms designed to be machine-readable in a mark-sense optical
0•
card reader, which interfaces to an inexpensive desk-top mini-ca!iputer.
O
The abstract form constitutes one record per patient for each ambulatory
illness episode, and can be processed in the system at a rate of. one
form per second. PAS abstract forms are still being used in the hospital
setting.
u

u _ _0
0

Programs are presently being written to edit data and produce summary
statements for EMCRO physicians to use in self-evaluation seminars or
group peer review.

,

O
...
.,
u
u

Methods for sampling care in both fee-for-service and prepaid
settings are being devised. Care can be sampled prospectively and
retrospectively under fee-for-service where claims forms are available.
If all fee-for-service physicians were EMCRO members, sampling the
population directly would identify those without access to care as well.

O

0
121
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Since this project will terminate in August 1973, several avenues
of self-support are being explored including expense-sharing or service
fees from the participating hospitals CITA (PAS), the Department of
Social Services, and the Hawaii Medical Services Agency (HMSA - a major
third party payer).

Albemarle County (Virginia) Medical Society EMCRO
The National Center for Ilealth Services Research and Development's
grant to the Albemarle County Medical Society (ACS) establishes an
Experimental Medical Care Review Organization (EMCRO) through which
practicing physicians in Charlottesville and the surrounding rural areas
(Albemarle, Greene, Madison, Orange, Louisa, Fluvanna, 'Buckingham and
Nelson Counties) can evaluate the quality and efficiency of services
ordered or performed by other area physicians. EMCRO employs an epidemiological approach to peer review. This broad model for assessing the
quality of medical care includes mot only the .traditional study of
hospitalization but also considers certain factors prior to admission
such as primary prevention (screening), secondary prevention (Case
: finding), and office practice, as well as those factors following disprevention (rehabilitation).
charge, 'including follow-up and tertian
, Expert review committees develop t'ocumented criteria based on information gathered from medical literature. 1.nd the survey results of local
4 a combination of two to five
:
. practice. The committees are composed :),
university and town physicians. Expert :ommittees have already established quality care criteria for t!'e man.e,;ement of hypertension, gastric
ulcer and hip fracture. The hyTensi:..., criteria have been approved by
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EMCRO's patient care review cycle begins with the patient-physician
meeting in which •a diagnosis is presumall: n., e and treatment rendered.
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which determines how significant c aps in medical pr .
For those physicians who have repeatedly failed to apply any of the
established guidelines, the Medical Society's EMCRO may suggest to the
that their claims not be honOred.
can

-2 . • The most extensive work of EN= is In the area of the peer r:vicw
• of•hypertension.
A preliminary study of 760 consecutive admission::; in
. .
the two area hospitals has been conducted to determine the treaLment
'of. hypertensives. The hypertensive .committee has also tItudied the yiel:
of hypertensive intravenous pyalograms (IVY), renal arteriogra
and
catecholamines as diagnostic screening procedures for hypertension.
Retrospective surveys of hospital and office records of patients with
.
hyr!rtension, hip fracture and gastric ulcer are completed and currently
'being analyzed.
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Georgia Foundation for Medical Care EMCR
Association of Georgia.
Georgia EMCRO is .a project of the Medical
for ambulatory care, hospital,
EMCRO develops review methods and criterla
and nursing home review.
pients arc reviewed by
All medical care services of Medicaid reci
under a contract with the State
the Georgia Foundation for Medical Care
ew methods for the l'oundaCion,
Health Department. EMCRO develops revi
review emphasizes cost containwhich actually performs the review. This
elines. Criteria of ambulatory
ment within general qualityassurance 'guid
ittees.
care arc being developed by specialty comm
ital Association, EMCRO is
In conjunction with the Georgia hosp
a management tool for hospital
developing a hospital discharge abstract as
g horopital utilization
administrators and as a means of strengthenin
No hospital in Georgia subscribes
review committees in a cooperative way.
y (PAS). or other information service..
•to the Professional Activities Stud
by EMCRO in quality review in
The discharge abstract is a first step
hospitals.
has requested EMCRO cooperation
The Georgia Nursing Home Association
r
d utilization review for all membe
in designing a system of centralize
g
alon
eria
crit
n
is developing admissio
nursing homes. A GMCF committee
a
to
ted
admit
out on each patient
with EMCRO. An abstract is filled
six months thereafter, or more
every
nursing home within two weeks and
ew includes on-site visits to
frequently if requested by EMCRO. Revi
ew can compare the data and judgenursing homes by EMCRO. On-site revi
observed
abstracts with the situation
ments about quality gained from the
in the nursing home.
ew is being pursued in cooperation
A problem -oriented approach to revi
e
y University Medical School, wher
with 3. Willis Hurst, M.D., of Emor
the
and
in out-patient departments
problem-oriented records are used
t, a list of the most frequently
Department of Internal Medicine. Firs
encountered problems .will be compiled. '

Medical Care Foundation of Sacramento EMCRO

The major current thrust of the Sacramento Foundation is the
development of a prepaid health plan. While this initially will cover
Medi-Cal patients, the expectation is that patients under a wide variety
of programs will eventually be covered. The EMCRO activity will include
the development of an extensive automated data gathering and proccssin
system. From this data, criteria of care will be deNclopo.d and later
used to identify exceptional practice patterns. Education programs will
be aimed at the correction of these problems.
In addition to planning
and patient ,survey funded by
in the first year. ,This, in
potential for involvement in

0

for the prepaid health plan, a physician
the EMCRO and IIMO grants was carried out
part, assessed, the level of interest and
Foundation peer review programs.
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•

Utah ProfessiOnal Review Organization EMCRO

During the first year, the Utah EMCRO gained broad -based support
• for their emerging Project. They initiated a pilot program of concurrent: hospitalization review which has expanded under a contract
—with Blue Cross/Blue Shield for the Federal Employees Program. Criteria
for hospital care have been developed for use in this concurrent review
•
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system.
The major thrust of the next two years will be the development and
operation of an automated review program for ambulatory services under •
Medicaid. This will include the development of a new encounter form,
ambUlatory care criteria and a computer based program that will allow
the identification, of practice patterns differing from the criteria.
An extensive data base will permit the generation of physician and
patient profiles which will aid the review physician in making judgements.
In cooperation with IRMP, a continuing education program will be
tailored around the educational needs identified by review.
Finally, a project for review of care in the Salt Lake City
•
Veighborhood Health Center (an HMO) is in the planning stages. This will
include the use of a control group of private practice physicians from
the commUnity.

Foundation for Medical Care EMCRO
Multnomah County (Portland, Oregon)
O developed criteria for
During the first year, the Multnomah EMCR
care. In addition, they started
—Smbulatory, hospital, extended,and home
italization review which is e:Tected
a pilot program of concurrent hosp
to expand in the near future.
h EMCRO will develop and
During the next two years, the Multnoma
the care provided tO the patients
operate aprogram which will review
involve the development of an
of 250 volunteer physicians. This will
, and an automated system to
encounter form to capture the needed data
parties will allow the use of
process it. Relationships with third
from other than volunteer
their data for patients who receive care
physicians.
review data will be addressed
• Educational needs identified by- EXCP0
con.
• in programs of continuing .medical edv

Mississippi State Medical Association

EncRo

a
During the first year the Mississippi ENCRO developed criteri
nt
efficie
icated
sophist
A
s.
for 60 diagnoses for hospitalized patient
The
ed.
develop
been
has
ing
systeim for data collection and process
initial comparison of care with criteria is done by computer with
readible
review of deviant cases being done by physicians using easily
pating
partici
computer output forms. The data is then sent to the
hospitals for review and action.
Initially, eight hoSpitals were involved in the study. In June,
1972, the criteria were sent to all hospitals in the State with an
invitation to participate in the program. Indications are that a large
number will take advantage of this opportunity.
Plans for the second year include consideration of the development
of review of emergency room care. Enlai:3ement of the hospital review
program, planning for continuing education and the development of
generated
mechanisms for indepth analysis and c--1.:ation of the hospital
data.

•

New Mexico EMCRO
The proress of this medical care reView organization has been
r
.rapid... Planning and start-up was accomplished between 1.1:)y and Septembe
Socipj
d
1971 as a•result of the relationship between the State health
Services Department and the New 1,1exico Foundation for Medical Care.
Medicaid claims are processed for payment and reviewed for appropriateness
of care on a Statewide basis. Criteria for care are being formulated
by physician panels and will include 270 diagnoses when complted. Also
to be included are admission criteria to four different levels of nursing
home care as well as podiatry criteria.
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The data processing aspects of the system' are handled through a
subcontract with the Dikewood Corporation, which owns both the hardware
and software components. The annual: claims processing cost by Dikewood
entered
in 1970 was about $100,000 less than that of Blue Cross. Data is
iate
intermed
no
with
memory
access
random
directly by keypunching .into a
ndence
correspo
ed
associat
any
and
steps as in other systems. Each claim
is assigned a unique number and is also microfilmed. From this data
base, both patient and physician profiles can be gcerated over periods
CRT
of up to one year. Experimentation has begun with the use of remote
recorded
be
terminals in the Foundation's regional offices. Claims will
on cassettes for batch input to the central computer'SuCh that availof
ability of computer time will not be a constraint on regionalization
review. Effort has also proceeded toward the review of problems as well
as diagnoses as the Foundation moves in the direction of using problemoriented records.

INFORMATION ITEM 1. .
National Academy of Sciences
Institute of Medicine
Health Services Research Study
DRAFT:

Dr. David Kessner

This document represents notes on which the author based his talk
to AAMC's Subcommittee on Quality of Care on September 29, 1972.
QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND THE TRACER METHOD

Since medicare there has been unprecedented economic, political

and consumer pressure for change in the delivery of health services.

Not to be reproduced without permission

In part, this pressure has been translated into public and congressional

concern for how much health services cost and the quality of the service

.that is. purchased.

The political process--which I'm sure some of you were

.involved in--has responded with proposals for National Health Insurance,

,

Health - Maintenance Organizations, and Peer Review Organizations—all

.specifying monitoring, quality assessment, quality assurance, and quality

achievement.

•

And while it seems certain that none of these proposals will come to

fruition this session of Congress, it also seems certain that proposals

embodying their major elements will be enacted within the next five years.

.The question is no longer whether there will, or should be intervention

in health services to monitor care--but who will intervene and what methods

.will be used.

-2 -

Much of the proposed legislation for reorganizing the health system
or altering its financing

tacitly assumes that either we have ready methods
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of quality assessment or can rapidly put together the technology, skilled

manpower and data base needed for evaluation on a national scale.

course, this:is not the case.

Of

Pragmatic health services evaluation is

a relatively new field and one that is in.the process of developing and
testing methodologies.

There is a critical need for coordinating efforts

to develop evaluation techniques, to do comparative testing of different

methods of evaluation and to develop a cadre of trained social scientists,
physicians, and allied health workers to carry out evaluation efforts.
This morning I would like to briefly review selected studies which
have employed specific morbidity conditions as a means of evaluating

health services; describe the "tracer" method that we have been working
with at the Institute of Medicine, and discuss some of the pitfalls that
any method of health services evaluation faces.

Lastly, I want to

- 3 -

emphasize the need for academic centers to develop health delivery settings

that are pragmatic, that can be used as live laboratories for testing and

teaching, and that--in part-can in the future be transplanted to the
0
world outside academia.

0

In July.1969, we began at the Institute of Medicine to develop

-o
(.)
-o
0

a method for assessing health-care status among different groups of

f

0
0

the:population-. :As you know, attempts to evaluate health care are,0
faced with two handicaps at the outset--by the vexing question of what

constitutes quality and by the technical problems inherent in specifying
0
0
(.)

.discreetand consistent measurement units.

The variability in disease .

severity, record keeping, and organizational structure make evaluation of
0
ambulatory care particularly complex.
(.)
121

Partly to over come these problems, we focused on the premise that

specific health problems could offer a perspective for viewing health

status and care, and could provide a strategy for scientifically analyzing

r

health systems.

Health problems could become, in effect, natural

"tracers" that would allow health-care evaluation to pinpoint the
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strengths and weaknesses of a particular medical practice setting

or an entire health-service network by examining the interaction

between providers, patients and their environments.

They also

would provide easily understood data to be fed back into the

health-delivery system.

The use of specific morbidity conditions to analyze health

services is not new.

In a study of the medical clinic of a

university hospital in the early 1960s, for example, Huntley

analyzed charts for completeness of patient work-up and proportion

of abnormalities that were not followed up.

More than one fourth

of the patients with a diastolic blood pressure of 100 mm HG or

higher were given no special tests relevant to hypertension, and

approximately one half of these patients had no diagnosis related

to the cardiovascular system.

-

- 5 -

Other studies of interest include recent work by Dr. Robert

Brook who is one of the speakers this morning.

* In a study of 296 patients with either urinary tract in-

fection, hypertension, or an ulcerated lesion of the stomach
,e
or duodenum who were

treated at an emergency room, Dr. Brook

assessed five methods of evaluating health care.

When the

adequacy of the process of care was combined with judgements

concerning outcome, Dr. Brook found that the quality of care

appeared to be acceptable for only 27 percent of the cases.

* Ciocco and colleagues in dstudy in 1950 analyzed services

provided to 3,200 ambulatory patients who were seen for the

first time by 16 different medical groups.

Utilizing case

records as a source of data, they divided the diagnoses into 18

categories and evaluated the relations between complaint, diagnosis,

- 6 -

services and treatment and the physicians' training and experience.

Marked variations among medical groups in the type and amount of
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service delivered were documented. 'After correcting for such

patient characteristics as age, sex, and diagnosis, the investigators

concluded that differences in the amount of training and specialty

status of the physicians accounted for much of the variation in

services among tae medical groups.

*

Dr. Morehead and her colleagues reviewed charts to evaluate

neighborhood-health-center performance in delivering preventive

health care.

Her analyses did not encompass clinical management

or follow-up of potential pathology, but reflected the adequacy ,

of the basic history, physical, and laboratory data and preventive

care for adult medicine, obstetrics, and pediatrics.

Using the

performance of the medical-school;-affiliated outpatient department

as a standard, the study rated the neighborhood health centers

above the hospitals in adult and pediatrics and slightly below

in obstetrical care.

•
The evaluation methodology developed at the Institute of

Medicine differs from previous efforts in several critical ways.

These include the manner in which health problems were selected ,

and combined in sets; specification of criteria for care, and,

in application, concurrent assessment of health professional,

the couuunity he serves, and the people to whom he delivers

care.

We've called the sets of health problems tracers--after a

concept we borrowed from the formal medical sciences.

In

physiology, for example, scientists use radioactive tracers to

study how a body organ--such as the thyroid gland --handles a

critical substance such as iodide.

They measure how the thyroid

takes up a minute amount of radioactive iodide and assume the

organ handles natural iodide in the same manner.

In measuring the functions and processes of a health-care

system, the tracers needed must be as discrete and identifiable

•

- 8 -

as radioactive iodine.

They must be health problems that flow

through the system--each shedding light,on how particular parts
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work, not in isolation, but in the system.

The basic assumption

remains the same; namely, how a physicina or health team routinely

administers care for a set of common ailments or how a system

identifies high-risk, pregnant women will be an indicator of the

, general quality.of.care and the efficacy of the system delivering

that care.

In our study, we have developed a set of six tracers, all

common diseases treated by health-care systems.

Three of the

tracers--iron-deficiency anemia; middle ear infection, including

hearing loss, and visual disorders--are appropriate for children

while hypertension, urinary tract infection, anemia and cervical

cancer are useful in assessing care provided to adults.

- 9 -

CRITERIA FOR TRACERS

The value--and reliability--of evaluating health services by
0
tracers rests on the selection of the tracers and the development

0
-0
c.)

of minimal care criteria against which the tracers can be compared.

The following are characteristics for selecting morbidity

0
conditions to be used as tracers:
_0
0
0

+

A tracer should have a significant functional impact

u
on those affected.

Conditions that are unlikely to

0
be treated or those which cause negligible functional

0
c.)

impairment are poor choices.

c.)
0

c.)
0
121

+

Each should be relatively well defined and easy to

diagnose in field and practice settings.

Dermatologic

conditions, for example, require highly skilled professionals

to diagnose and are difficult to screen on a mass basis.

In contrast, it is relatively easy to delineate persons

with iron deficiency anemia.

- 10 -

+

Each should have prevalence rates that are high enough to

permit the collection of adequate data from a limited
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population sample.

If an adequate number of cases is not

• obtained, it is difficult to analyze important variables.

For example, in comparing different organizations for

providing care, evaluators must control for social and

demographic characteristics of the patients.

+

The natural history of the condition Should vary with

utilization and effectiveness of medical care. Ideally,

in evaluating a delivery system, the tracer conditions

should be sensitive

to the quality and quantity of the

service received by the patient.

+

The techniques of medical management of each condition

should be well defined for at least one of the following

processes:

prevention; diagnosis, treatment, and rehab-

iliation or adjustment.

There is real danger in using

- 11 -

outcome studies if it is unclear whether the provider •can

intervene in the natural course of the disease.
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+

The effects of socio-economic factors on each tracer

dondition should be understood.

Social, cultural, economic

. and behavioral factors will introduce variations in the

epidemiology of many morbidity conditions.

should be relatively - well understood.

The epidemiology

For instance, lead

intoxication among.children in urban areas is usually

caused by the ingestion of flaking lead-based paint prevalent

in slum housing.

Thus, it is the ghetto based and not the

middle class medical delivery system that is challenged to

identify the population at risk and institute appropriate

diagnostic, therapeutic and preventive measures.

When combined in sets, tracers provide a means of evaluating

particular health services from two or more perspectives.

For

- 12 -

example, by combining iron deficiency anemia and hearing loss--

treatment for both of which includes screening and health education
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counseling--an evaluator can gain insight about a health center's

performance in screening and counseling across the entire age and

sex range of its patients.

Similarly, in evaluating drug therapy

for middle ear infections and hypertension, we gather information

about a range of drugs used in a total service population.

Two primary purposes of evaluation are:

to support good

medical practice by identifying its efficacious and efficient

elements, and to indicate areas of practice in need of improvement.

In both instances, the results of the evaluation must be fed back

into the system at the point of delivery so that the persons

responsible for managing the health program can use the results of

the audit to institute change in the delivery services.

Combining analyses by the set of six tracers developed in

this study with census data and simple demographic information,

- 13 -

basic strengths and deficiencies in specific aspects of a health

care program can be identified, leading, where necessary, to

changes in the organization and delivery of services.

. example

For

in a hypothetical--although not farfetched--situation

in which 25 percent of an enrolled high-risk population has not

been screened for hypertension, only 11 percent of the estimated

morbidity in the community has been identified, and significant

differences exist between the care enrollees receive

and the •

inimal care.recommendations, the following steps to change services

-could be considered:

+

Institute community case finding efforts on a

small population sample to determine the number

•

of persons with high blood pressure not receiving

care elsewhere in the community.

+

Restructure health center management procedures

to obtain blood pressures on all enrollees considered

at high risk.

14 -

Distinguish charts of patients with blood pressure

above a specified level using age-sex criteria.
+ Discuss with the medical staff the results of the
•

•

audit to consider use of structured medical record
forms to obtain a minimal data base for all patients

with hypertension.
Discuss with the medical staff alternative,plans for
•

"therapy of hypertension in relation to thei severity

•of the disease.
0

0
•
.
c.)
0
c.)

- 4. Specify medical criteria for patient follow-up.

i= Consider appropriate methods for administrative

reorganization of follow-up procedures.

In order

o field test the tracer method, we carefully

"indentified 2,600 children from 1,700 families representing a

wide range -of income levels in the District of Columbia.

These

. families received care from one of a variety of medical practices:
solo practitioners, fee-for-service partnerships, hospital out-

- 15 -

patient departments, and various group practices, some prepaid

and others not.
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In the course'of the study, we put together a team of health
professionals and examined the children ourselves.

We examined them in this

test becawse we felt that the tracers we had selected could fix

on the quality of care the children received but we -ieren't

• at all certain that their medical records would be complete -

-.enough to tell•us:what we,anted to know.

•

We also wanted to

check the care they did-not receive; that is, we wanted in this

test to see how many children we found with pathology

such

as a visual impairment—that the regular source of care did not

find.

The analyses of our present field studies are not complete-'but I can give you an indication of the kinds of things we expect

to find and of how such findings might be translated into

restructuring and improving health care.

- 16 -

Before starting the major field test of the tracer method,

we pretested it on a smn11 scale by examining the medical records

in two clinics with excellent reputations.

•

One is a small clinic

with a highly structured record system and method of practice.

The other serves a larger population and provides "good:' care;
A

it is not tightly organized, however, and maintains its records

_in the unstructured way common to most. of the profession.
1
We chose just one health condition to look at--midpale ear

infection.

It has excellent characteristics as a tracer.
-

If

- not treated properly, the disease has a rather high potential for
• .\
permanently impairing the hearing of children, so the optcome is
measurable; in one -study,

for example, 17 percent of Ithe

children who suffered acute middle ear infection develdped a

.significant hearing loss--enough to handicap them in basic

educational studies such as arithmetic and English.

Secofidly, the diagnosis of the disease is relatively easy,

and the prevalence is high, regardless of the child's social

class.

- 17 -

- Finally, care matters.

Treatment with appropriate anti-

biotic drugs will clear up the infection, and the diagnosis and
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course of treatment--is generally agreed upon in the medical

profession.

Using a set of diagnostic and treatment criteria

which

were developed by practicing family physicians and s,ecialists,

we applied the tracer method to the two clinics.

We found some

striking differences.

This single indicator, middle ear infection

of course, did

_-•-_-- •--

•

not'campare everything the clinics were doing--it didn't look
-

at radiology, for example, or physical therapy or immunization.
_
It didn't even look at all phases of routine diagnostic procedures.

But it did isolate some important indicators of how the physicians

. 'practice in each setting.

One of our criteria for minimal care:for middle ear infections

.was evidence that the ear had been examined--hardly a criterion

that can be argued.

We found, however, that in more than 20

"percent of the cases seen at the less structured clinic, the

18- -

t ever
physicians had diagnosed middle ear infection withou

looking in the child's ear.

Or, if they did look, what they

down.
saw was apparently.not .important enough to write

The

less than
highly .structured clinic wasn't perfect; but only in
the results of
seven percent of the cases they_did.not record
:0

an ear exam.

It is generally agreed that in rare instances, are multiple
antibiotics or fixed combinations of antibiotics indicated in the

treatment of middle ear infections.

Yet in the less structured .
f

. 'clinic, we found that in nearly 45 percent of the cases; the
,

physicians were prescribing 2 or more antibiotics.

In the

other practice, combinations were prescribed in less thdn two
-

-

percent of the cases.

•

When these kinds of data are obtained on a set of six
tracers which cover a broad age range of patients and a
l'ole
variety of services that are basic to delivering good care,

•

19 believe it will provide the kind of information that a solo

physician, clinic administrator, medit.al director, or consumer

board needs to monitor care.

To he sure, there are dangers in this or any other method

. of evaluation which measures process and outcome of care; for

one, a good evaluation, like a malpractice suit, may inflate
demand and costs, such as the number of laboratory tests a
_
physician orders.

And, secondly, basing the evaluation on
0
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criteria for treatment assume

that the criteria matter and runs

the risk of locking the profession into a rigid mode of practice.
- - _
We think these dangers are real.

offsetting benefits.

But there are potential

If quality assessment uncovers things the

providers should be doing and are not, it also uncovers things

•they Shouldn't be doing and are--procedures that are expensive,

unnecessary, useless or harmful.

If the treatment criteria--including looking in a child's

- 20 -

ear and taking his temperature--are those the professions 9.grees

are minimal for care, and if they are periodically reviewed by
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the profession, the chances of stiffling innovation seem remote

indeed.

They -may, in fact, encourage innovation by formalizing

what we now know about treating certain disorders and measuring

the health of the patient against the accepted practices.

It

would then be possible to assess innovation by results--a situation

that is missing in most clinical practices today.

It is time to start building evaluative mechanisms into the •

process of delivering care and to compare different methods for

health monitoring and elialuation.

at the start.

We must, however, be selective

It would be folly to attempt to evaluate quality

Of care on a National basis now.

We should begin with new delivery

programs, and what setting could be more approPriate than HMO's

under academic sponsorship.

In these programs, the costs of comparing

different evaluation methods could be subsidized and carefully

- 21 -

monitored, testing different structured record systems can be
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implemented with greater ease than in the private sector, and in

these relatively sheltered programs, there is hope that tactics

will be developed to learn how to use evaluative information to

reorganize and adjust care to meet the needs of the people.
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With this excerpt from the Senate Welfare Cmte.'s.report
on its HMO bill, "The Blue Sheet" concludes a two-part
presentation of the most significant material in the document.

TITLE IV—COMMISSION ON QUALITY HEALTH CARE ASSURANCE

In developing the provisions related to the Commission on Quality
Health Care Assurance,the Committee investigated in depth the existing mechanisms in effect in the Nation which seek to provide the assurance of quality medical care to the individu' al. The Committee was
impressed by the peer review system developed by the California
Medical Association (CMA) and by the dedication to quality health
care demonstrated by the directors of the CMA peer review system.
Those improvements in the quality of care which have been effected
as a, result pf CMA reviews have been valuable and where effective
seem to demonstrate what can be accomplished in certain instances
by competent peer review groups.
Experts have cast increasing doubts on continued reliance upon
current methods of quality assessment, control, and regulation. An
increasing number of studies suggest that while the quality of many
individual medical procedures and practitioners is high, the overall
quality of care provided in the present system appears to be lower
than is generally underst000d. Slee, Lewis, Lembcke, Morehead, Trussell, and others I have examined the processes of medical care (i.e., the
diagnostic and therapeutic measures through which medical care is
IC. E. Lewis and R. S. Hassanein, "Continuing Medical Education—An Epidemiologic
Evaluation," New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 282, No. 5, January 29, 1970; Paul
A. Lembcke, "Medical Auditing by Scientific Methods: Illustrated by Major Female Pelvic
Surgery:" Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 162, No. 7, October 13, 195,6:
M. A. Morehead, et al. A Study of the Quality of Hospital Care Secured by a Sample of
Teamster Families in N
1 etv York City, Columbia University, School of Public Health and
Administration Medicine, New York, 1964; and Ray E. Trussell. et al., The Quantity,
Quality and Cost of Medical and Hospital Care Secured by a Sample of Teamster Families
in the New York Area, Columbia University, School of Public Health and Administrative
Medicine, New York, 1962;For the work of Virgil Slee and his associates see the 'various
PAS Reporters, published. by the Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, Ann
Harbor, Michigan.
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delivered,). aid have.'arrived at two general,. -conclusions: First, such
processes often do not Conform to predefined standards. of. "god,''medical practice."-,Second, there .are wide variationSiii the.'rateS at.
which laboratory tests, operations, or. other Medical procedures are •
perforthed,, betWeen, different providers.. -Vor example,. ProfeSSiOriaL.: •
Activities 'Survey • has, diScovered that - the use of antibiotics-- after
tonsillectomies Varies from .2 percent in Some Of its member hospitals-•
to 96 percent in Others:2
These and other studies should not necessarily be interpreted4oinean that the.quality of medical care is universally. low', but rather
that it. could •probably, be'significantly improved through' more
Spread monitoring of the outcomes and processes of medical ,care. By
measuring, performance, directly in terms .of 'clinical outcomes, providers should be'able to obtain frequent feedback on the .- efficacy • Of . •
medical procedures and •.techniques so that they can more :readily .
improve the quality of medical care thatthey provide.'
•
,.
. The:.prepayment concept, when coupled With the 'assumption .of „
financial risk by health' care_ provider's, provides incentives to reduce
theservices rendered to the lowest possible level in order to'conserve
resaurces,and to stay within the income generated by •premium. revenues. Although this,is a desirable effect of • the capitation prepayinent.,
mechanism of purchasing services; in that it will provide strong in-'
•centives ta reduce costs; it requires that there be strong and effective ...
mechanisms to assure the quality'of health Care and that services of.,
. adequate.,quality and quantity are provided:- The: Coinmittee, believes
that if it is to authorize the expenditure of public, funds to,initiate.
new forms of health care delivery, it has a responsibility to assure'the.,
American people that health services will be of high quality;
, •
Evidence of • the.'Need for..the (Yon-mission on Quality Health Care
AssuranceHealth‘Care of'Variable Quality
•
During the pastyear,the Committee has heard.testimony.indicating that the quality of .health services is extremely variable,._ not,Only
between,regionSof the country, but.within a .single region as Well.
• At the present time the health care 'field has no standard
, setting
capability of national scope.. •
•
.
The closest- approximation .to a; national"standard setting -body •
which presently exists is the Joint . Commission on, Accreditation of
Hospitals:.The-JCAH is a profession-dominated, profession sponsored::
priVate, voluntary .body ,Which, in the words of its executive director,• - . 'does not express any, direct judgment,on the ', medical Care'. itself.. . ACcreditation implies that a• hospital, at *hotelier level
it is, is'progressing towards improvement and, following whatever
ommendations we make." ',•
• .
The JCIA.H effort is'voluntary,is limited in scone to. hospitals; does not deal directly' with the assessment. of the quality of'medical'care.
.
•
•,
.
and is.not Publicly accountable:. • "
In the absence of quality standards ., there is 'abundant evidence .of
great variation in the quality of healthi care -services ..•
For example, in their as ,yet incomplete study of manpoweriitiliza- tion,:the American College of Surgeons-American Surgical...:Associa-•
2 Professional

Activities Survey Reporter, Commission on Professional and Hospital
Activities, Ann Arbor, Michigan, September 2, 1969.
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tion have deterinined that 30770' of all practicing surgeons in, the
- -United States are non-certified by the American Board of Surgery..
Although many of' these surgeons .are unquestionably dedicated,
• skilled physicians,some are under-trained, perform too few 'operations
to retain theirskills, and shouldn't be performing-surgery'given the
large number of *highly competent surgeons available in the United .
' In a recent'article in the Federation Bulletin,3 Richard V. Ebert,..-:
•M.D., professor of Medicine and Chairman, Department of MediCine,_
'..University
Of
wrote:
,
. Minnesota
..
. ,
.
"Recertification is part'of a complex structure of review of ,
''. educational
.,
. c; 'programs and •exarninktiOn
,
,of . physidians:de
-.signed to maintain quality in American Medicine (Table II)
The system is designed to produce'a:high-staridard:-of excellence :in the training. Of physicians and ' to *:guarantee the
American''public'high quality medical Care:, in general thiS,, ,
. ,has,-worked.well.*The birth of the Ainerican'Boarel Of Family '
'
.'Practice will ensure' that .'virtually all physicians- will be
examined'atthe end of the period of graduate training. Manywill be re-examined periodically.'
.,.* •
*
.
• ,-, ,' 'Recently, 'it has become apparent that there are major defects in the,-system: Graduates of *foreign'medical schoOls
— May escape the rigoroustraining and attendant examinations
required .11)2'7U0e71:$0:tes aiedical'sChoolS. Ma-ii3 indiVidualS .
-- taking:•gadnate training,either fail to take board examilia7 -* ,fion-§ .4:)1'.-'fail to 71*s"them. Most of thesel5raCtiCe their specialty in any caSeArhether all of them participate.in 'Contin-:,
uino- eduCatiOn we:dona know. '' , '' :-:
,••• ' 'There is,no,.0estion but that,the development of -the'self,
assessment examination has been -usefuLin :making the phy,.
,:-sician aware of ,the -deficits.in his knowledge. The weakness
•. Of,the method is''the inability of, educational planners to ,
obtain adeurateinforthation regarding performance- on the '
to
physicians
lack, •._ lack
. .and-the
.
., :•exainination
..Of stiMulUS
. _.
,...
..
-,
ing interest. in self education"
A study recently, published by Dr. John Bunker hi the New England
journal of Medicine 4 determined that the United States has twice as
many surgeons in proportion to the population than in England and
-Wales. The same study showed that insiirance coverage alone seems to
increase the utilization of physicians'services; prepaid insurance plans
(or group practice) tend to lower the rate of surgical operations per-,
formed; and fee-for-service payment seems to result in increased
physician' services. .1.6 times. as many operations are performed on
men,'and almost twice as many are perfOrmed on wonien in New Eng-.,
land as in Liverpool,- England. The smile author found that "on the, order of'four times" as many tonsillectomies are performed in New .
,

'"

3
4

4, •

Federation•Bulletin 59,;'6 June1972- - ,
New England Journal of ATOicine,'282 ; 3—dan."1:5,4979: -4..
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England than in LiverPool, Englaftd, or.,tppsala,, Sweden. In Summary,Dr. Bunker Concluded that inter-regional differences in the-per,formance 6f:individual Operations are"real,Jarge and important, they
are found in most of the common operations; Some of the differences ,
may be.related:to various incidence of,the conditions, but .many: are.
more likely to be Caused by differences in the systems Of medical care."
Osier Peterson et .al conducted an extensive Study of general prac-,,
tice in North,Carolina in 195354.5 Among ,their findings,they -Con,
eluded that:the level .of :performance of • the , genera" practitioners
-•
•
,
studied Was quite variable.
In summary,it is Clear that effective quality control,Mechanisms do
not exist in the health'Care field There are. neither. Standards,nor
fully developed Methods for' assessingthe qualit3i of-care..This is ;Of
particular relevance,to HMOs since the reimbursement structure in
HMOs provides incentives to,perform the fewest possible numbers of
services;in contrast to the incentives 'inherent in the, PreVailing'.fee7
for-Service,Sector. The Committee believes, ,,,however, that the ,asseSS
ment of quality is a problem not unique to HMOs, and HS0s, but is a.
topic which merits examination in all sectors of .the health Service, •
industry
This,belief has- been;Well substantiated through the hearings held
thug far concerning HMO legislation..For'example, current licensiire
laws in almost every state set minimum, usually one shot,' standards
many Of which are obsolete as exemplified bythekmerican
.Surgeons-American Surgical As§ociation.-::figutes.quOted above.
The Committee believes that the;Commissionon Quality Health Care
, Assurance, authorized .in.title IV of S. 3327,,will provide the 'badly
needed impetus as • well as an effective mechanism for developing'the
capability to a§Sess,and.monitor the quality of health care on a national scale • and will have a.major.impact upon the appropriateness and
care'services, both in, and out Of HMOs.
effectiveness Of
,,
, 'health
Development Of:
Neil,'Types of Health e0e1)
).ofe's:9ionals
There is another reason for the development of,the .capability for
evaluating the quality of• health serviCes. The emergence of highly
organized systems of health care delivery will certainly encourage the
development of new types of health'care professionals, such as pediatric nurse practitioners,.nurse midwives, and the varying:fOrms,Of
,physicians assistants already emerging in different parts of the country. The Committee wishes to encourage the developmentof new,forms
of health professionals Who will enable the physician to in-Crease his efficiency and effectiveness; but *cognizes the needfor uniform,nationally applicable standards in q,'field where Mobility .among: job categories as Well,as geographic mobility is Ei.,prevalent Characteristic.
Need to develop new ways of. measuring quality
Although :Standards relating to the training and qualifiCatiOns. of
personnel, whileryariable`frOm.statetO.State; are well developed,'standards relating to:the'process of health .Care andto!the relationships be- .
tween theProCess and the,outcome of health ,care are poorly developed"
5 An Analytical Study of North Carolina General Practiee.1953p4, Journal of Medical
'Education, December, 1956.
.
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or ,non-existent. "Standards .of.'medical practice'?, Vary • from.coMmnnity to community And from region to.region
The state of the art witli'regard to the measurement.of the impact
,of health • care services on-•th'e health of the.population being served
is rudimentaiy. The Committee is deeply'concerned with the lack of
technical knowledge or criteria to measure--the resultS of health care
serVices, and the 'consequent inability to.acCurately assess'.cost-benefit
ratios.,Snch• a capability.is. going to•become increasingly:important ,as
the costs of 'health care .•`services increase; and., increasingly complex
and sophistieated treatment alternatives evolve'in medical practice. An
:understanding* of the impact of health' care , upon the health of individuals being cared for will: beconie.increasingly urgentinthe future„
- The Committee recognizesthe need to establish a. national data.base
from which comparative' statistics concerning the • process and. .out.comes of health care can be'drawn.
•
•
,In the process of:developing the proposal for the Commission .on
Quality Health Care 'AsSuranCe,• the .Committee.'addressed itself to
three.sets of,questions
•
, ,
•
1. Who should undertake'the assessment. and • regulation of health
care on the basis of outcomes;should it be the Federal government;the
states; or Should pUbliaregulatory authority be delegated to a private,
provider-Controlled,body?
. The delegation of public regulatory authority to a private, providercontrolled body would appear to create an inherent and essentially
insurmountable; conflict of interest. Worthington'and Silver have,criticized the delegation of regulatory authority tothe.Joint Commission
on the Accreditation' of Hospitals (JCAH) under the Medicare.program. by illuminating the effectiveness,of that -Coinmissibn's regulatory- programs.6.-In,the case of health ..professional licerisure,the work
of Derbyshire,Bernstein,and others•indiCates thatlieens-ure'.(a mixed
regulatory device in that it is a state'regulatory mechanism.with man-.
. dated provider control) 'has been a relatively ineffective system.. of
quality regulation.7. Another, example is that while 20. percent of all,
hospitals representing' percent Of hospital discharges . Voluntarily
Subscribe'to the PAS,system •(operated by the Commission on Profes
• sional and,Hospital Activities), very fe*, of SUch hospitals utilize this
medical data base to monitorthe quality' of,care provided in,their
stitutions. A -further and final Point'is that.deSPitethe'increasing technical feasibility of clinical'Outcome and'process„aSSeSsment,.thesetechniques of quality assessment have not been applied on a systematic
basis by any existing provider-controlled body.: • .
• ....
- • The traditional: systems of Medical' ,Cate. delivery, rely upon the •
leavening influence of competition among'providers..It -seems'Unlikely ,
that competitors could'successfully'regulate each 'other and Still ,re= •
main coMpetitors..
° W. Worthington and L. H. Silver, "Regulation of the Quality of Care In Hospitals:
The Need for Change," Law and Contemporary Problems, Spring, 1970.
,
7 Robert C. Derbyshire, Medical Licensure and Discipline in the United States, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press; 1969; and Arthur H. Bernstein, "Licensing Of'Health Care
Personnel," Hospitals, Vol. 45, No. 3, February 1, 1971.'
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-. :This does not -mean - that. professional;expertise is. not,pivotal to the
regulation..- Scientific and technical ex
itnpleinentatibn
pertiSe-is essential.and in most cases it c-an_only..be supplied by health'
care professionals.
But, .a quality regulatory •syStem 'Should be" publicly Accountable.
while 'relying Upon professional expertise.8 , • .
.
:There are alsoSerious doubts.about the constitutionality' of delegat-.
ing public,regulatory power and -grant-making authority.. to any pri-.
.
vate body.- .
•.This .leaves the question of the appro.piate,governmental level for
administration. of ..the /Commission 's -.regulatory -scheme. There-- are.
sound.reaSons not to rely exclusively upon the.states. An effective,sys,be founded upon 4,s
tein'of quality -regulation,must,be
of health -Care problems,.differe' methods of. qtiality„assesSment, an
alternative- ways Of delivering..fnediCal care. It seeiriS..'highly overoptimistic..to -expect all -50'states to have this- kind of,;technical expertise.. Further, monitoring,the quality of.medical:care Ou.the.basit.
of outcomes is not simply a matter Of setting .external.-standardS.-At:
, the Federal level -- Which Can then beenforced by personnel.at the -state
- level. .Instead, an effective system Of quality regulation involves making relatively- sophisticated'judgments. about, not only. the necessity.
for 'further 'surveillance and/or sanctions, but about:libw to best help:.
a .provider improve its .quality. assurance -system_ and the 'qualityof
care to berendered
•
•
:
.Another:disadvantage to 'the,States independently carrying the lead in miality.:-.rep.:ttlations. without .submitting- to commission" review
that:..-- an. - effective system • of quality... monitoring:
. ant.
evolving,:reactive one; in which die.experiences Of providers With
ferent"quality .assurance systems in different parts of the country,can:.
be readily exchanged. Quality regulation carried. out :eiclusiVely ,by,
• ‘,
states seem unlikely to achieve this kind of,cross-fertilization.
In sum, while.- the states can play - a role, any such role should at ..
least be circumscribed :and informed by 'concrete federal .guidelines..:
-Thus the Committee believes it. is, advisable -t6,1oCate.
sion at the.federal level with specific areas of decentralied„responsi,i.
bility..t6 the. states. ,
,...;
.
„
.
-2... Should,all providers be subject toth,e,,.jurisdietion.-,of,4e,,Vorn,--..mission)
. and if :so- Should all proViders .(or all I
*1
- 10s) becoMpelled
or allowed to-elect to submit to the jurisdiction.of thi Com,misio'n.: •
in return forsupport/Under the.Publia,Ilealth.Service "lett
8 An additional, secondary argument against delegation to a private, provider-controlled
body is that no such body. at ptesent has a sufficiently Wide scope to undertake. this task.
For example,. Group 'Health Association of America (GHAA) 'represents HMOs, but net
hospitals, group practices or other .providers. The JCAH represents the - Anierican Hospital'Association, and organized medicine, but. not HMOs, group practices per se, or other
specific subsets of Providers. The AMA and its associated county and. state medical
societies represent many physicians,. but no institutional providers: A consortium of
insurance carriers could perhaps be created, but the disadvantages of combining 'quality
regulation with the third-party payor function are substantial. •
Thus.
single provider-controlled group l's sufficiently representative' of providers to
be the ObviOus:condidate for the delegation"ofpublic regulatory authority'in 'the quality'
area.. However.' much more important, even if such a body were put together, delegation'of
regulatory and .grant-making authority to it seems highly inadvisable for -the reasons'
discussed above,'
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- There-is no evidence,that the_ quality- of Care.prOVideci.by. existing'
"..fee-for-service - pro:Oder& is any4higher.than..that.13.0vicicl.,by-I-.TMQ&,
.In fact, the few'=,Well'controlled studies:',that,have.been::.done'in..dicate,
that the quality.of.1010 care iS higher.8
• ,
•
Barriers.liave prevented the widespread application Of,outeonies-,
oriented 'quality-,monitoring.., Most,,of "these- barriers Can:*'overcome,.:
not'.only. With -the deVelopment.• Of..the'..IIMO:-- sectOrc..butal§o:With the'
evolution Of more integrated non-HMO,provider§;,-.LikelIMOs, most, ..
hospitals .and large group practices (i.e.,.Multi-specialty„groupprac-;
tices with tenor --more':_physicians and .single:speciaity practices"with
nuire doctors) see thifficient:numbers of patientstOpothitMeaningful evaluation .of the -clinical outcomes of medical,Cate.,
Anany. have an-adniinistrative structure and a.record systerri.upOn Which'
could be built an 'effective quality assurance system„In'addition,' most:.
'of the .clinicaLontcome. and,process-.studies that have :been'cartied
.(
:those of Williamson,:Brook; Brown, ete.)_. have'beerr performed,.
in, a -non'-.HMO - setting.' Thus, the.technical feasibility of,clinical. outcome assessment non:-HMO providers'18 manifest.
•
• .in summary,, sincethe ;_quality of medical , care.'dispensed,'by -"non:
HMO providers is as likely to be significantlyimProvedby-'increased
outeOmes inonitoring.;aS that'provided by IIMOS,..andsince..strdh,Monitoring cafrbe:successfully:Carried out in non-HMQ.providers, partic,:.,
iitarlymore.integrated,One,S_snch as hospitals and group,:praCtices,- all
provider§ should be .subjectto the jurisdiction of,the.:Qoininission-...While:the-argninents.outlined'above for inclusion of.0.providersuri-..
der the Commission are .strong,- there are sotne. convincing.:argnments'
'Supporting_ an •"elective" approach which retain§the- pos§ibility...Of in
chiding' all 'providers."...First,, making outcomes-oriented ;quality,
regulation ,"elective'.'. Would protect the. young.:171MO:',industry
from;unduly ,stringent regulation..This may . be particnlarly important
since past experience with'outcomes assessment;indidates- that-measur ,
able ottcomes..are usually less satisfactory than'had beed.expected:by.
the. providers:invoiVed::;A second- argument for'making outcome§-oriente4 quality - regulation "elective" is that it makes it more difficult for providers to effectively cartelize the health industry through "capture of the regulatory
body. In the mandatory regulatory situatiOn if existincr providers gain
control of the regulatory machinery and set quality standards in such
.a Way as to make it difficult for new firms to form, particularly new
IIIMOs,then entry into the industry can be effectively blocked.;in Coti•
trast, in the "voluntary" regulatory situation new providers,
admittedly unassisted tioder the Tpbhd Health Service
Act, can enter the health industry, thus reducing the potential control
of the medical care marketplace by existing providers through Capture
of the COminission.:

smos,,

8a See e.g., S.-Shapiro„ L. Weiner, and P. M. Densen
Comparison of Prematurity and .
Perinatal Mortality.
a. General Population and in 'the,Population of a. Prepaid Group
Practice Medical Care Plan"Aniericn Journ1 of Public Health, Vol. 48; February 1958
S. Shapiro, H. jacobiiner, P. M.. Densen, And L. Weiner,.`!Further. Observations on 'Pre,!
maturity and Perinatal Mortality in a General Population-and in the Population 'of a, •
?repaid.'Group Practice Medical Care Plan," American Journal-of'Public Health. Vol. 50,
'September 1960; and Shapiro, J. J. Williams, A. S. Yerby, P. M. Densen, and H. Rosner,
"Patterns of Medical Use by Indigent.'Aged Under Two Systems of Medical Care," American.
Journal of Public Health, Vol. 57, May 1967.
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A third argument in favor of "elective" quality_ tegillation, as to,
HMOs is that explicitly tying preemption of 'selected existing state
and Federal quality regulation theasuies to submission by. HMOs to
the jurisdiction of the Commission removes the Possibility of application of a tiered system of,qualitY regulation to HMOs..Such a step
would retard HMO development since HMOs Would then be forced to
submit to the jurisdiction of this regulatory body as well as to existing state and other- federal quality regulation. This problem is .effectively avoided in S.3327.
A fourth argument favoring the "elective". approach -arises from ,
considerations of the optimal regulatory "load!' the Commission can
bear. It the Commission might become swamped: with Work, all existing providers are immediately forced to submit to the jurisdiction Of
the Commission. This is particularly important:because the Commission must administer an evolving program of reoulation.. At the same'
time, existing.providers, who may not in the short run:want *federal
assistance nor•need preemption of existing state laws, ithr.perliaps be
interested in receiving a 'seal of approval' from the Cornthission,- will
have the time to adjust before submitting to its jUriSdiction..Thus, if
all existing providers do not at first elect the jurisdiction of the Cornmission,the latter's initial regulatory domain will thus be smaller and
it will not be immediately faced with overwhelming regulatory prOb,-..
leins and thus will be able to develop its expertise as its regulatory
domain expands.
On balance, the committee felt the arguments in favor of the "elective" approach seem more persuasive.
.
3. Should the Commission be an independent regulatory body, what:
functions other than quality regulation,if any,should,be,included un=
der the Commission's jurisdiction?
Aside from quality regulation what other substantive-. functions is.
the.government perforining now or is likely to perform in the future
in relation to the health industry?
.
One Such function is promotion Of the .industry, a task 'which is
now primarily carried out by the Health Services and Mental Health
Administration of .the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. How can the government body, one of whose main
tasks is to promote the 'health industry generally and to in,.
vest in specific providers, at the same time maintain .the proper
posture necessary to effectively Monitor,and regulate the quality performance of that same industry? For example,suppose that that government body had aWarded sizeable grants loans or contracts to assist : •
an 111VIO'in its planning and development.
'Would that same government body not be placed in a difficult position if the ,quality of care
provided by that HMO appeared marginal?
This point—the undesirability of combining promotional and quality regulatory functions—was repeatedly made in the 1970 Conoressional hearings on the formation of the Environmental Proteaidn
Agency,.and was in fact one of the major arguments in favor of creating the EPA.9 Examples cited included the combination within the
9 See particularly the testimony of Russell Train. Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality, and of Roy L. Ash, Chairman of the President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization.
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,
• Atomic - Energy.•Commission of the'Mandate to promote :the use.:of
,nuclear power with the responsibility to .regulateradiation levels,'• the:
combination ,within„ the. Department•.of Agriculture of the. mission:;to .
promote agricultural ,production with the resporisibility.,-fOrregulatt• .1
ing the • use Of peSticides, and the combination. Within the...Bureau'. of
Min of the:mandate:to .encourage'the mining-industry,•With the
sponsibility for sponsoring research-to study the :effeets .of mine acid: •
•.• • . • '
•
:discharges::
. . A second important function performed by the Federal:government
.is that ofthird-party,Rayon This'function,is • primarilYcarried .0.11t by •
two agencies:,of HEW the Social Security .Administration .,and
:• • the... Medical, _•,,Services . :Administration:, which have• ,the., responsibility of ,•.""-adMinistering.-the Afedicare and fedicaid ,•prograrns,•
respectively. Should :the , quality regulatory..•funCtion-„- be.'lodged•_With.:
.•
T :••.‘• •
this third partypayorfunction,?. „:„
The-third-party payr May be concerned about- the quality of those,
to be less Con-.
services that he:purchases for: others, but he
himself.
therri.,for
Purchasing
More important,. .cerned than-if:he Were
.be.
in the case-of SSA and MS•A -,. these'agenciesseem to Monitored particularly closely by. Congress on their .ability to hold'down.-cOsts.'-Hence,
their main interest is likely to bethe containment of •costs,Aird'if.-forced, .
• to choose. betWeeti.lOwer cost/lower. quality and higher,::cost/higher•..quality,then.these .agencies would appear to be,placed in a.,tnoSV ambivalent situation.. •.
„
•. What. has:been the experience • in other areas:'•of .Gc&ernment• with
the , third-party.'.payor , situatio0 Onesuéh example is''the ..Fedèrai.
proaranis.sUbsidizinglow income.housing. hi.January'1971,- the lionse.:
Banking COtrunittedissued ,a rep•ortin which it was chargedAhat,wide •
spread abuses were,occurring in such •programs.• The gist of the COni7
- raked, in .huge...
:mittee's:Charge:was:that real estate 'speculators
Federal..apwhile.
People
to_
poor.
profits selling patched-up -dwellings
Secretary
Of Houspraisers looked the:other way.'.' 1° George.Romney,
ingand -Urban'Development, at'first denied.-the .charges..and their ad- •
• mitted after Meetings with a n.umberof federal housing adthirristratiOn ,•
,• _
correct.:''
field. personnel that the:allegations- •were
wel'public.
with
'experience.
'
be'.drawri.'froni
can- A second. example
•
• fare programs. In the welfare context, a; single agency is,usually
sponsible • for both.,determining who. is ,.eligible for benefits:and what
-services will be4vailable to those.who:qualify. Thus, a:welfare agency, •
• can reduCe- itS:cOsts by formally or informally tightening:its-eligibility.:
• standards.:Piteri:and,Clow,ard, in their.recent•book,i1...Which.reviews '
arid analyzes ,public Welfare'systems'im the United • State§ since their..
inception, • Point out that in most:cases this conflict between::Welfare.
Costs and the . quality of welfare services has ben resblved'in favor of

reducing costs.

•,-

,

third ,exaMple is: prOliidecl..hy the studY',of.Holmberg and':Ander-.
.; son. of nursing- home care.in the State.Of Minnesota.12 r.r11y assessed
the quality:ofnursing ,home care by comparing nursing. homes'on_a
10 House Congressional Record, February 8, 1971.
11 Frances Fox Piven and Richard A.'Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Function of
Public "Welfore,,New York: Random House, 1971.
12 R. Hopkins Holmberg and Nancy N. Anderson. "Implications of Ownership for Nursing
Home Care"-, Medical Care, Vol. 6, No. 4, July—August, 1968.
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wide variety of input Standards. One of their conclusions':was that
there wag a strong positive correlation between the,proportion of we17
fare patients in a nursing home and low quality care (as assessed'by
the input standards). Hence, this Study, too, confirms the Conilict
of interest between the third-party payor function and the quality,,of
services purchased:
,
; Based on the, above then, and given that the sole ,rnisision of the
Commission is to ensure the quality of care, what location within the
government will most facilitate its effective , functioning ? There are ,
only two basic choices: an agency,within HEW'reporting to,the Secre=
tary ,or a regulatory commission independent of HEW.,
: There has been little research on this precise question. One analogue
is the FAA which Jost its independent.status when it was moved to
its'. present Iodation directly under the Secretary of'Transportation'
• in 1966. Since that time it seems to have functioned aboUtAS effectively-as it did 'before', although this point has not been rikorouslyesta,blisheth
Moreover, the FAA, unlike this regulatory body,' waS a, well-estab-,
lished regulatory agency With..a solid reputation mid a defined constituency at the time of the shift. .
As noted, there have been relatively few studies which have specifically addressed the question of what effect
effect,independence ,have, on,
is that of Haywood
the effectiveness of regulation. One study that
and Golemb 13 who reviewed the performance of state bank regulatory.
authorities and concluded that "effective regulation appears to,'be
served when the regulatory authority is an independent unit." Conferees at the recent Brookings Conference on the regulatory process also
strongly supported the independence of regulatory commissions.,Their
opinions oh this subject were summed up by No11.14 as'follows:.;
The conferees were unanimous in believing thatindependence is desirable for at least some types ofregulatory decisions,
if for no other reason than the credibility it gives to the agencies'objectivity. The conferees agreed that the 'independence" '
'of the existing independent agencies is to-some degree illusory.
The agencies are subject to 'congressional and executive'pressures, partly because of'the budgetary control exercised, in
these branches and partly because the President and the Congress Are elected and therefore deservedly capture the attention of the regulators. Nevertheless, regulators ;do' need the
,authority to make decisions that are contrary to the wishes
of the other branches. This forces.the offending branch to
make a public show-of reversing the agency through new
legislation, rather than allowing the exercise of congressiona.1
or executive will to be surreptitious. The necessary institu-,
tional ingredient for independent decision making is a Icing
term tenured,appointment, which, regardless of the rhetoric
or the organization charts, accounts for all'of.whatever independence the independent agencies enjoy.
' Charles F. Haywood and Carter H-. Golemb. "A Study, of .the ItesnOtilbifities and
'Powers Delegated to State Banking.Authorities", unpublished manuscript,'1968. A summary.
of this study is nuhlished in the hook by Noll cited In fn. 30.
14 Roger G. Noll, Reforming ' Regylation, The Broo.kings Institution,'Washington, D.C.,
1971.
-.
' .''
'
,
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Thus, there are to arguments for the'"independence" of the Cornmission. First,.if quality'regulation is importantitshouldnot:be lodged.
within HEW Where rigorous , pursuits of quality, assurance can
"traded-off'? or' Comprornised in -the interests of cost containinent':
and/or promotion Of health sectorS. Second,to the extent that Conflicts
between the'Commission and SSA-MSA and HSMHA do Occur, and:
they .1are• inevitable and in Some ways desirable; such Conflicts -Can":be
resolved in a more;public light than if theregulatory body is
part of HEW where conflicts can be easily Submerged. This is particularly-important since the quality regulatory body would-be anewly=
Created entity while HSMHA,,SSA, and'MSA are: well-established
powerful agencies with Strong constiffiencles. Hence. if'the quality
regulatory body were to be located within HEW,even'
if it reported directly'to the Secretary, it would be much less. able to- resist and dorn
pete effectively with HSMHA, SSA and MSA than if it were hide-,
• pendent of HEW:
,,_,
,
The ConiMittee also believes that the independence of the-Commission On Quality Health-- Care Assurance satisfies- both of the basid,
criteria for the creation Of an"independent governmental- agency Set
out by the President in his Message Proposing the Environmental Protection Agency. The first criterion was that.responsibility is divided'
among several agencies, but is not the piithary function of anyof them,
and -the'other functions affect the agency's views--bf the regulatory.
issues. The second.criterion, the President Stated,-justifying the ordation of an independent agency'was thata situation nnist-exist in which'
the centralizing- of authbrity in die agency:wduld- better enable-that
agency 'tci make'decisions: about the aetivities of Other agencies: The
President stated that such decision making functions' were:'better
lodged in an „independent'agency than in an .existing cabinet'department. He reasoned that a Cabinet agency, With multifarious non-regulatory responsibilities, Might be,regarded by other agencies as a representative of competing interests
. . and constituencies •and. a.promoter of
its own progranisat the expense of those otheragencies.. The Commit,tee fully concurs with the statement Of the'President in respect to the
Environmental,Protection Agency and
believes that that logic'
applies, with respect to an effective Federal ,presence regarding the
regulation. of,certain federally assisted health'services programs.
In sum:then,'tile committee,felt that the greater suasion that comes
,with'‘,,independelice", is, an essential ingredient in the,effective functioning Of the new quality regulatory body Consequently, it should
not be an agenc:'y within HEW reporting .directly to,the Secretary,
but instead should be a regulatory'commission independent of HEW.
Commission on Quality Health Care Assurance
The Committee has,recommended that a -Commission on Quality
Health -Care Assurance be established as an independent:agency within the Federal goveinment.
The Mandated role of the Commission is threefold: First it will
have a strong role in setting standards for health care providers falling'
under,its'purview relating ,to the qualifications of personnel and, adequacy of facil WO.
The second major function of the Commission will be to gather
data',describing, iii statistical terms, the process of health care in
•

•

,r

1
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- various parts of the country. The Commission i1ldevelop the tchnology for relating health Care process to outcome,, with an emphasis
on outcome:The Commission isfurther- directed to establish statistically defined nouns for'health are practices. In .instances in whiCh significant deviation from. the established,11011118..is noted, the:Co:niniission
„is directed° to investigate the reasons for the deviation Persistent' de• viation from established norms'in the absence of siifficientjuStification
-for such deviations can lead to the withholding orwithdrawal.of CommissioncertificatiOn from -.a provider,' • • .'•
•• •
--•
The Commission is authorized to conduct'what the Committee 'be, lieves•must be extensive'research and development:activities in establishing new • health care Standards, norms and.',outcome:measurements.
, An important • aspect of the Commission's . quality • assurance pro-. .
grams will- • be. the requirement and surveillance of adequate'locally .
administered quality •health - care- monitoring devices.'These .devices
• may take a number Of forms. The exact nature of the quality' Of
.assurance -system has been left by, the Committee'to the 'discretion Of
the Commission, but -Must satisfy Commission requirements :With
respect to reporting,. data . generatincr capability, and,- effectiveness.
'The Committee wishes to e.mphasizethe
'' importance of -meaningful H.
professional input into'the evaluation of professionai..performance in
.the delivery of health -care services, It„wishes to express its -desire that members of all- health professions'relevant to the provisiOn. Of health
care services -in .. a particular systern...under review be given the opportunity to provide input into the specifications of the quality evaluation
system. • .
•
• •
•
•
- •
A -third Major responsibility- of the Commission .is to -monitor. and'.
enforce., the meaningful and effective consumer disclosure :provisions
of the JegiSlation. The Committee desires:that information relating to
fees and prices, range of services and composition,of benefit'packages, .
and the accessibility and availability.. of services including the
. .
tion of facilities, 'equipment
' -J-iOurs . of • operation practi-;
tioners by type,and location, and
Available,
the nature of the plan's administration :be made „understandable to the consumer in order'to satisfy the
. Commission's:requirements.
- The Commission on.Quality Health Care Assurance is also authorized to issue certificates of compliance to those providers'of healthSerY--•
ices, not affillated with health maintenance organizations;- health.serV-.
ice -organizations, or supplemental-- health maintenance org-anizaticins'.
. Such,certification will be necessary in order to -qualify providers'
for -assistance under the Public 'Health. Service Act, the 'Mental Re-:
tardation,Facilities'and Community Mental Health Centers ConstrUcT
• tion Act of 1963,inelnding anyform of assistance under the provisions
of S..-3327, 'except for the first two years of the life of the Proposed
.
law.
• -'Providers of health care services other than those eligible16r:funds -under the Federal programs described above may apply.,for. Icertification by the -Commission. In exchange.they will be eligible for PreeniP7
tion Of state- laws restricting forms oimedical practice, corporate practice of medicine and other health care delivery patterhg, In addition,
they will be eligible for the Quality Health Care -Initiative Awards
authorized'under section 1144 of S. 3327, intended to offset costs to
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'providers, engendered by ,compliance " with. the Commission's requirements for Quality"Health Care Assurance system operations..Federal
malpractice reinsurance protection as provided in titleIV of S. 3327',
intended-to, increase the availability and decrease the cost of malpractice insurance: and:Federally supervised arbitratiOn procedures
for disputes arising out of the delivery of health care Services will be
available to Certified providers of health care.
The Commission on Quality Health Care Assurance is to be cornposed of eleven members to be appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Of the eleven members,four shall be
consumers :not related to the delivery of health care..
The Committee wishes to emphasize its intention that the evaluative and monitoring functions of the Commission on Quality Health
Care: Assurance have substantial and meaningful input from Consumers of health care services. The,Committee believes,that the views
of such consumers will be a substantive value in enhancing the.ability
of health care profeSsionals to evaluate utilization patterns the overall
quality of health care services.
°
•
•
The Committee fully appreciates the , size and complexity of the
Commission's mandate. It has therefore specified the functions of the
Commission in great detail, and has attenipted to'outline the interrelationships among them. In the Committee's view, the Commission
on Quality Health Care Assurance is the key -element in S.'3327
which will assure that services d.elivered .y providers eligible
for • assistance under the appropriate provisions of S. 337; the
Public Health Service Actor the Community Mental Health Centers
and Mental Retardation,' Facilities Act and -Community Mental
Health Centers of 1963 will be of high quality,, and of an appropriate nature, It is intended that • the development- of the
capability.by the.Commission to ascertain, and describe'patterns'of'
" health care practice, as'well as to promulgate regulations concerning
health care practices where ,those are appropriate, Will ,succeed in
defining the limits ofacceptable health care, practices and will help
eliminate abuses Of the,health care delivery system on the part of
providers and consumers
,
. The Committee is most sensitive to problemsengend.ered by attempts
on the part of the Federal government to impose regulations. and
standards upon an industry a& complex and as intricate as the health
care industry: Nonetheless, the Committee,is deeply concerned about
the lack of measurable parameters describing acceptable: health care
practices in the United States. .
.
The Corrunission is, expected by the Committee. to interact in a
meaningful way with the National'Institute of Health Care Delivery whenever feasible: Would be both imwise from the standpoint Of
the Federal Government, and,. would subvert what little protection
consumers
receive through the experience of malpractice insurance
.
policies.
.
•
.
S:027 contains many provisions which would alter.existingregulatory mechanisms governing the provisions of health care services.
It contains authority for the preemption of state laws, many'of which
' provide for the licensure.of personnel and facilities, in order t6 enable
'providers qualifying for "assistance under the. Public Health Service
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Act and the Community,Mental .Health Centers and Mental..,Retarda .
tion -Facilities Act of . 1.9$3.. to implement new, innovative patterns:.of
the utilization of facilities :and personnel. The-Committee:recognizes.:
that some regUlatiOn governing:qualifications of ;facilities_ 'and :personnel is necessary, and has given the COmmission on Quality Health.
Care'Assurance the -authority to proniulgate-standardstoVerning the •
qualifications of. personnel,'facilities, and equipment.Itis hoped that
such authority'will be aStep'in,the direction. Of:simplifying the.com
amalgam-:state..and-;,local- licensure requirements which -cur-.' •
rently exist...
It is not the intent of the:Committeethat the'CoinmiSsion engage in •
the setting of standards for,,or the regulation.of; the practice Of meat.
cine.'The:Coinmittee recognizes the fact that this -tithe inforin,ation
is inadequate to enable such standards to.be set on a-natiOnwide.basis
The Committee has therefore'recommended the adoption of an approach designed.to improve Our knowledge .withregardto:theproCeSS •.
of health care. delivery, Title IV of S..3327:'directs the: Commission,on
Quality'Health Care.AssuranCe to- putheavy- emphasis.on the development • of.criteria for internal Anality assurances §3steriasintended•-to
function within- health , maintenance .organizations,. health service
ganiiations; supplemental. health •-•. maintenance organizations,: and
other. providers of health care falling under . the:purview ofthe:Cond.-Mission. The Committee wishes to emphaSize that local quality.:ass'
mice- systernS. must: have the :cooperation:'and 'meaningful input of;
health care, professionalS in a:.-local. area. The:'Cothinittee has inten,;.
tiOnally left the exact nature of the'quality - assurance System to be de-..,._ .
termined through the.:deliberations- • and experience. of the Corritnig4,
sion. on Quality Health Care.:Assurance. .However,. the.' Corriniittee• •
wishes tO express its desire'that in determining • the composition Of such:local quality assurance vstems, which. comply. with the criteria:'
established by the Commission; the 'desirability of meaningful; and.
substantial input • from non , health ',industry related , consumers': of '•
health care services,as well as members of;the several, health care.ciPlines such as dentists, nurses;.and health administrators be
•., .
considered,
'
In ,developing such criteria, the Committee -intends that the Cornmission require
require, the development of.tniform-data . reporting systems.
.enabling-the Commission to .0;ather information'describing.the -na,ture,
of the process of'health care as practiced throughoutthe country. This,
will'thake'possible..comparisons of the results of health 'care servicks.'
in varying,situations and ,varyjno-,.systems of health.Care..delivery,
In meeting the requirements of
Commission, the Committee
wishes emphasis to:be PlaCeclii-ponthe develop' inent of loCal,mecha-;'.
nisms for: monitoring'and ,improving the quality' of health:care services, both . in and out of. health maintenance organizations. For.that:
reason,."the Commission. will"have • great:flexibility.in-defining .criteria
for local' .quality health care assurance syStems, The Commission. is.
'authorized. to. reimburse providers, a sum equal.to . 2 percent of.'their
'gross revenues in- order to offset the. eipense inherent in establishing
such a quality health care assurance system. - • • . ,
..The Committee wishes to stress the importance which.it'places upon
•an: adequate data'evaluating and .data reporting capability, in order.to'.
enable the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare as well-asthe ,
S-15
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Commission , on Quality Health Care AssUrance to; intelligently. and,
accurately assess the nature, extent, quality, and impact,of health care:
services in the United States
• Data reporting,in order to accoMplislithis goal, need ,40t be.burden•'
- sornelY extensive,, but it Must be uniform and consistent. ,
Any.internal quality asSnrance system must also have the capability.,
for assessing and reporting the utilization characteristics of various
°providers of: health care services, whether, members 61 an organized
:system of health care delivery or n.ot, if they fall within the purview of.
- the Commission.
•
•
' ,
_•
_While:the Committee recognizes the importance Of a capability:for
nieasuring the qualifications of personnel;equiptnent and:facilitieS,the
-,piocess of health care, and the utilization characteristics as they,apply
to individuals' and populations of patients;. it Yrislies,to emphasize its
intent that the fundamental question which imist.be answered before
determination regarding the appropriateness of various types of health
.care services can.be Made,is that of the impact of those services on the
health.,Of the people being serVed.• For that reason; the:COmniittee
wishes to.. emphasize its :desire that 'great.stress be placed:upon ,the
• development of the capability for 'Measuring the.outcomes of health
Care services on the.health Of the'people being served: `
• •,
,The Committee recognizes,the fact:.that the:State of the art,regarding outcome measurements is primitive,at the present time; but hopes
that through its'other .activities,: both regarding the measurement of
input, process,: and-aitilization characteristics; as- well as. its activities
iii monitoring and compiling the reSults - of'.'malpractice 'arbitration'
disputeS, the Commission Can stimulate the Creation'of and develop. a
• technology baSed upon outcome- assessment. The Coinmittee believes
• that a national approach with a rational Centralized capability for ,
enerating and .evaluating data, is he best way to achieve this% goal: Or that reason the Commission on Ouality. Health Care Assurance,
is directed to conduct major researchand development activities iitthe
areas of the evaluation of health care services and of their irapactupon
; the health ofthe individnals affected. .
,
In addition to quality assurance systems the research: and-development activity.of the,COmmission on Quality Health'Care ASsnrance,
mitst be designed to improve as well as assess the quality of.health care.
The-Conimission is directed to emphasizeinitially thosejllnesses which
have a relatively high-,incidence in the population and WhichAre- particularly responsive to medical treatment'rather than-Illnesses which
are rare,or which are less responsive to medicaltlwapy.,
,
In addition to the above; the Conimission is,directed, to:assess'the
accessibility, availabilitY and acceptability, to 'health'. care- provided
by 'health maintenance and health'service organizations, supplemental
health Maintenance organizations, and other providers of healtkcare,
and. to Contrast:and compare various health care serviceS'systems.
If a provider of health care meets the requiretnents,of the.Corn'.
niissiOn on Quality'Health Care :Assurance, particularly'those Telat,
in& to the qualifications'of personnel,facilities and,equipment,and has
installed a quality health care assurance system'in compliance with the
criteria'developed by the Commission, the commission is directed to
issue a certificate of=compliance to th,at,provider of health care services.
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The Commission is further directed to establish.,norms with respect
to health care services, based upon the information generated by quality health care assurance systems, medical malpractice arbitration
procedures and such other information as is available to the commission. These norms are to be statistical descriptions .of the processes;
utilization characteristics,, and outcomes of health care services
throughout the United States. The Commission is directed to establish
statistical limits, within which acceptable health care practices lie:
If the Commission determines that a health care provider fails to
comply with regulations established by the Commission or consistently
and significantly deviates from the nOrms established'
for health care
• processes, utilization Characteristics and outcomes, it is empowered to
revoke or suspend a provider's certificate:of compliance, after a hearing on the record during which the provider shall have full opportunity
to justify his deviation from the norm in question..
'
- Although the development of'acapability for assessing the quality
of health care services is the major mandate of the Commission- on
Quality Health Care Assurance, it has a secOnd.major area of reSponsibility. The Committee is concerned about the difficulty -consumers:
experience in ascertaining the nature; scope, and coverage, provided
them under existing -health insurance plans, and the difficulties they
have in accurately evaluating the extent and quality of the health care
they receive. For that reason,the Commission on Quality Health Care
Assurance will have the responsibility to enforce consumer disclosure
requirements contained in S. 3327.
Specifically,' S. 3327 requires that a description of any health care
plan:receiving certification of Quality Health -Care Assurance shall
be 'published within 90 days after the establishment of such a plan.
The statute requires that each provider certified by the Commission
on Quality Health Care Assutance furnish a Copy of the plan description to every enrollee upon his enrollment in the plan and publish a
• brochure to the general public.
Pinaities .• •

The Committee „considers it extremely- important that the Commission have adequate authority to provide ,sanctions against' providers
who deviate from the Commission's requirements.
•'
Whenever the. Corrimission finds that a. provider • has significantly
deviated from the approved Quoity Assurance system or is'engag,ed
in. -practices' which significantly deviate from national or 'regional
norms, the Commission is empowered to hold hearings'concerning the
performance of that. provider.,
°, • •
•••
Such hearings shall be held in Washington or
regional locations selected by the CommisSion.on Quality Health Cam Assurance
in. such a way.as to minimize the inconvenience to those whO wish tO.
appear •before the. Commission.
.
after such a hearing, th.e Commission determines that the provideris.not justified in deviating from standards or.norms established'
by the Commission,it is empowered to suspend the certific•ate Of compliance which had been issued to that,'provider. Providers who have had
their certificates of compliance suspended for periods in excess of that •
determined to be reasonable by the Commission shall have 'their
certificates revoked.
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During the period of Suspension of certificates of approval,,the affected provider shall- be ineligible to'participate in grants, loans; loan
guarantees, or,interest subsidies under the Public Health Service Act
and the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health- Centers Construction Act of 1963.
After revocation of the certificate of compliance,'the Commission is
authorized to make arrangements with the providers of health care
who have had their certificates revoked,for reimbursement for amounts
received under the Public Health Service Act and'the Mental'Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction
Act of 1963. ,
In addition, criminal penalties are providedfor willful or repeated
violations of the requirements of the Act,fraud,and misrepresentation.
In promogating standards,rules, reg-Ulations,,or norms,the Commission is directed to take into account the views of any provider or other
interested party concerned'with such rule, and to 'allow him adequate
opportunity ,for comment.'The'Commission is directed to provide adequate safeguards, patterned after the Administrative Practice,s'Act, in
developing its requirements.
State Standards'
While the Committee -Vie-vvs the Commission as the final inStrnrnent for development and enforcement of standards of health care,,
it is of the opinion that the states,through a designated state'agency,
should be given the opportunity to develop health 'care standards so
that local and other variations can be taken irito account though the
• commission would have to 'assure itself that Such standards would .
at least be as effective and rigorous as those the Commission itself
would Otherwise institute. The Committee is aware, for instance, that
disease patterns and, treatment methodologies do differ, and appropriately so,from state to state.'
•
•
,
An added factor in the Committee's decision to encourage states to
develop their own standards is the fact that experience in the medi-,
cal care field has indicated that the closer the responsibility for
standard development and health care regulation is to the actual
provider,of the care, the more likely the provider is.to become in.
volved hi the development and setting of standards. The result is that these providers are • more' responsive to 'these= standards when
they have assisted in the development of the standards.
The Corinnittee also feels that states,'through ,their agencies,should
be given the opportunity to enforce such standards as they or others
may develop in accordance with an approved ,state plan submitted
to the Commission. It feels that a three year periOd,is sufficient time
for such plans to be developed, submitted, approved by the. Commission and made'operative. The Committee further believes that the
states should have the right of due notice regarding any decisions
made by the, Commission regarding its,state plan or its implementation. The states are also entitled to judicial review of any :and all
such decision.
.
•
The concept of permitting the state ageneies to develop'their own
standards and to enforce them, while giving the Commission evaluative authority, over the state plan, is in keeping with the overall
philosophy of the Committee. Where this is not possible, the Federal
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the:,health care , .syste'rii Of this nation,that;a
.
imminent danger
'arise;ithe'
.:derhOh.stratioh. that such daiiger-eiistS,'hie -itS'dispOSil'irigtruliiehWfOr:
eliminating the,danger,', 4.ccordifigly;',we have'given the
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•
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Arbitration
„
;''
The. Committee
on Labor and,Public',,Welfare strongly .endorse'
,
the arbitration provision
5; 337 and,believes
spohdsio'the,iihperatiVe needs for reform..1-learings on,medic.a.1 malI)1ct.ice held by the,!1-10altk.SubCOmihitteo,:,doctimelited..the
„
. problems
and iwrost. fOre:17eforni-in
include:„,maprtic
Subcommittee heard from distInguishedlistof witnesses which
G. Fteehn,ids,
c1*,.1111A14.,..,:liiEWls ,SeCretaryW.Corriihissioli,,On',
Medical Malpractice; accompanied by: Eli P. 1,3erh,.*eig",,ExecUtive,-;.
Director,,Commission on Medical Malpractice;
'
MJ).. Private Practitioner and President7gelect,,:akinericah-Medi.7..,
cal,....k.ssociation, Huntington,-;.•11y*.Yirgihia
:.Consumer Represehtatiy%BaltiniOre;;Maryland
Robert:,CoulSopi. VreSident,r,American. ArbitratiOn;,NeN0,1
-;„,;
:,• ;,
York City:
• Crawford
Past•J'resideii.tAirierioaai:
- Trial I4awyere,...A.sscPift,1,:'
tioh, Arter aud$,a.dcleh, Cleveland, Ohio,
'
David. S.,11,0sameri,E.•Consultant.. on, Medical Aspec
of Litigation,i, Berkele#' Califorriia
• lboharcl- clarlson;- Research ,Director,,:Institute, for .Interdisciplina
Studies, Miniieapolis, Minnes0ta:
Medical--malpractice litigation has become
onerous'to all ofthe'8Oii-;
,
cetked 'parties.'The:
tiine froth'the
Of ...the;Shit. to the
settlement of the claim
years 'j The1-6,
' tracted
- ;PrOC'eSS in lit.iga-'
tioh is part
difirdWfOr ,1.5,Othi-.the151aiiitiff.:•and'the:defeiidantk •
Arbitratipti'''‘Vill:•pfolide' .ebiiveiiient forum for an. Otpe01:ticifi§,-resolution2tif”
Can'be:;110rds-S6ori'f'-'aftr.
, alleged incident''ot.negligence
the •'practiceS
medical 'care 40.40.,the';sh-pAlcolii,-of al4ending
'
The escalating 064t4 .6f litigation will 'al.*:be.controlled
•
tratioh:s.Thehtilk.Ofthe.66stS are for'attorney and court fees which are
reCiiiited::,eoats•
Arbitration would :significantly
siieh''''c6.,§t0',"sine'the forum may be. held in any..Site `04-i$Oehient'to'then-.
parties and' court:room procedures And'ProCeSS are.. not applioable .
Under arbitration much more of the insurance 4ollar:§hall*61t6
'
antS*TithbOh&fideinjuriesrather than to costs of,
- Litigation' of medical.
claims litiA!not°been an effective': •
Method:to•monitor quality health eat,e standards. yeiy.,:•little' data is,.
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available concerning malpractice litigation: There,is very little information available on the number of claims filed per year, the nature
of negligence alleged, and the medical specialties involved and the
background Of the litigants California has recently:enacted. a statute
to get at this problem by requiring.all suCcessful,claims Of more than
$3,000 must be reported to a state licensing,bodY.J'his;agency in turn
must make an annual report with appropriate recommendations to the
State legislature.
•
,
arbitration
to be an,efficient and effective
considers
Committee
The
disputes as well as a Most
malpractice
method of resolving medical
important monitor or health Care ,practice. At a health care monitory
it is most',important that arbitration be closely allied and related to ,
the functions of the Commission. The mandate of the Commission ineludes the use of the findings in Settlement or arbitration proceedings.:
to evaluate health care and provide data for establishing criteria and
standards for quality health care.
. The Committee's view is thatarbitration necessarily belongs under
the aegis of the Commission on Quality ,Health Care and should only
be made available to providers Of health.care who have certificates of
compliance from,the Commission. Since arbitration findings are to be
used to develop standards Which'ultimately will be incorporated in the
criteria for certification, providers ;should be certified- to participate,
in arbitration. With certification, aribtration information will be an
important feedback Mechanism to the providers'
Under Section`1209, each health maintenance organization may elect
to offer its enrollees arbitration for medical malpractice disputes. The
'to be
arbitration provision allows great flexibility - for procedures
fashioned by the providers of care and the enrollees The 'Coinmittee.
expects that the decision to provide for arbitration of ihedioal
practice disputes will be jointly developed by,the health maintenance
organization: and enrollees. Such agreements are voluntary but would
be:binding on both the provider of care and the enrollee. The arbitration agreements'between the enrollees and providers of health care
shall require that all dispute's not settled to the satisfaction of• both.
parties be Submitted to binding arbitration in order to gain the benefits
of such program&
The provider of health care who elects under section 1209 to provide
arbitration must possess a valid certificate of compliance issued under,
section 1202(a)(3). The Committee strongly supports this requirement. This Committee conceives arbitration proceedings,as a key monitor of health care practice. It is most -important, therefore that the
from the
provider of care possess a valid certificate of compliance'
Arbitration,
will
be
closely
to
the
functions
of
Commission
'related
the Commission and will be viewed as part of the Commission's mandate to develop -criteria, for health care standards Arbitration will not
only provide an . expeditions method to resolve medical malpractice
disputes but also shall'be an important means to assess and improve
the quality of health care. In such a context the Provider of care should.
be certified by the Commission so that arbitration will be an effective
mechanism for ensuring better medical care.
..
•
Arbitration will provide a key element in the Commission's mandate to evaluate and develop .standards for 'quality health cato. The
Committee expects that the Commission:
develop- -a systematic
S-20

codification of all the findings.frqrn these,arbitration -proceedings,and
)that such findings,-will<be,publishe4,at leaSt aAmially. With such pub,-,
lication, the ponsumers,as well as the providers_of;,care are , free to
judge what constitutes good medicalcare.,
Such arbitration agreements must be valid inthejiiriscliction which
the agreement is made. Title IN of the United ,States code shall
apply to arbitration proceedingsin those States where legislation does_
not, pi Ovid,e for the finality of arbitration decisions or for arbitration.
agreements for controversies Which may arise in the future. ,The
following 26 States have modern 'arbitration laws` which do so
provide: Alaska, Arizona,. California, Connecticut, Florida,
Hawaii, Illinois, - Louisiana, Maine, Maryland -Massachusetts,
Michigan,, Minnesota, NeW Hampshire., ,New,
-.
Jersey,. NNS7 ,York,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, jthocle Island, Virginia,. Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada,, The ,following '21 •
States have general,arbitration laws which provide that Agreement to
arbitrate existing controversies only are valid and no future controversies: Alabama,;Arkansas,:Delaware, Georgia,, Idaho,._Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri,'Montana, Nebraska,,
New1klexiCO North Carolina, North Dakota, South Carolina,•Tennessee, J'exas;, -Cltal-i, West Virginia. Three, States have no arbitration
statutes: Olclahoma,'SOuth Dakota,and Vermont..
•
, The Coinmission shall-provide rules and regulations to. achieve uniformity in the selection of arbitrators for such programs., • ,
In the Committee's _Vie*, arbitration of medical .inalpractice,'.dis
putes will provide a more effective And effiCient means of settling"nal- •
practice claims and , provide important data ..for.the, -Conimissionr!in
evaluating and developing standards for quality,medical care,
This provisionis a most important reform and should receive strong
Congressional Support.
Vte Need for 1?eform,
:Malpractice litigation has become the crucible for competing interests Which reflect the striking ,changes occurring both'in the medical
and legal'professions. ' •
•
'Medical malpractice -litigation,has 'failed to provide an - efficient'
means to achieve a'fair result for all concerned:'It is a-very expensive
process and long delay§ befOre trial are the rifle."In'Many oities,ithere
are backlogs-of seVeral hundred- -case' with delaYs of up.'to three to
six years. One estimate of the average delay betwd6ri'the filing
settling of a Malpractice claim is 41/3 years-,
The cost to sustain such a system 15 becoming prohibitive.,Estimated
costs for malpractice litigation is now ,approximately $75 million a,
year. To sustain. an effective suit and a defense,there must be exten-.
sive pretrial preparation. Arrange expert testimony and taking depositions of all the parties in litigation. consume hours of time for physicians,claimants,and attorneys.
•,
.•
As a result Of the high costs both pretrial and at trial,# has been
demonstrated that for every premium dollar,paid out in medical mad- - •
practice costs, only 19 to'O: cents
cents, Ultimately is, paid ,to the suc-_
cessful claimant; By contrast,- for automobile accidents; 44 cents,of
each premium dollar is returned, in:the,form of.payment to tile injured
party•
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Another result 'of"the- high cost IS;that 'attorrieySt'are relirctant to
take Malpractice siiitsfor Miner ciäins. Firm's
Malpractice Often require the Value, Of -the','claiMs:whiCh--they are
prepared to litigate to exceed $25;000 or $50;000.:f;- "
crisis of confidence.
• The present'litigation .prooess is Offering
There is serious- Concern that the quality„ of "care- is being:-.adVerseiy
affected by the presentsysteM: More laboratory tests; more procedures
Jor diagnosis; more. X-raYs and More consultations are being. used.
• Then tests are done not On Medical'jUdgnient • blit'tather tO prevent
'
possible malpractice claims.
costly,
but they may also be harmful
procedures
such
Not only are
X-rays:'
' •
as in the case Of indiscriminate use Of
-Over half of the reepondents SurVeyed byihe Anierioan College'of
Surgeons report they are increasingly practicing "defenSive Medicine";
ordering more 'X-rays,- laboratory tests, ConSultationS,'and 'records.
Some doctors reported cutting out certain''prOCeduteS-- altogether, and ,
ceasing emergency tooth activitieS.,:
'
-.Escalating costs for .litigation "are refleoted,in the preminny'rate§
for malpractice insurance: Rites in California have quadrupled ,in
Calirecent years.' Premium- rates for 7,500 physicians in
fornia were raised 13-percent only in the Past"3 nionths.'For'certain
neurosurgery,'rates ,
surgical specialties regarded as:high risk; suCh
range from $4,000 to $15,000 pet year.•De'SPite the -high Iprernium
rates; fewer and fewer Companies I are insuring "and many; physicians
,
May soon be faced with no possibility for COvetage. '
Ultimately, the costs for this.system are,borne by'tRo.consumet. In
California •,it
eStimated, that 70';cents' Per 'Patient' per day of
hospital chatges Currently go for' inalpractiee'. insuranCe ptenduing'.'
Yet, only 10-20 percent is'ultimately,returned in'benefits to the -mic•:' ‘..
,
cesSful litigant.
The growing concerns and coniplaintS of both Patients- and phySi-:
cians have resulted in many attorneys surging alternative approaches.
A.' Federal commission on medical malpractice established in the Department of Health,'Education, and Welfare has,been:studying the
dirnenSions.of the problem to determine possible solutions.
At the .present time arbitration, broadly defined, is being used
d_m„.
two-,Ways: 1) as a substitute'for.traditional litigation;, and 2) as,a .
screening proceSs to 'eliminate unne,Cessary, claims and to,expedite the
settle-II- -lent of Yalid:claims:
= ,eiritration of Xeclical Matpractiee
es
Because of:;the general advisory nature of the screening panels;
arbitration of Medical milkaCtice disputes has been 'receiving
creased, acceptance asan equitable and binding procedure
(d) The Ro88=L008 MediOal
Ross-Loos Medical Group
of'Los Angeles 'offers the
:earliest example of provider-patient agreements to arbitrate future malpractice claims: For more than 40 years .
'subscribers'to this prepaid health care -plan'have'been required to Sign
a contract for 'future' medical care, -including ,an arbitration claUse.
From its perspective its experience With'arbitration appears ts6.,• have-.
been good Over 90,000' enrollees.:and 150 physicians are currently
covered under the arbitration agreements. The RoSS-Loos'plan, lias resulted in reduced rates for malpractice insurance. Insurance rates
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for the 'clinic are 80,percent less than cOmp,Table jAsliT4rice "rtite fat:
ii;,),S has
phySiCianSln:the immediate area The Ocperience4:
'
encatracred sinillar programs M'california.,
ben,igitsti-entami:PropCt:±E414t. $outh4tp.'
'(b)
,
California hospitals initiated a,clenio.nstration project in 196,9 ntiliiing
arbitratidd'a§ an alternative to:litigatiOn:'fOr resolving: medical,ip-i#y
clispotg.'111:6:projcfig b6i,ii,4:orkui§O'red by the State medical and
asSociations,in cooperation with participaAing:Wp4Ph§:iii*Ti 6,- ,
carriets.,Unlike the ,TtOsS.LOO§ program, this ,project represents,t11,-;,
use Of:arbitration arising from preSent;,not, fiiture7,- medical
Under.this'plan'iyen.a'patieift checks 410 6,' participating-haStAtai;
,he is askeilto Sign a Medical adinissiOn:farin inChiding'an.
O1.)tion.7According`tb the regillatiOns employed Under the:prOjeCt
either' party'may compel arbitration -ccinCerriing Malpraatiee.brlees•
lawpatties mas 1nte em;dismyeitis nifidevidetcourt
:liinitationS•;Lis
'nOtiWaiVed';',,,jainder4e.
suits are stayed ;'.`flie.Statiite of
. perinitted:;'and:,a hearing is reqUirea. within ,`,ten: 44y§)All'''queAiori§:,:,
Of fault and deQice 01 inurs are :deCided bY• an:,arbitration panel The awards are made according to 4..c4"cli,ile:and are !further'based iiPon
the concept. of comparative'negligence.,
Tfie "Arbitration Option," has aPParentlyprOyid•-.acceptable.
Signed the admission forms since
Over 19'5,00
patients. Oyer
began
in
prograiii
i9.
1
Si
h ave. rejected the. option 'at their.
,the,
hospital admission and, aetardin6g tObilier termsIn the hospital
a ,mere 8 Others have revoked the arbitration- agreement:Within 30-,
,
days after their release from the hOgrirt41:
(e)' The, Kaie, Foundathn Health Plum—The third ,c4iav'intiSt
recent'de:VeJapinerit,-mit i.tecl oiu a. comprehensive basis:Oii-Jari4ary
incorporates the ue of arbitration ,a0 a,Substitute.'for traditional
litigation in the'SmithernrCalifOrriii Kaiser Foun.da.t.icn Health Plan. The.prcogram ;includes about seven. hospitals and—
tWentY.-Outtpatient clinics wit.h a 001 membership of just under one
million Am bitration is pio idid tom in _a'..claUSe'inca- rated into the'
cbritiYa6C.
'
"
.
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The Cothrnittee On:Labor and:Public:Welfarettcepted,an airien4.:,
Molt to limit Contingency fees of_attorneys in those cases of medica
malpractice, -disputes'Which,!go-'tO,Settlement or arbitratidn'*ithin,iir
,
health maintenance organization.
By so accepting:ther_arriendinent;,eyery,attorney:WhO-TtepteSents.a.
client in a medieal'inatraCtice dispute which ShalLiO:to§ettlenieritOt:
arbitration as.providectIOt':Utider-SeCtian::1209"and whdreeeiVes'compensation for'',Sertice§-:,on :a contingent or dependent
With the'COniniission
The COmMittee.belieVesithatliMitation of contingency fees;asineOr-';,
pOrated in this section is crucialto countering the escalating,/eostS of y
medical fnalpiactice,disputes.and-their.settlernent.
Many witnesses before the Departinentn-Ot,ilealtk Education;and
Welfare Malpractice'Commission,and the first NationarConference`OnMedical Malpractice testified that,the ever-rising costs of
suits are significantly. related..to fees of, attorneys. Witnesses oiffect:
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that contingency fees'as high etS 50% are not tin'coinmon in Malpractice
snits. Patients With bona fide injuries secondary to medical negligence
have increasing amounts of their-comPensation-'going for the con•' . .
tingency:fees.
The limitation of Contingency,fees on a scale,to, "provide reasonable
reimbursement to attorneys is necessary to alleviate rising malpractice
suit costs and claims.
`
,
.
•
"Dr. Mark G-orney.of San_ Francisco, who represented the American
Society of Plastic and ReConstriicth-e Surgeons, testified to the HEW
Malpractice Commission,"Many doctors point to the United States/
Canadian ,border as,"0 example Of the irrationality of the present
system. In Vancouver, the Malpractice premium for a surgeon in the
highest risk category ,is $35.00 per, annum In Seattle; a few miles
south, it is.70 to 100 tithes that much, In much of Canada, it so happens, contingency fee arrangement is seldom used in malpractice cases
andthensit is strictly limited by the courts. Are we then to surmise that ,
in identical areas medical standards on our side of the border are
.
.
70'0 100 times that bad ?"
Executive
'Director,
Santi Clara COunty,'Cali. Joseph F. Donovan,
fornia,, Medical Society, told ,the Commission: "It is understandable
that the plaintiff bar should be reasonably compensated for the risks
that they take On a worthy case for a Penniless patient. However, we
do believe that
Some
,
- rule of Order might be developed that would limit
the percentage of the contingency when it reaches -a certain plateau.
Precedent for such scaling exists throughout the states in matters of
attorneys fees for probate."
Limitation of contingency fees is not a new approach. New ,Jersey,
for example, and New York City now have systems limiting contin7
aenCy fees on a scaled basis With the fee diminishing as the award
increases.
I3capse of the effectiveness of arbitration in terms of both time _
and cost, the Committee believes limitation of contingency fees in this
setting'has considerable merit. Under the aegis of the Commission,
arbitration and the limitation of fees provide an excellent opportunity
for both the provider,of care and the enrollee to control medical malpractice costs and,provide just compensation to a victim of niedical
malpractice. The Committee is aware that contingency fees have been
an important inducement to obtain,representation for a poorer client.
The,mandate'of the Commission will be to determine a limitation on
fees which will not discourage legal representation bit will provide
adequate control.to insure just compensation to the parties, in malpractice disputes. The sliding scale on fees as enacted by several state,:
and. local jurisdictions are appropriate models.
The.Commission ,bas- the authority to obtain complete information
from the attorney concerning his agreement with his client for such
compensation. The Commission in obtaining the necessary information
data from attorneys who file their retainer agreements with
the Commission shall develop a system to ,control contingency fees
Which would be fair and 'equitable to the client and the attorney as
The Committee recognizes the need -for confidentiality'of'such re-:,
tamer .agreements and,therefore such a provision is included. Information on such agreements may only be divulged upon written order
of the Chairman or the General Counsel of the Commission.
Ss424.

,
In.the Committee's yie.Vv., limiting Contingency:,fees in arbitration.
proceedings is;a sound approach,:to:a,diffiefilt problem'. The „Commission shall be responsible for monitoring all 4iiaing$: of the.;a,rbitration..
or : settlement proceeding and the Corresponding. contingent fee arrangements of the attorneys and theirclientS.-20.. c1c9e1104 opportunity
is :provided the Commission to evaluate the entire process and establish important criteria_ and Standards in this area It will not he an:
unreasonable burden on attorneys to 'file such statements with the
CommiSsion. There Milk be an efficient system;devised to relate ,all
:On Medical' malpractice disputes COntinfindings to the Commission
gencY.T.fee-statendent&-coUld be;part of the same data; gathering prOceSS
to be filed,with the ConuniSsion,
important role under,
Because the COmmission,shall have
and the liMitati6k,
arbitration
that
important
this provisiOn,i[tis_inost
of Care who
providers
those
only
to
of contingency'fees be available
These.,
Conimis5ion.
have obtained a certificate of compliance from the
care
and,.
provision are closely :•related • to issues Of,quality health
therefore, are programs to, be. provided' only to those,iv p:liave ob,
=
tained the certificate of. 'compliance.
.
.
The Federal Illedi&d:MalOytetk&:Reinsurante
A 'key result of the current medical Malpractice crisis has .been the
escalating :costs for medical,Malpractice insurafiee.-:•PremiumS:'•loi,
medical malpractice insurance hive continued todramatically as
the incidence of'claims increased and the costs iripre,a86di AS Crawford -Morris, an attorney and'a-recognized authority on malpraçtice.
'noted in his statement filed with the Senate Subcommittee
medical Malpractice insurance is becoming ninte-fa,4a;.thbio difficult
to:obtain.at any price, and is becoming More and inOreAMPrOfitableq6
the ,Private insurance industry He cited an example of the difficulty
a. hospital had in obtaining such InSnraiice and finally' did o at a:
pitnitun in 'thweis.'of half a'million • dollars per year In Many::Cir;f
ciiinSta,nces, policies must be'cancelled, and insurance withdrawn to
prevent COntinueklosSeS. Mr. Morris:cited.the medical'Malpractice
insurance policy as a"i- ratijghing:American .'ap*-rai§kl.:s6r1Otis quesI•
for refOrni.. ,
tions aboutthe
ored'
taeticesPons
'Atthe First'National Conference on Medicat‘gaip
American Osteopathic Association;:in .February of 1970, 14ep'
b-.ir.the
resentativeS of the insurance industry:pointed out that the SetiOUs'.
companies
problem in malpractice insurance was lack of reinsurance COMPanieS
the com'reinsurance,
'Of
field
the
In
fisks.
the
spread
and
to share
upthe
MOSt•s
of
'nee0.
in
are.
41Stiranbpanies handling malpractice
.
obtained:
be
Could
supPo're
einsuran0
port:.It was thigkeStpd that, if r
attracted
be
would
from the Federal'Government, More companies
back to the medical malpractice market-'and rates could conceivably
,
be redneed.
. - Dr Edward A Johnson,President of th;e14Merican College of:Hospital Administrators,' testifying before the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare Commission of Medical MalpraCtice,'Strongly
recommended the need for a new approach'in reinsurance for4medical
malpractice He urged the establishment of a new centralized mechanism for reinsurance which could improve ani:ctStabili6 Practices' •
:medical malpractice insurance.
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Dr. Nark Gorney of •the Ainerican Society ,of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons also told the Commission that Malpractice insurance
should be'Mc:ire :readily available; arid Oiii,:itleoessirrth,p':OederaI
Government can play an increasing role'in this area'as.;Anthe:delivery
of health care'
—
,Estatilishing a Federal program for reinsurance in the thedicatihil-i
arid/or'reinsur- ,
practice area is.analogous to other Federal
ance programs, is,, for example, the ,Federal Dept.,* insurance -Corporation'.,The'Federal Government has also acted'as a reihsOrerIor
State'and Private'insurers offering property. insurance'to businessmen':
. in rid areas, where it had previously been impossible for thito*trobtain'boverage at reasonable rates;'ifat all'COngreaq
'passing thel
Housing and :Urban Development Act of 196% Utilized existing State:
arid indiistryiniiiiariee-.Structures to provide pfete,Ction from. 'cata-.
strbilhid loss to insurers who participatedin state-wide plans
The Committees on Labor and Public ;Welfare 'endorses the Federal • reinsurance program under this bill. . The ;reinsurance programreSpondStOthe-serious need for stability in the medical malpractice insurance area. The Commission on Quality Health Care will administer the federal medical malpractice reinsurance' prograni. The.
Commission will make medical malpracticeliability'reinsurance,available'to primary insurers for those providers of bare who hold valid certiflcatespf compliance under Section 1202:. Iteink04rice will be
to those providers of care who have established and maintained
qualify of Care- standard's consonant with the directions of the Coin=
mioon.On Quality Health Care:..kinajOrity'of the,Committee believes
the Federal reinsurance program should benefit those piovicierS'of care..
who arepracticing quality medicine.
'IA the Committee's view, it is.apparent that a. Critical'factor in the
currehOlistability;_in medical malpractice insurance is the lack nar7,
roWlba.:96:- of support for reihShrance. To be sure, the , process,of malpractice litigation and the bontingericy fee system have been factors in
the'e±Calating,costStO,the insurerS,But reinsurance problems have had
insurers to cancel0
. withdraw medicine malpractice insurance for e4,.40:states; localoi,es, or individual practitioners., By."
establishing
a Fed.
eral'reinsurance system of support and controls40114yand reduced
costs.should result to More providers of Care who shall qualify by 96taipink i,certific4te of compliance:Such a program has several Federal:
analogues and Would be a Most important Congressional responSe'fOr
heeded reform in an area of critical concerns to the providers of health
care,and primary insurers.
k0 concept of the bill is the issue of quality healtli‘care incorporated into. the:Commission whose mandate is to-Monitor and evaluate- current: health dire,-,practices:and develop -.4tia:establish criteria
alfict4ApdAicis:,pfl,4uality health care. A'.majority of this Committee
• believes reinsurance should only be .provided 'to those' providerS'.of
health care Who ,comply with standards promulgated by'the:Corn-.
mission Reinsurance in the doriteit of this legislation Shbuid. not
Underwrite providers -,who aye ,ript :-practicing, qualify °medical care
and hence'are frequently used successfully for medical negligence.- '
The:Cornittee emphasizes that the Federal
program is
applicable not Only to primary insurers but also to those providers'
of care who self-insure.
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• The conunittee- endorseS thehbaSic4.autliprity.giVeiv'to„ the.
_
risk
mission ;.to arrange for: appropriate.,finariCial;:,P,artiCipation: and
'Sharing in the reiniurance'prOgrain'br insurance COMpiiiiieS or other
insurers. Initially, the Commission is given,the authority to make reinsurance available to cover liability .for apionnts Over $25,000 but
not exceeding a• million dollars, per occurrence. The Committee believes that the Commission must have the;flexibility to Change the ,
limits if it is determined feasible to extend the reinsurance:program,
to cover ,amounts less than $25,000 or more than: a million dollars.
The Committee strongly. endorses this provision and believes that
a Federal reinsurance .prograny:for medical Malpractice insurance will
be a most important element in stabilizing insurance costs in an equitable and cost effective way.
• : „
The Program authorized is similar in many respects to Other federal
reinsurance programs: The Commission on Quality Health:Care Shall
provide a most effective ,mechanism to ,create and administer such
reinsurance program in tandem .with its other health:care functions:
The. :reinsurance program is another • important; approach _in ,;this
legislation- with .arbitration, and :limitation:.Of ,contingency , fees .to
stabilize,improve and reform'the critical area of medical malpractice
This reinsurance. provision merits strong: CongresSional;stippOrt

•

DOMINICK SAYS
ERRED IN DOWNGRADING-FOUNDATIONS;
, CMTE.MAJORITY
„
FORECASTS PERPETUAL.
F111110i $PT*
. GOVT . SUBSIDIES
:•, UNDER BILL
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INTRODUCTION'"

-While there is not universal, agreement,that this! country's
care delivery systeth is "in,criticalloondition"i nearly'everyone agrees
that: improvements are needed:, Health care is:sickness, rather than
prevention Oriented; it is too expensive; it is -uneven in; quality, and
good care is inaccessible to to6. Many.people. The health maintenance
organization concept has been proposed by many as a solution to.these,
problems • and indeed,it has considerable promise.
But "health maintenance organization" iS a broad, and relatively;;
untested'concept: Accordingly, the,way in which it is defined for the
purposes of,deterininiiig,what types:of _organilations.Are .eligible-fOr
federal assistance is of critical Importance..This is particularly true,.
in.Vie* Of the fact that this legislation Would authorize federal expenditures totalling more than $5, billion over'three years. (HEW'S:
total health'budget for fiscal year 1972:was.abOut,$17.6 billion.I'feel'
S.' 3327 'defines 4HMO" in,a .way whichr,would *restrict; rather than.
maximize, innovation and competition,in developing better methods:'
of health tare delivery, and thus would limit the HMO concept's
potential for dealing with the problems to which Congress is seeking
•
.
•
solutions.
bill. In addition
features
of
this
I have reservations about other
to massive support for reorganization of the health care delivery system, it provides for a permanent mechanism to 'finance health care.
I think the financing of health care for those who are unable to pay
should be dealt with in separate legislation._ There are several national
health insurance proposals pending in the Congress'which are addressed specifically to that issue. I think the development of a more
efficient delivery system is formidable task which this, legislation
would be more likely to acComplish if it were addressed to that alone.
_ The bill's ambitious attempt to control the quality Of health care
through establishment of an independent "Quality Health Care Commission" with broad powers to establish and enforce uniform national
Standards raises several issues which concern me. Among them are
the 'inhibiting affects on.peer review-type quality assurance systems;
.insensitivity to varying conditions and needs in different geographical
regions; and burdensome reporting and record-keeping requirements
imposed on health providers by still another federal bureaucracy in
Washington.
'
I am not satisfied with S.,3327 as reported, and hope it can be
improved on the Floor:I voted to report itfavorably because,although
I disagree with its approach, I agree with its objectives—to improve
the quality and accessibility of health care, and ,t.O reduce its cost.
This is the first legislation ,which:attempts to meet these difficult
problems head on.. Some of the solutions it proposes are imaginative
and realistic—particularly the, "health service organization!' and
"area health education center"- concepts for rural areas .in Title II.

II. ;THE DEFINITION OF '`.1IMO",;--ENCLIjSION OF FOTINDAtIONS
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, The''HMO 'concept has been 'broadly defined by the Executive
branch, its essential elements
'(,a)proVision
of coinpreliensive
• being
.
•
•
•
health services (emergency bare,in-patient hospital and physican care,
ambulatory physician care, and.out-patient care),. (b) to a defined
enrolled population, (c) on aprepayment; ;rather' than a fee-forservice basis.
'1
The theory, anclit appears to be supported by available evidence; is
thatsiidli a system:Can. redUcethe cost,improve the qUality, and increase
the accessibility of health care by diving physicians incentiVes to ,
stress preventive care'and to increase '''efficiency„ Such incentives derive
primarily from the fact that an HMO is required to IiVe Within a
predetermined budget, and its physician and other professional members bear the risk if the Cost of services exceeds,Prepayments.
Wide variety of organizational„ forms Can'meet."theSe: criteria:
These are the basic criteria used by the `Department of Health, Education and Welfare in making :giants to 110 HMO applicants for,
planning development and feasibility stiidieS. The 110:.grant recipients incliide 'OTOup' practices,
. medical society foundations, hospitals,
insurance Companies; and others.
• Title-I of the bill 'Part A, authorizes $1.625 billion'for grarits'and
loans to TIWYS for planning and feasibility, initial development,
construction; and initial operating 'costs. Section 1101 of Title I sets
- out Some .18 conditions which an HMO must meet in order to qualify
for assistance. One of those conditions is that an HMO's services must
be provided "directly through its°, Own staff and supporting resources
• or through a medical group or groups." "Medical group" is defined
(Sec.' 1101(3)) as a "partnership • or other association ,or group of
health professionals" Who,among other things: (a)` "as their principal
professional activity" provide ,seiVices as a grotip. to an HMO;,(b)'
.
pool their income and distribute ,it according to,a prearranged plan,
and (b) jointly use medical records equipment administrative Staff,
•
and health personnel. ,
"The effect of the foregoing provisions'is to exclude from eligibility
foundations Or other groups of physicians who Practice in an indiVid:
hal rather than a closed panel group practice setting; The clear intent.
is: to limit Planning, _development, construction, and,operating,support to one specific type ofdelivery model—closed paiiel prepaid group
praCtiee. Individual practice type organizations, including foundations, CoUld qualify for support under Part B of Title 3--°-"SUpple- .
Mental HMO's"--Which defines 1-TMQ consistent With the broad definition ;used :heretofore-:by I HEW. But Unfortunately, "Supplemental
HMO's" would be eligible only fOr funds leftOver at the end of each
fiscal Aiear after all applications from, HMO's qualified under Part A
of Title Iliad been:funded'(see Sec. 1108): The result is.that Part B,
an amendment adopted in Committee, has at best only symbolic sig-7
nificance—individual practice type HMO's would receive trivial, if:
any,'federal assistance under Title I. MoreoVer, the symbolic significance would be adverse. Individual practice HMO's would be branded
as a:clearly inferior, method of health care delivery.
.Under the closed panel group Practice model, a group of physicians
and health,. professionals practice together,in. one facility and treat
only- patients who are enrolled in a plan. entitling them to receive
S.-29.
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, Of their - medical Care frOnt the grOUri. The KaiSer-Perinanente Plan
is the prototype for this 'model. ;Foundations formed:,by medical
Societies or other groups ofphysicians operate differently.The member
' physicians Continue to "practice in individual or sMalFgrouip. settings,
rather than as One group in a Single facility. Member physicians fiab,y
continue to treat -patients , who are not 'enrolled in the HMO plan;'
and may be reimbursed on a, fee-for-service basis by snail outside patients The important thing.is that a foundation or other type Of individual practice organ4lation can satisfy the essential'elements of
the HMO concept: they provide comprehensive ServiceS .to -a defined ,
• population- on a,prepayment, rather than a feetfor:seryiee-basiS:,and,‘
their
. , member physicians are at risk' if the costOf services 00,00
,
prepayment*
While it is trim that an individual practice-type,HMO'cannot -offer
its enrollees the advantages.of "one-stop care"' provided by a closed
panel group practice type IMO,it can guarantee'continuitY of care,.
which is the most important. Characteristic ofservices provided*One
facilitY. Continuity Of dare, Can be-assured : through a;'central,recOrd,
system shared by all of the.member physicians; and through .?Which':
all patient referrals would be made Nor would enrollees in individual::
practice type HMO's make any sacifiCes in .term's of°quality of care
Foundations have been instrumental'in improving quality throlug,h: ,
strong peer review mechanisms Under some existing foundation plans,
sUbstandard Care is reported to state medical licensing boards who havethe power to revoke an Offending phYsiCian'a-PerinissiOli to practice in".
the state Any argument that to make foundations eligible for the same
assistance as'closed'panel.group practice HMO's Under this hill'would
be to.compromise quality of cate,.. quickly evaporates when , exposed
to,the fact that foundation type HMO's would also be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Commission:on 0,14 ify itealth. Qate,'Assurance'
proposed in Title, IV: The Commission would have authority to pi,,-. mulgate and enforce specific'minimum quality standards for all:providers receiving assiStance uncii.-•the'Act. '•
:'
:-', : . ' , '
Individual practices HMO's offer -advantages
closed-panel type
'
HMO's cannOt. The Most'obvious of these is the"Wide range,-,of'physician choice available to enrollees This is important to'many patients,'
particularly the elderly, Who have long-established relationships with;
particular physicians Many patients; faced with kehoice Of traveling
' to a'closed panel HMO"located in a distant facility where all Services
are provided by.a, limited number of physicians, or',continuing,jtO'see it.,:.
.private:practitioner on a.fee-for-service basis,.would elect not to en'-'
roll in the IIMO. On the other hand,if a foundation'typeTIIMO" plan
. Were available, such patients could enroll in the plan, -p-ay....a fixed'
annual premium, and continue,to see their.,regular physicians for all,
services they are qualified to provide, Similarly, most Physicians Pre-ter to practice in an individual rather than 4 group practice setting.
, The fact that after Many years of existence, Closed- panel grout, practices have not grown...appreciably in 'popularity (aliont 90% - of all
patients'are treated by individual practitioners) is ood evidence of'

_

' One of the most difficult and urgentmedical"care problems in this
country is the rnaldistribution, of physicians and health :'personnel
which leaves'residents of rural and inner city'areas Without access
,
. ,to
.
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group,
•g;odd 'care. Witness.after w.itnesS testified that the:clOsed
practice HMO model:could not.'effectiVely:deal. with.this problem in
rural areas. The thinst of their'testimony Was:that:since there is ,a•
physician shortage in rural .areas, it would be'UnwiSe liot to Utilize all.
existify.r resourcesi.e:,- individual practitioners in widely- scattered.
sinOltOwns-=,---in dealing with the probleM,!ThiS'fWas based partially on
the reCognition, that - development of, HMO's'depends:on acceptance
by physicians, and that'many individnal practitioners wonld not bedisposed- to abandon their practice and join a closed panel:0.0m) practice. Acebrdingly, Title. II of this •bill. would authorize support.for
Health- Service Organizations outside of Metropolitan '.re is The
definition Of HSO differs froth.,the, definition. of ;HMO inTitle I
only in that a wide:variety of organizational forms, including foun„
dations, would qualify for assistance as
to. imutilized
be
should
The argument that all available resources.
to
force
equal
prove the 'accessibility . of *Medical care applies with
,miderserVed'• urban :areas: There is ample testimony: in the hearing
record on this point. It is Unlikely that many,closed pa,nel grbup practice HMO facilities Would locate in area's accessible to'poor inner city
• residents. •Physicians and their families find: the environment undeSirkble. Experience With health manpower legislation ;demonstrates
that this problem Cannot be'overcome With purely financial incentives.
Further, closed panel • group ,practiCe 'HMO's locatedin these'areas
&mid not sin vii economically without massive government subsidies,
'A -citywide foundation type HMO would include individual practilocated in the inner city areas, and arrangements 0.014.
tioners
physician menibers-to spendia,portion:of their time
.fbother
be Made..
those areas. This has been proposed by ;George
in
treating patients
Himler,,M.D., President of.the New :York State Medical SocietY;He•
says that even.if we expanded our:supply of physicians by 50%, deprived areas Would realize virtually no benefit because Of the reluctance
of physicians and Other health professionals to practice in Such locali• and,ideal
ties. He suggests that the foundation model is
er
ifithe'inn
'Care
medical
:of
.
ty
accessibili
the
increasing
for,
catalyst"
deal
to
ty
opportuni
an
ignore
to
te
Unfortuna
be
would
cities,I think it
with this problem by foreclosing'foundation-type HMO's in Urban
•,
•
areas from ,Federal assistance under'Mae I. :•.•
the
:IS
,-practice
:group
prepaid
This bill assumes that closed'panel
fUrtherin
that
ideal organizational form of health Care, delivery and
asthat
novation is UnneeesSary. For reasons I have already stated,
sumption is queStioriable But insufficient eVidenceisayailable to settle
•
that'issue now We have had relatively little experienee. With,the
model
a
with
experience
any,
if
little,
and
model
paid group practice
which meets all,ofthe additional Conditions specified in this bill. Under these circumstances, the most prudent course would be to expand
federal ..assistance for development of HMO'S'only 'after .the 110 experiments funded by HEW have become'operational and.the datii derived from them has been carefully analyzed,. Only then COuld We Mike,
intelligent decisions as to how 'Mich additional assistanee warranted,
and Which of the various _organizational forms should be Most encouraged.:Nevertheless, Congress appears to be *wing to substantially:exthe.ease,,X feel very -strongly .
pand Federal assistance now That
such assistance to Oixe,narrestrict
to
that it would be a serious mistake
'
WOW
re* organizational forth aS
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Moreover,theissue here is not which of many HM()Organizational
forms is ideal. We'do not live in an ideal world. The real world—at
least under a capitalistic system—is pluralistic. The issue is whether
federal assistance.for the broad and relatively untested .HMO concept
should be restricted to one specific organizational form, or whetherit
should extend to-a varietrof forms which satisfy the criteria, essential,
to the HMO concept.- I.am not suggesting that the form"'of
, our
. health'
.
care-,clelivery system.'should be dictated entirely by competition in the
market,place. If I were,I could not support legislation even a,pproaching the massive Federal involvement in health care delivery which this
bill, represents. What I am suggesting is that a Federally assisted delivery system should make room for a variety of organizational forms
in order to stimulate innovation and competition and to maximize freedom-of choice'for patients and physkians.
,
There is little testimony in the hearing record on this legislation sup:
porting , the exclusion, of individual practice type organizations. On
,the other'hand, there was strong testimony by HEW Secretary Rich- •
ardson, representatives,of the Association of American Medical Colleges, the American , Association of - Medical Clinks, the American
Medical Association,the Health Services Research Center of the American Rehabilitation Foundation,the National Medical Association,and
others,to the effect that in order to stimulate competition and irmOvition,"HMO"should be defined flexibly to include a variety of organizational-forms—including the foundation model. The Administration's
HMO bill, S.1.182, specifically.provides that individual -practice organizations would:be on an equal footing in cbmpeting for HKO grant,
and loan funds. The pertinent part of the definition of HMO in S.1182
reads- as follows:
‘,‘The- term 'health maintenance organization' means.. a
Public or' private organilation which provides' physicians'
services (i') directly through physiCia,ns who,are either em;PIee or' partners of such organiiation, or (ii) under ar- rangements with one Or more groups of physicians (organized:'
on a group practice or individual practice basis) under Which
each siiek-grOup is'reimbursed for its'service'primarily on
,the basis of an aggregate fixed sum or on a per capita basis,
regardless of whether the individual physician members,of
Any such group are paid on a fee-for-service or other basis." •
I am advised that under the HMO bill currently being considered by
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce'Committee,'individual
- practice type HMO's would be eligible for the same assistance as other
.typesof HMO's.
•
offered in Committee an amendment which would- have eliminated the bias in Title I of S. 3327 against individual, practice tyfie,
HMO's by removing conditions such as pooling'of income and joint
use Of'medical equipment and health personnel, which are impossible for such HMO's to satisfy.'All'other criteria in the bill wouldhave
been left intact. The provisions i.e0-ard.ing fixed sum prepayment by
enrollees, quality Control; consume; input, the mix of health professionals, the range of medical services provided,'financial responsibility,,risk bearing, open enrollment, community rating, etc.,: would
aNily equally -to individual practice and closed panel'group practice
type HMO's. I intend to ,offer a similar amendment when this bill is
considered by the full Senate.
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•,The baSic.objectives Of the:Administratith's -HMO licy and ;this
legislation are the same—to improve the quality, reduce the cost, and
increase-the,aceesSibility of medical care in 'this'. cthritry But the
approaches,adopted:to reach- these objectives are, vastly;different.The
:.Administration:s,approach is to,stimulate innoVatith and competition
-in medical'care delivery by providing Federal assistance for a *ide
variety'of organizational:forms which meet Minimum criteria eSsential to the HMO concept Consistent.:with, this. the Administration's
'HMO bill, S: 1182,\ as 'well as its:experimental HMO program,,are
ibaSed on the premise that after a limited period of federal assistance
. any.givew HMO will:be-economically viable—able to deliver medical
services competitively without a • continuing government snbsidy.
;The, approach of
3327. is -to'establish:a specific' `ideal'?” delivery.
System designed and financed by the Federal government: Accordingly,
its. provisions are based on the'premise that. a'federal subsidy will be
available permanently, economic viability is not a- criterion: Indeed,
't.his,approach has resulted in.prOvisions which mia,ke it, virtually
fain that no HMO funded'.under this legislation could ever become
economically ,viable, and therefore that a permanent'massive Federal
subsidywonld be absOlutely essential'. ,
=
'
One of these provisions is found in -Sea;1101(2), Which'would man'date in specific terms that each.HMOreeeiVing,'assistance under Title I
provide to all,its enrollees a very broad range of services,'
physician services, in-patient and out-patient hospital services, -home
health serviees';' diagnostic laboratory; and,diagnostic and therapeutic
radiologic services.; preventive health ,services:(including as a minimum family planning services,infertility services, and preventive denT
tall care:for:children) and early.•disease detection.'serviceS emergeney
health Services;.paymentfor prescription drugs and continuous superviSion.Of -utilization by.'a clinical pharmacist Who is a'member -of.the
HMO,-Medical social services`; Vision care:-'physical medicine,and're
habilitative 'serVices; including 'physical, therapy, mental health services:; . preventive'diagnostic and. medical. and psychological, treatment of the abuse of or addiction to alcohol.Or drugs and such other serv-:
ices as May be reqnired by the Secretary.:Aciditionally . Section 1101
(1)(N) requires each 1-010 to provide to its enrollees extended care
facility'services- and dental serViCes aS optional items, for additional
premininS. HSO's in rural ateas under Title'TT are required'to provide
the same range of services,- except that the.Secretary can Waive services.
which he finds an HSO is unable t6prOvide,. •
,
This broad .range of services -would,be mandated despite almOant
testiniony in the hearing record thatto do so wOuld'inhi bit the deVelopmerit of HMO's: Witnesses recommended coVer and-Oer again that the'.
benefit package,should be flexibly defined :to require only essential
minimum services; and'beyond that.';whateyer'Services were required
by the enrolled,PopnlatiOn, and'.whiCh oiuld be furnished without making premium'costs uncoiripetitfi,e with'Other prOvider,S. The Administration's bill'defines comprehensive health-serviCeS as
''"All those health services which a defined population might
reasonably require in 'order to be maintained in good health,
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including.as .a minimum,emergency care;,inpatient -hospip4. •
• and, physician care, ambulatory hysician care, and out• patient preventive Medical Services." •
: The hearing record indicates that few,•ifanyi•eilst,ing'Prepaid group
practicesHncluding:!the ;prototype' for the HMO.,con-Cepti.N.aiseriermanente—provide the-range.:Of,serviees.which;.:Would:•be mandated in
.this bill. RepresentatiVeS.Of:the:;Americani Association Of Medical'Clinics and Group. Health Association, of:-America,; Who•,-are,,involVed
• LIMO type medical,care delivery;le,stified stronglythat,the range.of
services mandated in S. •3327,- were,tOo:broit.:4:and,would stifle HMO
development by placing then' at a , severe disadvantage in competmg
with other types of providers, including the insurance industry-•*They
- "felt that. what services are provided 'beyond certain Minimum •se,rir,
-:iCes:should be. dictated by the ability of the }WO tor'&ciii0,,theni,
- and the 'ability: of,the,,enrollers• to pay for'them;;This
.,,preSsed by ,witnesses
re&es6nt§,pr,oSably the
•• largest single groin) of "existing,and pOtential.,AMQ.,eiirolleeS.
.The open'.enrollment,and community.:rating. provisions.(Secs:,j.I01.
- and 112(/),'would require that .HMO7s:and,HS075-.Providethe,,nian,
- dated benefit package. to. each enrollee on a'first come-first served
-basis,;atone uniform, rate. Applicants for enrollment could,dlot be'
-disqualified for health reasons: These'Provisions,.in:combination with'
the ,broad range of • Services.Mandated,, would, virtually eliminate the
,p9ssibility that HMO's or HSO's,asSisted•underthis,-legiSlation conic" •
be: able 'to..compete with other -forms Of delivery. Only,the Aimalthy
could afford the prernin
.,- •
• . ins.
•
-•
The ,bill therefore :attempts to
itself lip :with a ,:rnassiVe:.pelr;
[panelsubsidy
thefirst, three years
which HMO's;and
'would continue to receive aftertheir ehgi'bility for start, up assistance expired.Section 110(a) would! authorize ,
,i1.225 billion oVer,three yearS, for Capitation, grants to siilisidi7e the ,
difference:*Weep'• premium „CoSts and, what ,enrollees.,sOitld 0014
to,,pa-y, E401,HMO
11-10- Ceti]d 'receive aniniataranW under,this
section equalhng 25% of its total ;premium receipts-,for
, year. • Section •1145(b) Would ,authorize • aft.,additiOnal. 4;6,0•0 million -,
over three yeais for.sirtiilar grants to HMO's-and IISO.fs which;would,
otherwise have to raise premiums because the open.enrollinent!re4uire.r,
inept. gives them a cii-spi..**tioilate Oinber,:,Of .high-risk enrollees
There .is„
little doubt that almost every,IIM0 Or FISO•
need the •
maximum allowable subsidy in. order ,to surVive,
— • •
:I oppose this permanent ,financing mechanism for,several.,reasons,
,First it wink" add'tremendous:cost to this'leoislationalinoStk) mllion in direct subsidies alone Its presence, by,permitting-impositiorr, of requirement's n,c11' as the ,hi-Oad; benefit p.a.c14ige:Which :WO`itld :be
clearly unrealistic in its absence, would result in,subStantial:•additional ,
indirect costs.- Second it aMpi,intS to piecemeal:,national.:Ilealth .r „insurance, which I.think Should .be addressed in sepayate:legisja
tiou.,,lb?,:
spending tax funds to subsidize premium costs fOr 'enrollekikfIM
O?s.
- and HSO'g;it would
discrim
inate
„
.
, againSt•otliFr AtiiericanS.W ioleceive
medical tare'froth'non-IT.M0 types of'providers.: , •
_
, Finally,I believe it .Would increase the likellhoOdthat,this,effort to;.
improve QUT health:care -deli very system will fail.
contravening- •
the • principle •!zof
'-the

it Federal

prop
(0„825.,billion over
HSU'S

•4

4

.

•
•

mechanism •subjects theV fUtui* of theHMOVagaries
of the;budget and appropriations processes 'Arsome filtdre point,
Congress could be:faded With tht2lIobSon'S--choice 'Ofi".ChritiMiing :to '
make large ,appropriations of general teVenuesst6,:Sikbsidiit' another.
faltering program,or pernlitting4Wry expenSiVe'inVeStMentOf public:
.L'iunds to},go.down the drain:,ASEStated:idariiettliV'deVelOpinent of a '
more efficient
efficient and accessible delivery systemis in itself a Very ainbitimis
project for one piece of legislation To the'eitent, that this legiSlatibn
attempts to do more, speir,'aS:direct financing of health'Cart for thoSe
'unable to pay, its chances of improving the delivery': syStem are
diminished.
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Title IV would establish anew ifidependent"COnithisSionOneQuillity,
Health,Care .AssUrance.',' While- I- agree that steps iieedto,be:tWz-en'
to improve the
of healthcare in this country,. don't,belieVe
• :a',case:has been made that another Washington-centered bureaucracy
is the best ansWer.,;The Commission ;
'broadD regulatory
powers Teaching.,virtually,every aspect Of,medicine. It'would
gate-standards with respect to physical facilities, the qualificationS.Of
physicians and-'othet,bealtik perSonnel,':anditheiinix of health profes„
sionalS:An medical,groups. It would require,prOviders',within itSjurisdiction:to maintain "quality assurance'systems" meeting - Specific cri.feria.,,,It *ould promulgate :and require,,coriipliance..!Withi statistical
"norms" dealing,with Specific.medical ,procedures;.110izatiomlrates;
04.000 health results.
•
„"-', •
•:,' The Commission's jurisdiction would extend to,HMO's and HSO's
receiving assistance under this legfiislation;,Ond,,t6:all'other Provider's
_
receiving assistance under the Public Health Service Act or the Men-.
.tal Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Con: ,
struction Act. Other providers voluntarily submitting to the jurisclictioil-:'•of the Commission would be entitled to'Quality -Health Care'
initiative Awards lif;,t116'ioriti of,anntai,grantS eqUaliiig,•"-'2%'''of their
gross annual receipts'froni,deliverY of health.'care services
• Standards and Orin§ promulgated by the "CotiiiniSSion''WOuld be
enfOrced.:.,primarily-throligh -refOcatioir of'Certificates of COinpliariCe
Upon'which.continued federal assistance 'Would be vconditioned:'Participation in the new Malpractice arbitration'andinkiiiifiCe
established - under Title IV would likewise be conditioned on a certificate of compliance from the Commission. The'Commission would have the power to V recluire, repayment of Vfederal fund previously V
received by noncomplying providers, and to iinpose Civil-and criminal
penalties,including fines up to $10,000 for each violation. Additionally,
federal courts would be given jurisdiction to restrain conditions or
practices by providers whieh pose an "imminent'danger" of death or
serious physical harm.
,
I AM concerned that the foregoing broad powers of the Commission
would, through over Specificity, inhibit innovation in theV development:: •
, of peer review-type quality assurance Vsrstems.tThis crificisni Was made'
by witnesses for the Health Services Research Center of the American ,
Rehabilitation Foundation; which originally proposed establishment
Of the Commission: Also,• I think the uniform national standard
approach of the Commissions regulatory powers would he insensitive
's

•

.,"-

•

.

,
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to varying local conditions and needs, and ,Thight result in the imposition of requirements which many providers simply could- not meet.
It is clear that the data and methodology necessary to establish specific quality, control criteria are not available now, and probably
will notbe until after several years of intensive researCh. In the meanit would make more sense to leave the burden of quality control
time,
with state licensure laws and local peer review mechanisms,subject to
monitoring by the Commission on a regional basis, and to limit the
jurisdiction of the Commission to providers receiving assistance,under
this legislation.
The Commission would add,considerably to the already burdensome
paper work imposed on providers by various federal health programs,
further driving up the cost of medical services. The Commission and
the Secretary of HEW would be given unlimited discretion to.require
providers within the jurisdiction of the Commission to maintain
detailed records and file periodic reports relating to all aspects of
their health care delivery aCtivities. Such providers would also be
required to -disclose basic benefit, rate, and .quality indicators to
enrollees and the 'general public, subject to close monitoring by the
Commission.
Finally, I Ain afraid the Commission would be very expensive.
The bill authorizes $285 million over three years'for its research and
regulatory activities. An additional $900 million is authorized for
Quality ,Health Care Initiative Awards to outside 'providers who
submit to the jurisdiction of the Commission, running ° the total to
$1.185 billion over the first three years. The total cost over the first
five years is estimated at $2.24 billion by the Health Services Research
Center of the American Rehabilitation Foundation.
V. CoNcLusIox
My views on this bill can be summed up simply this way:Each of its
objectives, considered alone,is laudable and addressed to an important
problem. But the prospects of,achieving all of them at once seem to
me to be unrealistic. Federal expenditures of this magnitude should
not be exposed to such great risks. Its scope should be narrowed to,
the urgent problem of stimulating the development of improved
health care delivery systems.
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- Abraham MarcusRegulation'of-Protein- khiicleic acid
'
biosynthesis ingerminating seed
- Arbotr Sieiit:+. MARINE BIOLOGICAL LAB
Gyorgyi, Energy, entropy, quantum rules, cell division & Cancer. i‘i,:*;
-‘ •
,
•
MICH.STATE LE .$20,000 7 John 13Oezi,Studies of structure and mechanism of actionof DNA-dependent RNA
polyinerase & ATPfRNA'adenylyltransferasedly A poly,merase)from pseudoinonas ptitida. '

_

Alan:Blumenthal; Travel,to NATO advanced study
institute on-DNA replicatiOxi & cell' membrane at Cortina;
• °Italy.','
'
. •
_
,-Cortidal:-.
SUNY.(Stony!Irool5)$50 000 7.John.Stamm
processes in learning &Memory:$49,10.0bt,--.George Edinunds, Higher classifiCartion of the eniphemeroptera:-

• U. ORWASI-1.i.77 $15,;000..- David Derapleau, Gebnietry.speeific charge & energy-tranSfer interactions in proteins
& POlypeptideS. "
*IS. U.(Madison) 7-, $75,900 Masayasu Nomura, Structure; function & assembly -Of ribospfnes.
,

NEB. U.(Omaha.) 21,200
maturation &-fertilitY.

iiVISTAR INSTITUTE --,$14,200
cular biologY,of cellular,interactions.

NEV. U.(Reno) $60,700`- R. Allen Gardner & Beatrice
Gardner, Psychobiology of two-way cdmmunication.

YALE -- $29,200 -7 Frederick Ziegler, Synthesis of
indole alkaloids of biogenetic & chemotherapeutic interest.
•
•

Levine, Mole:•-.,

NIH DIV:OPRESEARCH GRANTS STUDY SEGTIONS_PROJECTIREVIEIN-,MEETINGS`
(Date, time, and location ofDRG panel meetings to review grant applications)

Date
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- Study section/Committee

Time

Location of meeting

Sept. 6 to 9
9 a.m
Pharmacology A, Dr. Lawrence Petrucelli
Bethesda, Md.
Sept. 7 to 8
8:30 a.m
Silver Spring, Md.
Pathology A, Dr. William Savcliuck
Sept. 9 to 11 , 8 p.m.
Bethesda, Md.
Communicative Sciences, Mr. Frederick Clutter
Sept. 10 to 12 ' 9 am
!
Do.
• Pharmacology B, Dr. Anne Bourke
Sept. 11 to 13...._ -8:30 a.m
San Francisco, Calif.
Developmental Behavioral Sciences, Dr. Bertie Woolf
do
9 a.m.
Bethesda, Md.
Eicperimental Psychology, Dr. A. Keith 'Murray
do
8:30 aan
Do.
Toxicology, Dr. Rob S. McCutcheon
Sept. 12 to it
9 p.m_
Do.
Dental, Dr. Luis Angelone (acting)
Sept. 13 to 15.
7 p.m ,
Chevy Chase, Md.
Hematology, Dr. Joseph Hayes,'Jr •
8:45 a.m
Sept. 14 to l&
Bethesda Md.
Allergy and Immunology, Dr. Mischa Friedman
do
8:30 a.in
• Do.
Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Research A,.Dr. Wendell
Kyle.
' •
p.r4
do
• Washingon,'D.Ci •
General Medicine B, Dr. S. Stephen Sehiaffino (acting)
9 a.tri
do
Bethesda, Md. :
Genetics, Dr. Katherine Wilson
do
9 a.m
Do.
Neurology A,Dr. William E.' Morris
9 a.in
do
1)o.. •
Physiological Chemistry, Dr. Robert L.Ingram
do
9 a.rn
New Orleans, La.
Tropical Medicine and - Parasitology, Dr.' George
Lutterrnoser.
do
9 a.m
Bethesda, Md.
Virology,'Dr. Claire Winestock
do
9 a.m.
Do. -•
Visual Sciences.A, Dr. Marie Jakus
Sept..15
Do. '
9 e.in
History of the Life Sciences, Mrs. Ileen Stewart
DO.
:Biophysics and Biophysical Chemistry A, Dr. Irvin Fuhr.: Sept. 15 to
9 a.m
do
Do.
Biophysics and Biophysical Chemistry B,Dr. John Wolff
do
8:30 a.m • Silver Spring, Md.
Surgery A,Dr. Raymond Helvig
do
Do.
•
8:30 a.m'
Surgery B,Dr. Joe Atkinson
•
Sept. 15 to 17..
Chevy Chase, Md.
9 an
Population Research, Miss Carol,Campbell •
Bethesda, Md.
' Epidemiology and Disease Control, Mr: Glenn Lamson__:.. Sept. 20.to 22..1._ 8:30 a.m
do
9 aan
.Do: •
Computer and Biomathematical Sciences,• Dr. Irving
Simos (acting).
do
• 9 a.m
Do.
Reproductive Biology, Dr. Robert Hill'
Sept. 21 to 22..
9 a.m
Do.
Biomedical Communications, Mrs. Ileen Stewart
Chevy Chase, Md.
Sept: 21 to 23.
8:30 a.m
Bacteriology and Mycology, Dr. Milton Gordon'
do
9 a.m
Bethesda, Md.
Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Research B, Dr. Floyd
•
Atchley. • •
do
9 a.m
Do.
Cell Biology, Dr.Evelyn Horenstein
Carmel, Calif.
do
8:30 a.m
Human Embryology and Development, Dr. Samuel Mossdo9aan
San Francisco Calif:
Immunobiology, Dr. James Turner
do
9 a.m._
Silver Spring, Md.
Medicinal Chemistry B, Dr. Thurnian Giossnickle
do
8:30 a.m
Do.
Metabolism, Dr. Robert Leonard
do
'9 a.m
Chevy Chase, Md.
Microbial Chemistry, Dr. Gustave Silber
9 a.m
do
Bethesda, Md.
Molecular Biology, Dr. George Eaves
do
8:30 a.m
• Do.
Neurology B,Dr. Louise Thomson
do
:9 a.m •
Do.'
••
Visual Sciences B,Dr. Marie Jakus'
Sept. 21 to 24
Berkeley, Calif.
8:30 a.m
Pathology B,Dr. James MacNamee
do
9 8.111
Bethesda, Md.
Biochemistry, Dr. Sanford Birnbaum
do
7 p.m
Silver Springs, Md.
• Medicinal Chemistry A, Dr. Asher Hyatt
Sept. 24 to 26_
8 p.m
Bethesda, Md.
General'Medicine A, Dr. Wilton Fisher
Sept. 25 to 27_
8:30 a.m
Do.
Nutrition, Dr. John Schubert
Sept. 28 to 30_ 7:30 p.m
Do.
Physiology, Dr. Clara Hamilton
9 am_
Los Alamos. N. Mex.
do
Radiation, Dr. Robert Straube
• Applied Physiology and . Bioengineering, Mrs. Ileen Sept. 29 to 30____ 8:30 a.m____ Bethesda, Md.
•
- Stewart.
9 a.m
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases'Program Proleet Com- Oct. 2 to 3
•
•
mittee, Dr. Harold Davidson:
•

Meetings to review grant applications are closed to public attendance, unlike advisory council
meetings conducting any other business.
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October 26, 1972

.TO:

Members of. the Council of Deans.

.FROM:

Joseph S. Murtaugh

:SUBJECT:

Faculty Information

. The attached is distributed to the *membership of the Council of
Deans. as a matter of interest, and - as a follow-up to the discussions
last February regarding data develdped from the AAMC - Faculty Roster
project,
It • is important to note that:the information used as a basis for
the tabulations in the attached analysis was protected, in that the
names and other identifying Chararistics of individuals were'retained in the AAMC files and not made available to. NIH in providing
data for this analysis.
It is our intent in the future TO provide information which is.
more sharply focused on topics more closely related to the operational
problems of medical schools and medical centers. Your continued
support and cooperation in this prpject is appreciated.

iP

'

Document from the collections of the

Profiles of U.S. Medical School Faculty
Fiscal Year 1971
This publication presents a series of national profiles
of .aalaried. medical school faculty. It covers the facul ty's demographic characteristics major areas of professional activity, recent employment history, sources of
rdcruitment, and volunteer service: . This summary willbe
followed by an in-depth •medical- school faculty report and
an.
'.extensive set of basic reference tables covering these
.and other items in greater detail. It is expected that:
the . information contained :in *these publications will be
of significant value to those responsible for monitor';;
the biomedital scientific,.._ and professional. manpower
scene and for future program planning. .
Data for these publicat;ons were derived from the roster
of full- and part-time .salaried medical school facu -ity
maintained by the Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) under contract with the -National Institutes of :
Health (NIH)
This analysis was prepared under the directiors: of Dr,
Herbert H. Rosenberg, Director, Office of Resources Anal
ysis, Mr. Wayne E. Tolliver, Chief, Manpower Analysis )
• Branch, was responsible for the development and preparation of the report. Mrs. Carol M. Brown and Mrs. Dorothy
F. Boykin assisted in the preparation of the report.
The
s medical colleges confront
steeply rising demand for faculty stercmi...flz from (1) the expansion of existing
medical schools and the establishment of
::;L:hools and (2) the extension in the
sco7e .;•:f the traditional triad of educatic,n, research, and service. In the past
d.ecacle, the number of full-time medical
:ichco_L. faculty increased more than 150
percent—from 11,200 in Fiscaf Year 1961

•

to 28,100 in Fiscal Year 1971. TheAAMC
and the NIH, in recognition of the groN-ing
problems in staffing the medical schools
instituted a medical school faculty rcst.er
project in 1966 to keep abreast of trer_Ls
in faculty status, staffing patterns.
faculty activities. This publication -31.,::::sents selected highlights from the Fc
Year 1971 faculty roster.

DISTRIBUTION OF FACULTY
Distribution of Total Faculty—Table 1.

ections of the

C Not to be r roduced without p

•
The 28,1452 full- and part-time - salaried medical school faculty included
'in the Fiscal Year 1971 Universe were diStributed as follows: 51 percent in
- public .medical schools and 49 percent in private schools; 96 percent in 14-year .
,•accredited'medical schools, 2 percent in 2-year schools of basic medical science., and 2-percent ,in developing medical schools;. 23 percent- were professors,
23 percent associate - professors, 34 percent assistant professors, 14 percent
:instructors,' and 6 percent,..below - the rank of instructor; 90 percent had fulltime.faculty- appointments, and 10:percent•had part-time appointments; 25 -.per- •
bent. were biologicalscientists,"60 percent had clinical_specialties, and 14
percent had other - specialties.:':'

Distribution by Sex—Table 1
The medical school faculty were predominantly male--86 percent men and
,14. percent women., "The same proportions wereo in evidence for private. and.;
ublic medicaIschoo1s,4.-year medicalTschools,'and schools of.basic medical
sciences:. In certain categories., men accounted for a significantly higher-'
percentage of the total faculty—•-91- percent- of the faculty in develoPing
medical schools, 96 percent of the professors, 91 percent of the associate:
professors,- 90 percent_of_the_clinical specialists, and 91 percent'ofthe
ematical and physical scientists. There.were fewer. women than men in every-'
tategoryexcept,allied healthwhere-women accounted for 55 percent. and men for
45 percenthirty-six peTeentof-the behavioral sciences faculty were women.
There was a: relatively low percentage of women in the higher academic ranks,

Distribution by Citizenship—Table 1.
Nine-tenths (91 Percent) of the medical school faculty were U.S._ citizens,
and 9 percent were foreign. These foreign citizens were very much in evidence
in the lowest academic ranks where they ranged from 15 to 20 percent of the
total. A significantly higher than average percentage of foreign citizens
.also appeared in the schools of basic medical sciences, biological science
specialties, and private medicTi .schools
If the location of training is considered, rather than citizenship, the
data show that 84 percent of the full-time medical school faculty were trained
in the United States, and 16 percent were trained in foreign countries. The:
percentagestrained in the United States and in foreign countries varied significantly according to the type of earned degree--M.D.'s, 82 percent and 18 percent, respectively; Ph.D.'s, 92 percent and 8 percent; and for those with both
degrees, 64 percent and 36 percent.

Distribution by Type of Degree—Table 1A.
Faculty with the M.D. degree—Fifty-nine. percent of the medical school
faculty were M.D.'s--56 percent in public medical schools and 63 percent in
private schools. Four-year medical schools had the highest percentage of
M.D-'s on their faculty--60 percent compared to 38 percent in schools of baii,=

-

medical sciences and 46 percent in developing medical schools. ,The M.D.'s were
well represented among the highest academic ranks--62 percent of the professors
and 63 percent of the associate professors, as compared with 60 percent of the
'assistant professors and 55 percent of the instructors. The percentage of M.D.'s
dropped sharply below the rank of 'instructor. Only one-half of the strict fulltime faculty were M.D.'s; whereas, approximately three-fourths of the other fulland part-time faculty were M.D.'s. The lion's share of M.D.'s reported a clinical specialty; however, M.D.'s Were very much in evidence in the biological .
sciences as well. More specifically, 86 percent of the clinical specialists, 17
percent of the biological specialists, and 3 to 5 percent of the specialists in
bother fields were M.D.'s.
Faculty with the Ph.D. degree--PhD-rs represented twenty-five percent of the medical school faculty-27percent in public medical schools and 23 percent
in private'schools.-..Schoole,of'basic medical sciences had the highest percentge of 'Ph.D.'s--45.percent compared to 37 percent ii developing medical schools
and 24 -percent -in 4--year medical echools."-- Most-orthe -Ph.D:Is•were in the intermediate and - top'academic ranks--25 percent were professors,- 25 percent- associate
professors, and 38 percent assistant. professors.' Nearly one-third (32 percent)
of the strict full-time faculty were:Ph.D.'s compared to only one-tenth of the
art-time faculty. From 60 to 70 percent of the total scientists and 5 percent
f the. clinical specialists:Vere P11-.Dfs
.

Q.)

.•

•.‘

•

• .

'Faculty with the M.D. Plus Ph.D. degree--Five percent of the faculty had
earned the M.D. phis Ph.D
egree.-- Theilem.5erS=.i4e-re- mo-St :6=roilnently represented on the faculties of cleveloping medical schools and schools of basic
I
medical• sciences, among professor •andaes'oe--iater TINT;ressor-aranksnd- in thebiological sciences.
- Faculty without
:the M.D. ór Ph...D.77dTegree
-n -ipeY6ent7'oI*I the'faCulty.had earned the M.D. or Ph.D. degree. They were most frequently reported in the
lowest academic ranks and non-biological-and clinical specialties such as allied.
.healthAincluding nursing, library science, and audiology and speech therapy),
behavioral sciences, mathematics, physical sciences and engineering.

MAJOR=AREASOFTEACULTVACTIVITY

•-

,Number of Faculty Activities by Type of Degree--Tabk 2
More than eight-tenths (84 percent) of the medical school faculty PerforMed
multiple functions. In fact, the average faculty member had been assigned 2.4
.1_11<;or areas of activity by his medical school--2.6 for faculty with the M.D.,
2.1 for Ph.D.'s, and 2.6 for faculty who had earned both degrees. While twothirds of the M.D.'s averaged between two and three major areas of activity,
57 percent were involved in three or more activities, 30 percent in two activities, and only 13 percent reported one activity. More than five-sixths (84
percent) of the Ph.D.'s had two or more major areas of activity, and about onesixth (16 percent). engaged in one activity. The pattern for those who had earned
both degrees displayed the tendencies of bot.h the M.D. and Ph.D. types--13 percent
.had one major area of activity, 35 percent had two, 35 percent had three, 16 percent had four, and one percent had five.
3

Faculty Activity by Type of Degree.
Faculty with the M.D. degree--Chart 1. As previously noted, the average
M.D. on the medical school faculty had- been assigned 2.6 major arcasrof activity.. Practically all of them (93 percent) were teaching, approximately twothirds .(62 percent) were in research, seven-tenths (71 percent) were in service
'activities, 35 percent had administrative responsibilities,' and 3 percent performed other activities.
Faculty with the Ph.D. degree -Chart 1A. The- average Ph.D._on the medical school.:facuitThad 2.1 major areas • of activity. • Approximately nine-tenths
(86 percent).wereteaching, nine-tenths (89 percent) were in research, nearly
one-fifth (18 percent) were in service activities, One-fifth (20percent)-had:
administrative responSibilities,l 'andoneHpergent were in otter activities
Faculty with the M.D. plus the Ph.D.Aggree--Chart 1B, .These fadulty,
like-the M.D„'s, had an average of 2.6 major areas of activity. Similarly,
nine-tenths -(90 percent) were teaching. HoWever, more than 85 percent were in
research compared with 62 percent'for: M.D.2z only.. Nearly one-half. (145 percent
were in service activities ,one-third ••(33, percent) had administrative respons---:
and 2 percent were in other activities.
Activity Patterns of Strict and Geographic Full-time M.D. 's and Ph.D.

the collections o

'

'

The average geographic full-timefaculty.member had more major areas of
activity::thanthestrict full-time member.' Geographic full-time faculty with----7-7heM.Ddegree-were--aseignedan-average-of-2,8-major act±vities compared. t-(6.12:7 7).
for strict full-time members-: For Ph.D.'s, the averages were 2.3 and 2.1, reepectively---These differences are attributable to the fact that a larger per-.-_,%4„
,centage
geographic full-time M.D.'s and Ph.D.'s were involved in'three of the
major areas of activity-'-teaching, service, andadmini&tration. These-ifferences,,barely discernible in the' aggregate, become more meaningful at the:
sub-spetialty'level of detail;

or

'Activity Patterns of 'Men and. Womenz,-;Chart-2.
Men on the medical school faculty outnumbered women 6 to 1. They also had:
'a higher average number of major areas. of activity. The average for men was
2.5 compared to 2-1 for women. The difference in average number of major areas
of activity is reflected in a higher percentage of men involved in teaching,
research', and administration than women and apprOximately the same 'percentage_
of men and women involved in service activities, More specifically, the per, centage of involvement by-activity for men and women shows that: 86 percent of
the men were -teaching compared to 76 percent of the women, 67 percent of the
Len were -in research compared to 49 percent of the women, 31 percent of the men
were ;In administration compared to 21 percent of the women, and 52 percent of
the men were in service activities compared to 53 percent of the women.

Excludes non-faculty administrators.

Basic Specialties of Lien and Women—Table
Among the broad basic specialties, 88 to 91 percent of the faculty were
men in the basic sciences, clinical specialties, mathematics, physical sciences,
-engineering, and administration. In 13 of the fine fields, men accounted for
.more than 90 percent of the faculty. These fieldswerebiophysics, pharmacology,
dermatology, internal medicine, medicine,. nuclear medicine, neurology, obstet7.-ics and gynecology, oncology, radiology, surgery, and administration.

sD,
0

0

'There were more women in the -clinical specialties and basic sciences than -any other specialty group;- however.57.-they represented only 10 and 12 percent of
,the respective totals. for these fields. :The proportion of women was: significantly higher in .allied health - and- the .behavioral. Sciences where they accounted
for-55 and.36 percent,respectively..:'Most women classified under:the
,health rubric were in nursing, libray.science,-audiology and speech therapy-,
and:medical illustration, while in the behavioral sciences they were in social
- _
,work. and psychology. -

MEDICAL SCHOOL. EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS

- Number of Medical Schools of anployment by Type of .Earned Degree—Table 5.
:More than eight-tenths (62 per-e.e.t),G4.-those- on- the faculty during Fiscal:
ar1971 had,:been,employed_byonly. one meal school during the preceding10
Of those.employe&J,07or_moreyear7Lp.exeentWere_employed by only - —
one medical school compared to' 85 percent for those employed lesg than 10 years.
,Data for faculty withthe M.D. or . h.Dde-ee ,were nearly ,identical to that of
the total. facility.. However, the mobility rate was much higher for those who had
•earnedboth degrees, and lower. for thosewho ,had not earned either degree. _ Nineteen - percent of the faculty who had earned-the M.D. or Ph.D; degree had.been
employed by two or more medical - schools compared to 25 percent for those who-had
not earnedeither, degree.
. _
.
•-- -• —

-Academic Rank Related to4Iumber of Medical Schools of Employment—Table 6.
Those faculty who changed schools most often between December 1961 and the
. end of Fiscal Year 1971. wee more likely to be in the top academic ranks than
those who changed less fretuently. Table 6 shows that 40 percent of the faculty
who had been employed by four or more medical schools were professors in Fiscal
Year 1971 compared to only 22 percent for those who remained at the same school.
At the lower end of the academic ladder, only 5 percent of the faculty employed
by four or more medical schools were instructors compared to 16 percent for those
.who remained with one medical school. This observation also applied to faculty
'whose total period of employment extended over a period of 10 or more years and
. 'for those .whosetotal employment was less than 10 years. •
•

SOURCES OF RECRUITOENT
In Fiscal Year 1971, more than seven-tenths' (71 percent) of'the faculty
stated that they had originally entered medical, school employment directly from
training program—Table 7. As expected, the sources of recruitment • varied
widely by faculty degree types. The data showed that two-thirds of the M.D.'s
cPme directly from ,medical school or resideney training, more than three-fourths
,of the Ph.D.'s came from medical or non-medical school training programs, and
three-fourths.of . those with. the M.D. plus Ph.D. came :from medical school, residency, or non-medical schooltraiting. .Twentr-three percent of the M.D.'s on the medical school faculty in Fiscal Year 1971 were employed by the same school
'that _Conferred their M.D. degree, and_41' percent were employed by the medical
school. responsible for•thein:residency- training.... . In sharp contrast,. less than
4,Tercent of. the Ph.D.'s and - other non-M.D-on the medical school faculty.
,.1.Tere employed by-the school that conferred their last degree. _
,
Specifically,'seven-tenths (71 percent) of the M.D.'s had originally entered medical school employment from a training program. This was the smallest
.percentage reported for any of the doctoral degree - groups. Among. M.D.'s feT,
,
cruited from.training.programs,40 percent came from -residency training, 27.
percent ffom mediCal school training, and 4.Dercent from non-medical schools..
The Ph.D.'s had- the highest percentage (79 percent) originally entering medical- .L).
school employment from a training program-43 percent from non-medical school .
training and35 -percent from medical school training programs. Three-fourths.
'percent) of the faculty With an M.D. -plus Ph:D. --degree-originaly.enterea'
medical. schoolemployment from a. training program-34 percent from medica1.7"
s7Chool:training :27,percent-frOm .aresidency, arid1147-pertentL-from:a non-me ca1L
-School.'
i.i
0

:•-:Approximately 30 percent of the faculty originally entered medical school
0
.
,.-employment
from other employment. -Among the M.D.-faculty, 11-percent_ cane -from.
u
private practice, 9 percent from the Federal Government, 2 percent fromState '
u
:
.and local government, and 7 percent from other employment sources. Among the- .
u
,
u
Ph.D. I.s, 6 percent came from the Federal Government, 3 percent from State and -.
...
local government, 1 percent from private practice, and 12 percent from otho....
employment. Among those. with the M.D. 'plus Ph.D. degree, 7 32ercent came from
the Federal Government,. 5 percent from private practice, 2 pefcent frpm_State
and .local government, and 11 percent_ from other employment. .
E
u

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIALTIES BY DOCTORAL TYPES
Traditionally, we would expect faculty with .research doctorate degrees
such as the Ph.D.tobe in science fields,andthose with professional doctorate
degrees such, as the M.D. to be in clinical or other professional fields. However, these data zhowedthattherewas a substantial crossover in medical schools-Table 8.
- Nearly one-fifth (18 percent) of the doctoral faculty in the basic medical
sciences were M.D.'s, 73 percent Ph.D.'s, and 9 percent had both degrees. Within
the basic medical sciences, M.D.'s accounted for a substantial proportion of the
•

411

-34

total in several fields--immunology, 34 percent; nutrition,
percent; genetics,
30 percent; physiology, 24 percent; general biology, 23 percent; and'pharmacology,
22 percent.

•
In clinical specialties, 89 percent of the doctoral faculty were M.D.'s, 5
.: percent Ph.D,'s, and 6 percenthadboth degrees. Clinical fields showing alarge
'proportion of Ph.D.'s were: nuclear medicine, 34 percent; endocrinology, 26 percent; public - health and preventive medicine, 17 percent ;.and. oncology, 10 percent.
- The . doctoral -distribution for other disciplines showed that 95 percent of
the behavioral
:scientists_were Ph.D.2s,.4 percent M.D's, .andmone than one Per--••.
cent. had both degrees. •Ir-1:the ...combined fields of Mathematics, physical-sciences, .
.and engineering. 87:percent were Ph-D.'s, 8 percent M.D-'s, and 6 percent had.
•
jboth degrees...: In allied health, 83 percent of the faculty were Ph.D.'s,.12 per- Cent..M.1:4.'s,-. and5,percent_had_both_degreg-• Administration.was listed as a specialty by approximately l'percent Of the
'doctoral- faculty-57. percent of those in adEinistration were M.D.'s, 39 percent
:were Ph.D.'s, and 4 percent had both 'degrees.

VOLUNTEER'SERVICE
_Approximately one-fifth (19 percent) of the M.D.'S on the medical school
.,fa-CuIt.:y in Fiscal Yë
1971 had séed asiunte-er, nonsalaried faculty in'priOr
-years. Of these members, 19 percent were men and 16 percent'women. Only one- -§ixth,_(17_percent) of.thowith'f1411-time appointments had served as volunteer
_
_
_
_
"7abulty'deiffecare-d -td-inore -tlie:d-orie-third -(-36- percen) of those with part-tie
appointments. By citizenship, 20 percent of the M.D. Tswho served as volunteer
-faculty were U.S. citizens and 13 percent were foreign.

This publiCati6n is based -up6n data derived from theroster of full- andparttime,_salaried medical school_faculty_maintained bytheAssociation of AmeriCan
'Medical Colleges (AMC)undercOritract with the National Institutes of Health
The 1970-71 faculty 'survey universe consisted of 103 medical schools, 87
M.D.-granting institutions, 6 schools of basic medical sciences, 8 operational
developing medical schools, and 2 developing schools which were not yet operational. The response to the survey was higher in 1970-71 than in any previous
year--100 percent reporting for all departments by 75 schools, fairly complete
reporting by 27 schools, and only one school that did hot report any data.
•
The data base includes 40,951 faculty--30,960 active faculty (28,099 full:time and2,861 part-time) and9,991 inactive faculty. This'publication is based
upon data from 28,452. active faculty records (25,591 full-time faculty whose
records were updated in 1970-71 and 2,861 part-time fculty). Part-time faculty
data were collected for the first time during 1970-71. Records for 2,508 faculty
in the active file, or approximately 8 percent, were not updated. They are
excluded from this publication because their true status was not known. Furthermore, the questionnaire had been revised, and their status with respect to the
revisions was not known.

•

•

Table 1—aaployment Characteristics of Medical School Faculty, by Sex and Citizenship:
Fiscal Year 1971
Total faculty = 28.)4,
Personal charac•teristics —percentage distribution
Total'
•
Sex
Citizenship
Employment characteristics
.
1
Ver- 1 Hon .1
Men 1 Women
U.S. ;Foreign
ticle 1 zontal
i
-.-

TOTAL
-

.

_

,

.
....

.INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL:
Public........'..,--...%: ...... . ,
• • • ..;
Private-.'..
.,...,__
, . ...:.......:.....
.. „. .
_
--...,
..
., .
.:,,•.:-. •
. - -:
•
TYPE OF SCHOOL
-Medical schools -'
Schools of basic medical science
Developing medical schools..

.1.00
,

100
•
.
_

.
-4 . ..::

..
'' 2 2.

_
ACADEMIC:RANK:- ,
_
Prof.essors
'
23 _.
:
Associate professors
23 .
Assistant professors
34 .
- :Assdaiates • ' •
'::'
2--7Assistants....
... '............
-___ .,,..
'Ins
-•-'''''''':-";-...-.'.•-`:."-;; .......1
"' 4 ..:'
: .•-- ructors'.%
.
Lecturers ' '
' '
No academic rank
.
1 -

loo

86

H

100

-.1;
-11.-

-

.-

i

9

.

.
92 '.;
8
_ 89 7 , .- 11 -.
--. 14
-- 91- H9.- :' 14 - •' 87 '
13* -..9
. 93 ,... .7. - -

_86 85 ..

• 1.4
5.-...

:86=

100
100
..

86
91

100
100
100
_

96
• 91
84

100_
10P..
10-0
100

. 61. , .39
•• 69_ :.' '__3_.... •
: 63 . 37
s'. 88
' 12

' '4
9

16
3----7..loa _ a --- 327

om the collections of the

91

_ -

-

:-.
96:
4
93 ' . - 7 - .
88
.- 12.
84 -.- 16 -. 80 . - 20
'85-, .;'-,-...--- 15- -:- I96 :7
4
98 . .
:.. 2

.
-

f.

' EMPLOYMENT STATUS:
Full-time, total
Strict full-time
Strict full-time affiliated
Geographic full-time
'
.
:Geographic-full-time affiliated
;FUll-time (type not known)
Part-time
.
BASIC SPECIALTY:
Biological sciences
.
Clinical specialties
Math., phy.sci., and engineering
Behavioral sciences
Allied health
All other

to lop

Percentages may not add
Less than 0.5 percent. -

2

_
:-;:,': 90 :
- --.. -.100
86 ,62 ' • 100
85 •:- ' ' 15.85
7.:' 100
1.5
'-',14.:-)
100 '
90 4-. 10
100
85
.15
3100
87
_
....4 -_
.. - 13
_.
:...':10 ----. 100
83
17 ,
•
.
25
100
88 .
12
60
' 100
, 90
10
2
100
.91
9
64
100
- 36
5
'
3
45
' 100
55
•
4
100
83
17
t

14

due to rounding.
i•

.

90
89 -, 11
89 :..
11
-93-,-- .7 .
91-' : - 9 '
88 -12 •
96
- 4
. .
88
9090
98
96
'92

12
10
10
2
4
8

- Table 1A--Employment Characteristics of Medical SchOol Faculty, by Type of Z.:Jea
Degree: Fiscal Year 1971
Total faculty = 28,1 52
Type of degree--percentaF,e distribution
Totall
M.D.
None
Rmoloyment characteristics
Ver- IHoriM.D. Ph.D.
plus Ptl-T
re'
ticlelzontal
Ph.D.
ae6e
por'_
'
TOTAL.:.....
- 100
loo
:59 , .25
lo
_
_
-INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL:
Pub1ic.,.-....,...,%....:
.
Private'.. -* ' :''.''•
'-•

•
. 100 ''
-19
100
,

5
. 27
63i
23

• 1
58

TYPE_OF. SCHOOL:

-Medical schools
.96 • - 100
_.
Schools of basic medical science2
150
2
Developing medical schools
100

60
38
46:

24
45
37

5 '
7
9

ACADEMIC'RANK::
'
Professors .
_
23
100 .
2 '
26
,10
Associate Professors-' ' 123 -1 100 - 63 . 727
.6
. 34
Assistant professors
.
100
60
4
28
Associatesi.
-„.
36- ''' -28 , - 3
3 * .10-0 *
AssiStants
-2
100
25:
28
T2.
InstructOrS...
„.
..
,.
,.14
T..'
100
55
:,
13
_ _ ____......
.
LecfurerS....-.......
,,... --2 -- 100.:30
',-22
,
1. loo
No academic* rank
• 14
60
5
..
• EMPLOYMENT STATUS:
.
.
Full-time
total
-90
_ „ ,_ ,.
_
...._
62
*Strict full-time
7
,Strict full--time affiliated
::-14
Geographic full-time...
- -GeOgraphiC full-time affiliated
3
• '
Full-time (type, not known)
4
10
Pa-rt;4im-e
BASIC SPECIALTY:
Biological sciencessciences
Clinical specialties
Math.,phy.sci.,andengineering
Behavioral sciences
Allied health
All other

-100.5...00
_ loo •
- 100. ,
i-loo
loo •
loo
-

25
100
60
loo
2
100
- 5
100
. 3 . 100-4 ..
loo

17
86
5
2. 3
40

Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
Les5 than 0.5 percent.

2

9

54- : 27 :50 - 32 15
72
75
IA:
-- 14 74
21
61 79
lo

70
5
60 ' 63
21
24 .

1.
I

.
IO
9
4

_1
i
4
.

3
7
• 30
42
:28
42..--,21

2-

i .
3.,
2.7
zH
2.

6.-91
-6
'11
5
7
5
5.
_ .5 .
:6. 1 cao,-.
6
9
La._
, 3
TT

9
6
4.
1
-1
3 .

3
3
29
34
71 . 28

2
.2
_2

'4
4

Table 1B--Academic .Rank of Medical School Faculty, by Type of Earned Degree:
Fiscal Year 1971
.Total faculty = 28,452
Academic rank

,.Total

M.D.

.
Total

28,1511

,
Ty-ip of der4ree
M.D.plusl
Ph.D.
Other
Ph.D. i
Number of faculty

•
16,744

7,075

Professors.............„,
6,632
4,1111,758
IssoCiate professors:- .:.6,480
.4,072 H1,781.,
'Assistant professors'....
9,576 -,:.5,769' - 2;668 H
'Instructors...-.
4,064
2,239 :- 7 - 515 :,
Associates
850'
.:: 307
2-40 ,
Assistants
117
..„:,-- 29_,::
,
_ 1,-7.31...-_
Lecturers
128 '
- 28 38
No academic rank.. . . 304
183.
42

,I,.-4
. :Total
.

None
reported

1,536

2,581

!., 215

'.. 648
394 .

95
-203:

30

383' •

696 :.

• . 60

66
' 24
_ 2
5
14

1,163 H '81 .
255
24
50
,3
2
55 .
64

-Verticd1 percentage

'1002 .•- -47.-1002"7-4
: ----'-• a.00F• — 1002-

1002

. ,.
.
Professors.:...,-....".
-4 '-•
., 725. _ 7777.77',5„- . 42_ .
.LZ3
Associate professors-...- 23 7 - ----,- 24-.------..--25-77.-26
.8
.
. 34
347
'
-7--- --- 38 ..Assistant professors
., 25 •
'27 Instructors''.'-.,_'.-14 _
..,L _13,7 -7,-,,,,- .4.
45
2
Associates..,.... ..
'.' 3 . :.
2 10'
3
3
-3
Assistants
-3
2::
......
3
'-•
Lecturers
1
-3
2
No academic -rank....,. .
__
_.
1•2
1Exc1udes 301 faculty, or 1 percent,whose rank was not reported..
14Percents may not add to' 100 due to' r,oundin.
Less than 0.5 percent."
-

-1002

7
14
:28
-

.:37 11
.1

1

-3.

Table 2—Number of Major Areas of Medical School Faculty Activities, by Type of
Earned Degree: .Fiscal Year 1971 Total faculty = 28)452
•
Major areas of activity

Total faculty'
Number of activities
One H.
,
:Two-- : ,.. ....
Three...;...
.....
. Four.....-............
. , Five
Average numberof activities.

0

: Total faculty........
Number of- activities:.
One
•
_
Two
:.Three
Four
Five

. Total

27,150.
'66,136
-L4,473
'101;372 _
8,466,-.
3,674 7 ,
.:165- ..
2.4 7
100 .--

Type of earned degree
1 M.D. plus
M.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
-1
Number of faculty
16,095
6,869
1,477
42,411 14,690 i
3,787 2-,130
I.1,116 1-192
4,857 .- , 4,036
- 516 1
1,390 •
523
- 5,988 .
:236
- 3,009
.
303
',.10 '
24.'
'.117 .
'2.1 '1
2.6
2.6'
Vertical percentage . '
100
100
100

i6.::13.
307.
36-..-31
- 37 '
.
-14,-- ,t----- ---- -,2191
1

16
-:- 59
' ,,--20-.
11, -,N,
_-, -

13
35 .
35-,
- 1..6
1

e collections oft

Excludes 15302 faculty (5'percent) whose-major-areas_oflactivityfvere riot.:
'
4--reported.
Less than\0.5 percent;

,Zhart .1--Distribution of Major Activities of the 16,8981 M.D.'s ontha Medical
. School Faculty: Fiscal Year 1971
Perdent
Activities

100

80

70

6050

Total Percent of total
number Activities Faculty

t
16,0952
.To-6a1 faculty
Total activities 42,411
;100
14,984
Teaching
35
Research23
9,933
:Service
11,432
27
Administration 5,636
13
Other
426
1-

10657
93_
62
71
35
.
3

• 2.64-Average number activities
16,095/LT5TZE

40

t__Number activities
L_Number faculty

30
20-

10

Includes 14,633 full-time and 2,265 parttime salaried faculty..
z
Excludes 803 M.D.'s (5 percent) whose activities were not reported.

11

Chart 1A—Distribution of Major Activities of the 7,1221 Ph.D.'s on the Medical
. School Faculty: Fiscal Year 1971
Percent.
100

Activities

Total Percent of total'
number ActiVities Faculty

roduced without pe

Total faculty... 6,8692
Total activities 14,690.
Teaching
5,893
TIT-Search.
6,1o8
1,247
Administration 1,349'
Other _ .
93

100
l00

86
89
18
• 20
1

4o
/ 42

.2.1 -4-Average nutber activities
.
,869/14,690

t,_ .
i

Number faculty

bludes-6,828 full-tiMe saLd 294 part-tiM
ed faculty.
2Exc1udes 253 Ph.D.'s (4 percent) whose.
- a-ctivities Were not reported.

0

.

.

.

he collections oft

art 1E—Distribution of Major Activities of the 1,5471 Medical_School Faculty
.' Who Had Earned the M.D. and Ph.]-. Degree: Fiscal Year 1971
tivities

Tot7aI PeFcent of total
number Activities Faculty

1*,477
3,781
1,327
1,273
Seal-vice
- 664
lAdminjstration
492
Other
25

Total fety...
-.Total activities
Teaching _

100

.100
i 35
"34
i 18
.13

90
86
45
33 .

•

2

1

2.6 -4-Average number activities
1,477/3,781
t__Number activities
1---Number faculty
• 1 Includes 1,475 full-time and 72 part-time
salaried faculty. 2
Excludes 80 M.D./Ph.D. faculty .(5 percent)
whose activities were not reported:

12
•

7,

,

Full-time and Geograthic Full-time M.D. allf:
Table 3--Activity Patterns of Strict
Year 1971
Ph.D. Medical School Faculty: Fiscal
Employment status
Faculty with the Ph.D.
M.D.
the
Faculty with
Strict ' Geographic
I Geographic.
,Strict
full-time
-time
full
e
-tim
full-time I full

Activity

•
2.7
Average number of activities
=:.:',
,•
,'.: •
•••
- .
'Activities • •',.•• •••
,-,- 92
,,,,
- Teaching.:.--,-,.....-.......-..
'•:•-: 68
Research........',--...-1 70'
Se-rvice...''.'::':',.-•'- ',:.::%•':
.. .
.:,37
._.„
......
L. Adthinistration.
..,, • ..
3
.
•
r
e
h
t
O
'
,
10077

• • 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

umber of activities
' One
..„.Two
Three

Four_ ......

-4.-;-4poo.doe,doe_o,"*

.

Frire

_

... .:7:....

- -DO*

'''-

9

11 .: 29 .

24

_
- 44L-, :'
391----- 4

:20 -..:
- -1 I. -

..22, :
--,:1
.....'.

-100Ii

1

. '''...- 100.2.

' 15
47-,•29.

15
61
,
19- 1.:.; ,.

••• 9
3
-

,

•

'
major area
ent because most .faculthave more than4 one
perc
100
SubtOtals exceed
of activity.
ntto-rounding
2SUbtotals:maY tot,add toy100. -perce
5,percent.
3-Less'than
_ ,

_
n on the Medical
Wome
and
Men
of
ern
, Chart 2--Activity Patt
Year 1971
activity
Percent-1Di faculty in each
70 .
60
20

ocument Ito

!--,

' 1 - t:
4.,
1.

_..,:, 1002t21,--

4

aoo1
90
84
34 -..
24'

:1001'
- .86 '
91 -'a6
1.9. . .,

-:
lool._.,
96 :. ,..
•. 64:- :
.79.: '--.
40

--..m..-

2.3

2.1

2.8

30.

40

50

Fiscal

80

90

100

Women
- Research

Men
Women

• Service

Men
Women

Administration Men
Women
. Other

Men
Women

3%
100 because most faculty have more
'Percentages for men and women add to more than
13
than one major area. of activity.

Table 4----Basic Specialties of the Medical School Faculty, by Sex:

m the collections of the

ced without pe

.
.. Basic specialties

Total faculty = 28 4 2
Horizontal
Number
percentages
Total
Men
Women
Men
Women
28,218'24,204 14,0114
86
14
37,492 32,439 5-053
87
13

Fiscal Year 1971

Vertical
percentages
Total I Yen
Women

NUMBER OF FACULTY
1002
1002
1002
NUMBER OF SPECIALTIES
—
—
—
BASIC SCIENCES
88
12
9,555 8 383 1 172
34
35
22
Anatomy............
i- 5 5 , .: ,:.5
86
. 14 _
.1,406 .1.,212 —194 .
Biochemistry
•
2,526:2,251 : 275 _ 89 — .11 _ ..,
.4_
9
9
•. -3
Biology, general
.: 72:,.-.-- 18
. : 90 f
,.
_80 ;
20
_
,.
4
Biophysics...•...:„.
''230 •
-220 ','' 10
'.' 96 -3
1
.1
3
Cell_ biology:. ....
, 16 ,.. 101::''-.: 15
•
87 - 13 -Zoology
.57, _49 _ ,..:_ 8 • 86
.a.4-',
Genetics.
. 484 7
393-'91
81,
,19_
7 1-,-2
27. .- :7_2:
Immunology
42-3 •
373--;_ 50
88
12
• 1 - :2'- -..-_- 1
,, .......-5: .
Microbiology.,
1,273: 1,067
'
- -204
84
1 4
16
_3
Nutrition
104 55
45
57
47
1
harmacology....
..
,
.
,
..
:
.
l,104_
1,012__
_,
92
92
4
8.
_
p
--% ...._4
Physiology...-.-„:„...,..-- 1,687,:;,:.1.,526.:7161 . 90
40
6
•
...3
All -other
88 :
12:
_—_,...- _
7
'
'
57 -. • 50--CLINICAL SPECIATJUS.„..22,1488.: 20 291.:,2 197
_ 90
i8o
io . 8or ...-;.55L:
Anesthesiology
792—
666: 126 • 84 .
16
-; 3
3 - -- -- 3-3
Dermatology...
,.:
..
-.
.
„
„
.20
_92.
6.
-, _1
...EndOcrinology
639
.2
'
-7
10
• 2:::".712:: ..,,...,-.
'575 .
64 - - 90
1,446
.Internal,medicine„,.
3,248 - 198
94-:
6:
.. '12
t - 93 _.._ 77-- _ :0
Medicine,,general„
2,.385 2,219, :;106
91::
:-_:=.*-:::
'•••••••
278
254 '
Nuclear medicine..'..
24
91
-. 91
-...: 11
: 611 • 574
Neurology
37
94
-• 6
2
- 2:.....-_-:2L:
•,"
898!
Obstetrics and gynecology
831
67
93
7
3
- 3
2
182. . 171 .__,..11
94
Oncology
6 c., i
.,..
2,559 2,247,- 312 .. 88.
Pathology
-" 9
12 '
9- ' 8
Pediatrics
-4. .. 2,263 1,699 .: 564
75
25 •
8 ,7 •
14
1
:77 .
=.23
Physical med and rehab i n.
308 .''' 238 . .: 70
2.
1
1and_prev
.
Public
health
med
.
:
5
.15
578
'
491
7
,--1._
.
.
Psychiatry
2,271 2,032
89
239
, 8
11
86•
1,428 1,30-47 124
=Radiology
91 .
9
•
'.-*-37 .
5'
:
.
, 5
3,465; 3,391
74
98 •
Surgery
f 12
2
": 14:
All other147. .131
16
89
1
11
1
-3
MATH.,PHY.SCI.,AND
'
ENG G
91 •
849
772.
77
_9_
3
- 2
- 3
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
64'
36
_y_
I
1,8141.1,185 •656
Psychology
Psychology
1,127
894
4
21
4
6
237
79
507
Social work
136 '371
'27
2
1
9
73
Other behavioral sciences
207 , 155
48
75
1
25
1
1
. ALLIED HEALTH
.1,285
584
701
'45
2 .
55
17
5ADMINISTRATION
363
331
32
91
- T_
—§
T
297
OTHER SPECIALTIES
238
59
80
20
-37
1
-27
NOT KNOWN
159
.29
lExclades 234 faculty, or- 1 percent,
whose sex was not reported.
2
Subtotals exceed 100 percent because some faculty have more than pne basic specialty.
3
•
Less than 0.5 percent.

238

218 _

7.1a;

6.55

14,

ED

Chart 3—Basic Specialties of the Medical School Faculty by Sex:
• Thousands

Fiscal Year 1971 •

Tote/ faculty = 28,452

.24

Women

Total. specialties = 37,492

20

Men'
•
•4g4I

v
i
16

+—Clinical.specialtie

•'!";"17. •

r

14..-

1•2.—J
'

•;•Yr
• •
A4*4

0

11116

0
0

4
0

E
c)

;

;
64440
•.

th°

-

_

.13.•

as.ic scienc-es
Behavioral sciences

Mathemat cs,
..
physical sciences, .and .engineering
•
Administration
Not
1 Allknown'
.other .

4•X,

-

•4
9
•
7-

,

Table

0
•

roduced without pe

•

--Number of Medical .Schools of Employment, by Type of Degree and Years of
'.Employment: Fiscal Year 1971

Number of medical schools of
•
.employmentin the last 10 years
Total'
Type of degree
i
Four
,
One
1
Two 1 Three
1
or more
1
All faculty
.
1
82
15
100
3
• Total
1
15
100
81
3 Faculty with the M.D. degree
7
-2
16
loo81
43
Faculty- with the Ph.D. degree.„
i '
20 ' 4,4 .
Faculty .with both-degrees ..:'....,-.-.,- - 100-._ ..„7.5 -2
'IA
100
8
'91::
Ph.D.
M.D.
or
the
without
Faculty
. .
Faculty with 10 or more years employment
,1
.
i. 18 : ._, i: 4
.:(7
- .;
Total.--.. .:.....:,..:.....:......... :. 100
- -, 1 .
4)4.
18
.loa...7J-__ ,. -7(6
Faculty:With.tlie:M:D. degree„.':• . ,f.,
1
7(6
19
100-''
Faculty. with -the' Ph.D. degree
-1.6
1
.
69
'
24
1ff
degrees
both
with
Facty
ul
•
-2 -•
89
- IO
100i'1.
Faculty *ithout.the M.D..or Ph.D.
than 10 years employment
Faculty
with
'less
_
z
.*.i.2
100- 13 _
:-,Total..........,...........:.-.-.._
,..-.7-85:...., c
. 2'
;3 '-- , j ,,.
Faculty with theM..D:degree,,'?„:„.- j .11111-. -, .. --151—
'c . .•7 •
'-'
85 .' 7 13 Facu1ty'with the Ph.D. degree..., .:100
..,,
_.
-17M80
-17 .... .
Faculty with both degrees
1
. 6
' 100
93
Faculty without the M.D. or Ph.D
Percents. may not add. to 100 due to rounding.
Less than.. 0.5 percent.
••••tic,;'•••

the collections oft

Table'6.--Academic Rank Pattern in Fiscal Year 1971 Relative to -ihe-Number of..
-Medical Schools' of Employment in the Last 10 Yea
.•

- _Acedec - rank Fi'scaI Year 19$1
Assoc- Assist. InAll
Total' Pro- iate pro antprortructfessor
other
fessor fessor
or
-----,
1
-:All-faculty2
.40
lop
27
,
5
_
.26.1..7:
.....-- 149'4
3
- 3o
821
100_ - _33
30 i
.4
6'
28
. 29
4,223
- 106-33 :
. 34. '1 16
22
22
5
100
23,253
Faculty with 10 or. more years employment
_
2
1
24
22 51
loo
93
1
49
29
18
. 448
loo
3
4
4
18
46
28
100
2,089
41
20
26
loo
7
8,860
5
Faculty witn less than 10 years employment
22
100
31
56
33
5
9
4
43
.16
32
No
5
379
4
47
8
100
2,134
11
- 30
43
22
10
100
. 19
5
14,393

,. Number of medical.
schools.of employment ''Total
, in the last 10 years faculty
'
Four or more
Three
Two
One

0

Four or more
Three
Two
One
Four or more
Three
Two
One
•

Percentages may not *add to 100 due to rounding:
•
16
••••

•

^

Table 7--Sources of Recruitment by Type of Earned Degree:

Fiscal Year 1971

Type of earned degree

Medical school sources
of recruitment

Total!

M.D. piiils
Ph.D.

M.D.

Ph.D.

100

100

.71

79

75;

352
1Li .
432

34 '
27,3
144.
q

All
others

•
100

Total

;
Medical school
Residency
Non-medical school
Total from employment..,
Federal Government...
Private practice
-• State and local government
Other employment

f

71,

Total from training ,

•

100

271
403'
:41 - _
•
!•
.291
29
28
25.
2.8

8
8

9
11
_2
- 7 ...

3
10,
;

222•
.
o
1
3
.12

1
251
1 •
1
7.
- 2',
.11t

•

100
.54
17
25
352"
462
.
o
4
11
25

Twenty-three-percent of _the,M.D.'s on the medical-school.faculty in Fiscal Year
.1971 were-employed by the same medical. school that cOnferred the* M.D. degree,
ILess- that 4*perceut of the Ph.D.'s ',and - other - noft-M.D.'s on the- me,dical school - -facility in Fiscal Year 1971 were employed .by a school that_confer,red their last
• J
•
degree. •
•t
Forty-one percent of the M.D. is on the medical school faculty in Fiscal Year
_Q.9711 .were employed -by the school. that was responsible,fortheir_iesidency.
Includes faculty who reported a Ph.D. degree and a health professional degree
other than an. M.D.-:.or D.O. .
5:includes faculty.who had health prOfessionardoctors .degrees other than the. M.D.
•
A_
•
orDO

17

al School Faculty by DocTable 8--Distribution of the Basic Specialties of the Medic
toral Degree Types: Fiscal Year 1971

Basic specialties .

NUMBER OF FACULTY
NUMBER 'OF SPECIALTIES
: BASIC,J_SCIENCES..,.-.-.1f.
Anatomy:
Biochemistry
Biology, general
B1oPlaysics7-,',
Cell biology
.Z.99q19gY
Gene'tiCs
Immunology

?.4-i-diy0bia1ogy
WIltv iti on
Phainacolo&

-PliD'iology"

.

Doctoral de,7ree types
.
Horizontal percentazes4
Number of specialties
.
M.D.
r
M.D.
Total?'
Ph.D.' ' plus
M.D.
plus
Ph.D.
M.D.
Ph.D.
''
• Ph.D.
•
6
28
66
1,122 1,547
25,567 16,898
6
_30
64
2 228L
34,371. 21 977 10,166
18
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
SUITE 200, ONE DUPONT CIRCLE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

TO:

20036

. . TASK FORCE ON COST OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION & FACULTY PRACTICE PLANS

FROM:

Robert H. Kalinowski, M.D. and Richard M. Knapp, Ph.D.

SUBJECT: Minutes of September 19, 1972 meeting
Present:

0
.
•

KO.•••S

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.

•

William: Anlyan
Christopher Fordham
Arnold Reiman .
Charles. Womer

Guest:,
Mr. Ronaldloc.hbaum

AAMC Staff:
Dr. John Cooper- Dr. Robert Ball"
Miss Grace Beirne
Mr. Thomas Campbell
Mr. Charles Fentress
Dr. Robert Kalinowski
Dr. Richard Knapp
Mr. Joseph Rosenthal 1,
Dr. Marjorie Wilson

owl rig-approval of t-he Minutes of .the July 19th meeting,-,,Dr....Anlyan re-, •
..Aue.sted, that Dr.- Cooper report on the September 13th meeting:of the' parent.
.
-,
:__ Dr.:Cooper:stated .fiLhe..,:purpose of.'th-at
-20&4727:3K.Qmirriittqie.,
(1)

-Obtain th.e Commi ttee s views of the direction and content- of its
-report to the Assembly, focussing upon a first draft -statement
_ of. this ,report _prepared:. by „Mr.. Murtaugh (this draft..was .- sent to
• Committee members on September 8, 1972), and' •

:1)
0

2) Review the progress of the Task Force on Cost of Medical - Education
jn its, detailed, study .of the cost, of tulderbradua•te:medic.a1-:'instruc-.
tion at eight medical schools.
Committee Report

8

,The Committee had made the decision (at earlier meetings) to, focus its attention
on the problems arising from Federal policy to provide financial support to
medical schools on the basis of the enrollment of undergraduate medical students
and increases in that enrollment, and the coupled Congressional directive to the
Secretary, DHEW to launch a study to establish the methodology for ascertaining
the "annual per student educatioral cost' of the program leading to the M.D.
degree, to determine such costs for the 1971-72, 1972-73, and 1973-74 (estimated)
school years; to describe national uniform standards for each medical school to
use in determining these costs, and to recommend how these cost determinations
could be used in fixing the payments to the school through capitation grants.

- 2
Congress called for an interim report on March 30, 1973, and a final report by
January 1, 1974. The National Academy of Sciences- Institute of Medicine is
conducting this study. (Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971).
Because of the urgent need for the Association to make known its views on
these critical matters, the Committee decided, as shown in the minutes of the
July 12th meeting, to provide a report to the Assembly at the November annual
meeting which would:

"establish the view of the Association concerning
(1) the complexity of the medical education
_process -- the interrelatedness of the elements
that are integral to that process (instruction,
-resea-rch, services);(2) the indivisibility of that
process, beginning with the curriculum leading to
0
the M.D. degree through the years of internship
1,and residency; ().that only uponthe completion
,,, V', 1,14t*1 f •.1 ,--of this -continuum can the national objectiveto
,5
increase the number of persons capable of performing
0
the
func,ti,ohs, of physicians in the delivery of health
care be satisfied.
V

.
P .,

r:The report will,therefore stress the essentially
O
. carbitra
,
,
---6,m,--- -0V ,',-,,
, , ,--,
ry, nature,of efforts to establish estimates
,..._, vo.„. ,-,_.-,..---, t;-t. f ,
„,...
:
,of
_the
Losts_of undergraduate medical education,
4..
..t'-'..
.
-CD
-Sinoe,
this
is a.discrete concept only in the sense
0
-- thAt A degree is awarded upon its completion and
-.1hot-in,terms of the preparation of an individual
u
rle=1,1Z ' ;for the-independent practice of medicine.
.,___....__:______:..........:-...,.._ - However, because-of
pressures for such estimates,
the Association_will present a set of preliminary
,- -figures, for consideration
O
as a guide to the - probable
costs
this
of
segment
of
the
continuum - to be
O
..
- __
- ,-followed by more -definitive views :of the entire
.
medical education process, its costs, and financing,
7
?_' - '
Amthe context -of the broad range of activities of
_the ontemporary medical center complex."
§
following-the prescriptions outlined in the July 12th directive, Mr. Murtaugh ---.
.:.::-...,PePkredthe;draft,statement, reviewed by the Committee at this meeting. This
first draft, however, did not include preliminary findings of the Committee's
Task Force groups on the costs of undergraduate medical education process. It
8
is now evident that because of the inherent difficulties in establishing cost
estimates for the research and patient care components, and because the group
studying the patient care aspect has only recently been organized, cost estimates
will not be available in time for the report to the Assembly in November.
to:

view of this, and as a result of the day's discussion, the Committee decided
(1) Provide the Assembly in November with an interim progress
report of the Committee's work, leading to

3
(2) A full report - a more definitive statement of the
Associ
tion's views - following the July 12th directive, and in-acluding prelininary estimates of the costs of undergraduat
e
medical education,- to be released, after Executive Counci
Assembly review, early in the spring of 1973. The timing l/
of
the release of this report is crucial, in view of the
convening
of the new Congress, which will be concerned with the extens
ion
of the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971,
and
the scheduled release of the interim report by the Institute
of
Medicine.

V.. i

•

0
'
=..
'5
0
-

l

..,....„,

From the standpoint of a time frame for Task Force activi
ty, Dr. Anlyan suggested
that, the group move farward s with overall Committee on the
undergraduate effort
sand then "review the bidding".
At this point, the Task Force discussed the components of
the
which.could,be specifically ascribed to undergraduate medica hospital budget
l education.
These are as follows:
'house-staff costs-which can be -allocated to the'finictio-n
of
instructing undergraduate medical students (this would
also
include_teaching physicians who are paid on the hospital
-..
budget);

.
.,,_ ..,.:,•.s... ..
0
,
=..
'j-',Ar:IP(30tqler- :14:4-I-. 77.,-.

g=
0
'' ,....:...;,,.. E.,
Q.)

.

•

:

the cost of flursing,
,
technician or other stafftimeas well
as the allocation of other hospital cost centers (such as
medical records, nursing seryjce or social service) devoted
to undergraduate medical education;

ztt1P'.- cost 1for:hospital.:5Oace allocatedrto'undergraduate
students.

--54
'--,
Each of these three components of the hospital'budget- are includ
0 -----ed in the
medical center cost studies. .Mr, Campbell reported thatthe-sp
0 .,,,...,,,,,,
eCial
tiyht
.4=
-center-study-was under-way, but-specific data on these'
.
alloCations are not— .,
.
'yet-available.* Mr.-Campbell further elaborated on the method
ology used to
.•
allocate educational program costs to these three components.
--54
Preliminary data available*on'the eight center study do indica
§
te that while
there are dollars inthe-hospitalbudget devoted to undergraduat
e education; •
5
the amount-As relatively,small-wilen-calculated -as' a- percentage
of the hospital
budget. Following a lengthly discussion, the Task Force agreed
on the following
-general -statement.
8
Given the general attributes of.a teaching hospital in
terms of
the presence of graduate medical educational programs,
the
character of its patient population, the scope of
service provided, and the staffing levels implicit in the discha
rge of such
*the eight centers involved are as follows:
a) Duke U. Sch. of Med. - Case Western Reserve U. Sch. of Med.
b) Georgetown U. Sch. of Med. - St. Louis U. Sch. of Med.
c) U. of Kansas Sch. of Med.-S.U.N.Y., Upstate Med. Ctr.
d) U. of Iowa Sch. of Med. - Ohio State U. Sch. of .Med.

'

Lt

4
activities, the conduct of an undergraduate medical educational
program in such a setting has only a minor effect (probably not
exceeding 1%) on the overall patient care costs of such
institutions. The Task Force will review cost study data when
it becomes available to determine if there is a need to reconsider
its position.

Not to be reproduced with

A further matter of concern is the problem of estimating the effect of teaching
undergraduate medical students on such items as length of stay of patients,
utilization of laboratory and x-ray services, as well as other measures of
patient care and hospital service. After full discussion of the matter, the
Task Force did not coma to full agreement. The following statement characterizes
the feeling of the -group:
-The current evidence available concerning the additional effect
of the presence of medical students cn laboratory, x-ray and
other service utilization cannot- be considered either sufficient
or conclusive. ,-.-Further, if any part of the costs of such increased
services are considered educational. in nature, they would in large
part be attributed to graduate rather than undergraduate medical
education.

r-r-

'At this point in the, meeting•Dr. Anlyan led a general discussion of the costs of
graduate medical education and the need for mord_data and information concerning
medical faculty practice plans-;--The staff was directed to examine the patient
care components- in the eight center study with specific reference to the cost of
-graduate medical -education and to set forth a plan to:

Document from the collections of the

1) examine institutional policies concerning faculty practice plans;
2) collect the'se plans from each of the schools;
3) determine the cash flow generated by these practice plans.
The next meeting of .the Task Force is to. be held on a date yet to be determined_
in early December.

,•,
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RMP-CHP COMMITTEE
September 6-7, 1972. -,
'Embassy Row Hotel - AAMa Conference Room
Washington, M.

.
Stuart M. Setsoms,. M.D., Chairman
Alexander M. Schmidt, M.D.
James V. Warren, M.D.
William R. Willard, M.D.

Andrew D; Hunt;'Jr., M.D
William S. Jordan, M.D.
William H. Stewart, M.D..

PAK Staff
_Robert:H. Kal i nowski M
Richard M. Knapp, Ph.D..
Josc.ph_S. Murtaugh
Stephen J. AckerMan
Grate Bei rne
Prentice-.Bowsher--!:
Rosemary
Alexa Burt

RMP-CHP Committee Minutes
I.

Meeting with HSMHA Officials, September 6
The RMP-CHP Committee held an informal meeting with Dr. Vernon Wilson
and key members of his staff at the Embassy Row Hotel on the evening of
September 6, 1972. Dr. Wilson, who was accompanied by his deputy, Mr.
Gerald Riso;' Mr. Robert Janes, chief of CHP programs; and Dr. Harold Marguiles, chief or RMP;. led .a discussion on the evolution and background of
HS!,IHA-HEW policy on the issue. This was followed by a period of full and
free discussion involving the entire group. • Key points in the HSMHA policy
as articulated by Dr. Wilson were:
rTheconceptiof.an-limplementing agencyl'Aesigned:to.•serye as an•approyal.authority. forthe' eXpenditure•ofall -federal funds (and possiblyJunds
from state and other sources) for health care programs withintha state.

-

that-"planninga'- and-flactioe-'functions must be -kept separate
—andlodged.in- completely separate agencies,
ComMittee Discussion, September 7,

i!.7..0r,w-it.11:tmembers-of-theocommittee:participated'ina-group--:iiscussion-on. the,:.
0
•
,....,.
....,770ftepti:onsJaridinsisghts.derived from the discussions witDr.,Wilson• and :
.
'
-hi.s-s-taffYand- then'went:On toTa - geherai-discussion with regard- to
_ ,..:,,.... -1:1=q7:1Tofnthe- MR-4CHPitsue--Tgeneraqy and:_t!Te- ommitteel.s .approachin .carrying out- 7,-.
Z
O
- -r,:. .:ttt.:JunCttam„"tong...the_concepts
-.
and -Jormulations.contributed by various:—
!.all
. ...Eini#NaduaTscduring-thecourseof.the- discussion were_the• followingi:-..
.
Z
- .
.
Issues: Federal-State Relationships
_
,‘ 1...TrindaMental policies of the Nixon Administration which have a.
..idetermininminfluence,on_the programs involved.include.:- -.a. Decentralization
b. Revenue sharing
is a sound_approaCh to,build.on the strengths- -that we already
An this area,In_this regard, legislative authorizations could put emphasis on the
.:.. end-,rather than the means (the end being the, availability and accessibility to the Means of quality health care for all through overall
Alarming and regulation and/or control of the health care system)
ghd authorize means (program mechanisms) to be oriented to the end
purpose.

a

4.

In line with Dr. Wilson's statement, the states should be given a good
deal of flexibility and responsibility for self-determination in re
the means or agencies used to achieve the end.

RMP-CHP Committee Minutes
Page two
B.

Planning Decision Making and Action Process in Re the Health Care System
1.

The policy that mandates the separation of planning and action is
viewed as an obsolete concept by some political scientists.

2

A more current concept of planning was described as a process of
bringing together the forces having the power to create change in a
given situation.

3.. A case in point was cited involving an academic medical center which
found it necessary to obtain 32 different approvals before the con- .•
struction of a new hospital could be undertaken.' The point made was
under such circumstances, if there was to be -a viable health care plan
that the 32 "real -power"- interests would have.tobe.involved in its
development:
••
Unless CHP has the realpower wielders and money controllers built
into its structure, it cannot do the job.

Document from the collections of the

6

C.

The so-called implementing agency should have a positive role with
regard to the health care system as well as thesnegatiVe one of
'
refusing fund approval.
•
Planning; decision making, and implementation are actually different
essential steps in one. continuous process. It can, therefore,:be
effectively accomplished either within one agency or through Inter- -related agencies. Policy and process should 'determine the structure-not vice versa.:.
•

Implications for Academic Medical Centers •
.The control or dominance - Of medtcal- schools in:RMR.is waning but . activity and involvement is increasing. Examples:- regionalization.
. of health care on a capitation basis • and manpower planning. and
'development.
27

,
There is ambivalence Of viewpoint in re the.medical school
tionship here. Some say this is where the talent is , but -others
:,.question the extent or appropriateness of the talent. .There-js also:
an anti -medical school attitude prevalent in some quarters...

3. .The focus should be on the universityrather than' the medical School.
•
•4.. Academic medical centershave a vital stake and interest in the community related health care functions that demand rationalization and
coordination of approach.

-

RMP-CHP Committee Minutes
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D.

Some Prime Issues Heeding Resolution
1.

Need for clear articulation of the mission and objectives for the
programs involved

2.

Clarification of the - distinction of the implementing agency and the
planning agency

3.

A construct of the planning agency or process

4.

Determination of how can the CHP process be strengthened?
new reconstituted process is necessary_

Or if a

Where does the Experimental Health Service Delivery System program
fit in? (lack of satisfaction with the HSMHA explanation on this
point)
Identification and definition of ii. :evices and framework that can
meet the needs
-0

Assessment of the implications to the. E=xtent that these -things inve the academic health - centel ..?

-0
0

Site—RevieWs- on RMP-CHP Ir
0

, Connecticut and Vermorii.

Q.)
—
!
-i,:ettrt;

'Dr Kalinoiskiand Mr..7•AcIcerman- gave a: report on theiriisits with
keYtaffici al s from the above three- states. '• A written •staffrreport-.was
buted7;• The highlights derived include:
.as-a•.general :rule is rich. in talent and money.; .CHP. :is:. poor: •
power,. •however i - is short-circuited - by :the lack • of a clear •
mandate, purpose, and public responsibility.
In summary: RMP has a capability but
iriandate; CHP has a mandate:but- not capability; present HEW pc; c,,• -prevents them from •
putting it together.
•
•
The 'Experimental Health Services Delivery System Progim- is a• part •
.of the problem rather than a part of the solution.
5.

RMP has developed a strong constituency--partly poli Li cal because
it puts money in every Congressional jurisdiction and partly pro- tessional because practicing physicians trust it a a program that
serves their interest and is not inimical to it.

6.

Few would vote for continuation as is.

RMP-CUP Committee Minutes
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7.

All three programs gave ev i dence of the fact that no th
substantial
could be accomplished in the rationalization of the health care
system without finding some way of providing for the substantial
participation of the practicing physicians group..

8.

A major problem in the existing situation has been the parado:f.
of an unduly weak federal tendency to arti cul ate the pecifi
national purpose and relationships of the programs concened on the
one hand, and an unduly strong tendency to direct states and communitiein the nature and details of implementing action.

Dr. William Stewart could not attend the meeting because he was ou
of the country. In lieu of a report on the Louisiana situatn,.
- a letter:
which he had.sent to Dr. Kalinowski was distributed. Its essence is as
follows:
'After reviewingthe- Minutesr;of,the last meeting,-I- am convinced
that it is vital to develop new objectives for a combined CHP-RMP program before:a'..discusSionof,the wisdom ofthe - ombination can be
undertaken.- It.couldbe.
that-the original objectives of CHFIzand
RMP,are still valid or -that they:. arenolonger valid.for:Oariety_
,...afreasons—Thereal4roblem,could be that no clear purpose: -,expressed as current:operational public policy exists. No organizational changes or .name...opangeS of these programs is going to.solve
* this problem..." -*:
Q.)
he collections of the

-Illinois:Dr. Max Schmidt-gave a- report.on,his review, of the situation-in
Illinois.: - MajOr points in the 'report included:
--There are- good close relationships among - key:people in'the.state and
some good program activities,aTong with a good deal of specific.
problems
. :The'RMP has a number of substantive. program activities;- medical _school dominatimislesseninOut.RMP-type activities are. growingl: '
c.)
0

3.

The governor has appointed Dr. Snoke as coordinator ofhealth care,
but he 'has little- resoUrces to -work with and hisfunction parallels
.that of the state. health agency with a resulting atmosphere of '. competitive sensitivity.

4.

A general agreement exists that CHP should have the supraordinate
role, but CUP has produced no substantial plan or program.

5.

RMP feels that in absence of a plan, the CUP review represents
another technical project review on top of the one already made by
the RMP advisory group, rather. than one of a conceptual or strategic
nature.

RMP-CH.P Committee Minutes
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6.

IV.

Despite their problems, there are active, cooperaLive projects, a
good example being the "interagency task force for health manpower"
in which CHP, RMP, the Medical Society, Hospital Council and State
Board of Health have joint involvement.

Synthesis of Essential Concepts and Basic Forces
It was suggested that it mi"ght-be productive for the committee to attempt
•.
to define the essential concepts and fundamental forces pertaining to the RMPCHP problem without regard to the specific agency structure or specific prescription of solution, at this point. On the basis of total group discussion,
the following outline of such prime factors was evolved.- A.

Major forces
1.

CoMprehensive- health•Oannin 'on a geographic basis

2.

ReNenue. sharing

3.

Decentralization of decision making•
Enlargerent of public base

..4

decision _making.-

.Superagency_as_conduits of funds (veto power)
. a. Regional office . .
b.:.Implementive 'agency'
Planning process
'Quality of people
a. Funding
. b.. Power and authority
2.. Subject and content of planning
. . a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Health Ns. medical care- delivery
Manpower development and distribution
Resource investment
Quality
Evaluation'

3.

Geographic Area

4.

Public acceptance and accountability

5.

Object of plan to be controlling

6.

Relationships to action process

RMP-CIIP Committee Minutes
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C.

Action process
1.

Relationship to planning

2.

Resource allocation
a.
b.

Facilities
Manpower. Money -

Ass i gnment
4.

authority and responsibility

Feedback mechanism

It was „agreed that the-AAMC staff shoul. d L.!evelop a position paper:base .
• similar outline-with : regard to
orei the above out-line• and with reference to
the problems. .ofc. the health care system
from the first meeting......'The.
. draft position paper would be submitted to t! committee for review prior to .
the next.meeting and. when finalized would be -transmitted -for.the..views and..
.comments, of the _AAMC,..constituency.throur,-.,
' ap
iiate channels..-

a.

c.)
0
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COTH ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD MEETING
PDR 5
Palmer House
. Chicago, Illinois.
August 6, 1972

PRESENT:
George E. Cartmill, Chairman
Leonard W, Cronkhite, Jr., M.D., Chairman-Elect
Irvin
Wilmot; Immediate Past Chairman
. Robert. A.'.Derzon
Joe.S, Greathouse, Jr.
Arthur J. Klippen, M.D.
Sidney Lewine
.
R-ussall A. Nelson, M.D.
Roy S. Rambeck
•
Stuart M. Sessoms,.M.D.
David D. Thompson, M.D.-7f ThcithasfH: Ainsworth, Jr., M.D., AHA Representatove-

0

•

0

D. Cooper, M.D.
- Grace W. Beirne - 1
Robert H. Kalinowski, M.
Richard M. Knapp, Ph.D.
• Catharine A. Rivera

0
'a)
0
I.

Call to Order:
ti.:Mr1:,-Cartmill called the meeting to order at 9:00 a:in. in Private Dining
"Room 5 of the Palmer House.

5

8

III.

Consideration of Minutes:
The minutes of the meeting of May 18, 1972 were approved as distributed.

III.

(Ai

Report of the COTH Ad Hoc Membership Committee:
Mr. Wilmot reported on the meeting of the COTH Ad Hoc Membership Committee
held in New York City on June 16, 1972.

It was recommended that paragraph 3 on

2
on page 3 of the Report be changed to read as follows:
"The Committee holds that membership in the Council
of Teaching Hospitals of the AAMC should be determined
.and interpreted solely for the purpose of advancing
,the objectives of COTH- and its constituent members.
The current request for classification of hospitals
within COTH arises from the new practice by various
agencies of classifying teaching hospitals for re• imbursement purposes. The Committee believes that
it is an error to use membership, or - a. category of
•••• membershiftin COTH, for-such purposes
It .is
-Jore:recomMeridin.g - that - no.attemptjpe .made to -do-so-i
- the future until and unless:such arreffort-serve• the - .
..purpose of- advancing the objectives of the COuncWo
..Teaching Hospitals and its constituent members:Y,
..Twospecifit eeCOMMendatiOns .are contained

the. Report,:

entitled ."Differential Characteristics of Teaching Hospitalswas ;approved -as
*
A.disciissionithenLensOe&-concerning_Appendix Bwhich recommended
-....,.chan.ges

th.e_curren.t .cr.i te

membe_rs hip in. _COTH

Fo11 owi ng discussion .
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there was -.general agreement .that since'the
distinction between undergraduate...:
_
-and graduate:.educattonlAs.:cbeconvingincreasingly:"blurred,".:4-eference in th
.•
—Criteria-fo;'- medical-SchoOl
affiliation
.
. be-made- tolmedical education .

•-

. .

.

generallyrather:than specifying undergraduate or graduate' education. _Specific ,changes. in Appendix B. are as follows:
Page 1, number (1) Under Eligibility
Strike "undergraduate"
. Page 2, Paragraph 1, Sentence 2
t_..-After 'children's,insert "and such other specialty"
_

Strike "graduate" and "undergraduate"
Page 2, Paragraph 2
Strike "graduate"

The Report as modified appears as Appendix A to these minutes.
ACTION #1

IT WAS MOVED, SECONDED AND CARRIED THAT THE
COTH AD HOC MEMBERSHIP REPORT, AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED THEREIN, BE APPROVED
AS MODIFIED. THE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD RECOMMENDS THIS REPORT BE FORWARDED TO THE COTH
INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP, AAMC EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL AND AAMC ASSEMBLY TO BE ADOPTED AS
AAMC POLICY.

-3

V.

Current Status Of The AAMC Committee On Financing Medical Education:
Dr. Cooper reported on the current status of the AAMC Committee on Financing Medical Education. He stated that there was increasing concern about continuing the present approach - that is, to present as a sepanate set of numbers
identified as the real costY of undergraduate Medical edUcation. Essentially
.. . . , _
the magnitude of. dollars and effort devoted to undergraduate medical- education is not large enough to encompass or account for the size of the financia
problems. being experienced.- In other words, this-group of institutions is not
in financial difficulty due solely to the undergraduate medical education process.
Thus, -the- Report in October will

view.

the matter in a_ much larger context...

'-Specifically, it was agreed at'a recent meeting on July 11 that
The-Committee's report -to-the _Assembly will seek to establish the view of.
Ue-'ASMittati on concerning (1L the 1.complexi ty:of ,the- medical education process
the Thtei+el ate-dnest'lot the elements-that ,a-re'jntle-gT.03-

thlat- process- (i nstructio
. _

.research:,-service)-; (2) the indivisibility of-that process,- beginning_ with the ,
curriculum leading to the M.D. degree through -the-years -of internship and residency, (3) that only upon the completion of this continuum can Ithe national
_
8

tibjettivVs" to intrease the -number of persons :capable, of performingthe functions
of physicians in- the delivery of health care be satisfied. ,. ,

'The re-port will therefore stress the essentially arbitrary nature of efforts
to establish estimates of the cost of undergraduate medical education, since
this is a discrete concept only in the sense that a degree is awarded upon its
completion and not in terms of the preparation of an individual for the independent practice of medicine.
However, because of pressures for such estimates, the Association will
present a set of preliminary figures, for consideration as a guide to the

probable costs of this segment of the continuum - to be followed by more •
definitive views of the entire medical education process, its costs, and
financing,, in the context of the broad range of activities of the contemporary
medical center complex.
Dr. Cooper stated that the question which most likely is. of. greatest. con-.
cern to COTH.-.i s the ;patient care cost component of medical education

"
Dr.: Anlyan

is Chairman of a Task Force which is _reviewing this question- Chuck. Womer
•-•
Yale is --the .COTH. representative-on this Task Force. A staff paper prepare
fOr use by ,ttie _ Task Forge -entitled, ,"Medical Education -- The Patient Care Cost
Component," is attached as Appendix B to these minutes.
An intensive ;discussion --to-ok place concerning the 'staff paper, with 'the
following points being made:
.when stu_,dent-51,:participate An the patient care •process-,_-_
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rproductivity-is frequently decreased with a subsequen
decrease in -revenue which is difficult to state in cos
accounting terms;
' the third_compOnent in the staff paper should defihitely
be excluded; if the cost allocation methodology is pursued,
. it should be done on an incremental rather than a joint
• cost basis;
-t

it-may not-be, wise or possible to prospectively set forth
specific program costs, since the diversity of arrangements and scope of programs in the medical centers could
be threatened by a single cost accounting approach to
the problem;

- 5
O

the matter of public statements concerning educational
costs must be carefully reviewed, since the third
party payors will use to advantage any statement

•

which implies that patient care dollars are being

•: used to support certain educational programs.

to be reproduced without pe

0

Dr. Cooper suggested that the sense. of the Administrative Board's discussion -be communicated tä Dr. Anlyan's Task Force, and that the COTH officers serve
as ex officio members to that Task 'Force as well as the overall Financing
Commi ttee.
ResolutionAn: The Representation Of Basic And Clinia1 Scientists'tn Academic
Health Centers"'
..
_
,•
This item was inAttated by the:.Council of ;Academic
SocietieS„,and referred -

actionr

= by the ,AAMC-Executive: Council

The-..statement was reviewed and briefly

discussed.
ACTION #2 .

IT WAS MOVED, SECONDED AND CARRIED THAT THE.
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE COUNCIL OF TEACHING HOSPITALS ENTHUSIASTICALLY SUPPORT THE
"RESOLUTION ON THE REPRESENTATION OF BASIC AND
CLINICAL SCIENTISTS IN ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTERS."
PARTICIPATION BY BASIC SCIENTISTS IN HOSPITAL
ACTIVITIES HAS BEEN INCREASING STEADILY. THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO HOSPITAL LABORATORIES AND RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN LONG-LASTING AND OF
INCREASING IMPORTANCE.

NEWER DEVELOPMENTS IN

BOTH DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC UNITS, SUCH AS
NUCLEAR MEDICINE, HEMODIALYSIS, PATIENT MONITORING

-6ACTION #2 ...

AND CARDIAC SURGERY, HAVE INVOLVED SUBSTANTIAL
PARTICIPATION ONTHE PART OF BASIC- SCIENTISTS.
IN ADDITION, BASIC SCIENTISTS PLAY AN. ESSENTIAL
ROLE IN THE FUNCTION- OF COMMITTEES WHICH MONITOR
CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES OF HOSPITALS,
THE INFECTIONS COMMITTEE,- THE RADIATION:-

1N1/ESTIGATIONS:77
SINCE THE TEAEHING HOSPITAL WILL GAIN IN INCREASED
CAPABILITY OF ITS CLINICAL, TEACHING, AND.INVESTQATIVg7FPNcTI414&-JHROUGH FURTHER INTEGRATION
OF THE BASIC MEDICAL SCIENTISTS INTO THE: HOSPITAL.
pROGRAM-,JH:E±cpUNCILOF_TEA_CHING HOSPITAtS;;WELCOES
„cACT1PNSANTE_MPLAT:P-10THE*S6CUtWHIC
WILL FURTHER THIS RESULT.:

-

Health Services Advisory Committee Activities:
Dr. Kalinowskf reported that the Advisory Committee met
A final report on the HMO contract has been submitted to HSMHA

An editorial

board has been established to review presentations at the eight regional workshops for publication, possibly as a supplement to the Journal of Medical
Education.

•

A new eighteen month contract has been signed, the purpose of which

is to plan and carry out activities directed toward the development of at least
five HMO's in university medical centers.
Three general areas were recommended by the Advisory Committee as programs
which should be initiated during the coming year:
(1) projects directed toward upgrading the performance of hospital
out-patient departments;

7
(2) activities related to primary care education programs,
•

particliarly as they might be developed in HMO's;

(3) efforts which would serve to bring about more analytical
attention to the.problems of measuring the quality of
health services.
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Dr-Kal inowski stated tha,t-the staff—i-s-ydsiting-a number-of institutions
•

which are Making- concerted efforts to improve the quality of care-provided irv..
outpatient departments.

Concerning -pH-Mary care, discussions have been held

with the Bureau of Health Manpower-in-a-attem
_ pt to_generate interest in primary care educational programs and the possibility of funding some projects in concert
with HMO's and other primary care effofts.
t

A subcommittee of the Health Se.r-V4es-Adsory Committee has been appointed,
- - •
to study quality of care issuesand-rnethcdo]ags,-h4.1.Lj.s scheduled to meet on
September -28-29:- Members of the subcomMittee are as follows'.
Robert J. Weiss, M.D., Chairman .
_
Associate Dean fMaltH7Care Programs
Harvard Medical School
•

,David
Challone?,-WA:
Nice Chairman of-Medicine-'Indiana University Medical Center
ChristopherC. Fordham III, M.D.
.Dean.
_University-of-Nefrtd-eaTina •School of MediciRe._
• Richard L. Meiling, M.D.Vice President for Medical Affairs
The Ohio State University
College of Medicine
John H. Westerman
Director
University of Minnesota Hospitals

8
VII.

Report of the RMP/CHP Committee:
Dr. Sessoms, Chairman of the Committee, reported that the group had its
first meeting on June 15.

Other members of the committee are:

Andrew D. Hunt, Jr., M.D.
Dean
College of Human Medicine
Michigan State Uk,i_st.e.rs_ity,-,Will
Dean-,,,-University_of Kentuay_
College of Medicine
-Alexander M. Schrni-dt,-M.D.Dean
The Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine
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William H. Stewart, M.D.
Chancellor of the-Medical. CenterLouisiana -State Univer-sifY
j'abes :V. Warren, M.D.
Chairman
Department of Medicine
The Ohio State University
WillieñiR. Willard, M.D.
Dean
ColTege-of Community Heal-th SciencesThe University of Alabama
pointed out that the RMP and CHP legislative authority will. expire- -on'June 30; 19.73. Consequently, it is important that the AAMC be prepared to.
,
State its position when the time arises-.

Three general questions are being

pursued:
how do RMP and CHP presently function, and how are these
programs affecting the AAMC constituency?
in what fashion do we think DIP and CHP should perform,
and how should they relate to the AAMC constituency?

- 9 what action, legislative or administrative, is necessary
to achieve these goals?
.The. staff is visiting situations. where it is. reported that IW and CHP
are integrating objectives and staff to achieve a .common goal.

In addition,

various regional and national administrators of these programs are being
.The next meeting is scheduled.
1972,--When., r

Wilson, Administrator of HSMHA," r7„tMargul ies

Janes, CHP Chtefand Deputy—Admi-nistrator,Gerald Riso will-be' -the twO pedgrks

itiFthe Coral tte-e%

Current Status of NIRMP:
Dr.. Cooper reported that with- the-rrent__-coniusion regarding the status
the internship, as well _as otherRatters-, NIRMP is experiencirig some
maintaining its func-ti._---Addi-tionally, some speCialt9.7-grou
-
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are not fully cooperating With the plarl.--Ffe-stated that-various procedura
_
the
of the plan were being discuSsed
effect-ivEress
improving
for
alternatives
and he asked for suggestions--.:
One specific suggestion offered was that no hospital
a student that has already signed with another hospital under penalty that
the latter hospi;tal be dropped from parficipation in NIRMP. The Board members,
stated that they would work in their own hospitals toward discouraging abuse
of the system.
IX.

Information Items:
Dr. Knapp reported briefly on the following information items:
A.

COTH Annual Meeting Program

B. Special Annual Meeting Session with the Veterans Administration
C.

Memorandum Concerning St. Joseph Infirmary

_

D.

Proposed Statement on a Patient's Bill of Rights

E.

Resignation of Don Arnwine

F. —Discontinuation of- the February_Xtee_ting of the. AANC Assembly
G. Hospital Administrators who have participated in an LCME
Medical School Accreditation V-is-it
Hill Burton 1-egislatfon-r

uced without p

oncerning-. the Hill-Burton;Tegi-slation-two points Were made-0y
members _of the Board:,
the emphasis on the need for new and modernized ambulatory-facilities should not be taken _to the point where inpatient
needs are completely exclude-d4
;-1
0

,the reference to facilities which provide the environment •

the collections of the

for manpower development should -be_.7s-trorf
_emphasized:. '
ith-the:discontinuanCe of the February meeting of the AAMC
out that the Council_of Deans and Council of Academic Societies
are planning spring sessions.

There was a brief discussion- of the question of

whether COTH should follow- suit. Tentative agreement of the Board was that
,
.
•••
o. new meeting should be planned. However fuller discussion of the matter.:
should take place at the November 2 meeting-of the Board.
X. ..._Adjrournment:
There being no further new business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:30. p.m.
The next meeting of the Board will be held on Thursday,. November 2 in the
Champagne Room of the Fontainbleau Hotel from 3:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.

APPENDIX A
COTH AD HOC MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE REPORT

The first meeting of the Comii-,tee_was held on June 16 in New York
City. The Chairman, Irvin Wilmot, presided and all .members were present.
The chargE.... to the 'Committee as set forth-by the- Administrative Board .is
as fol -Pews
It was moved, seconded and carried that a moratorium
be declared on -new applications for COTH membership..
The-Chairman was -directed to:activate a commi ttee
th.
.the following charge: (A) To examine the institutional characteristics of
the.-present COPIA: membersh-ip
To -exaMine•-- the tui-;rerit'erl
-teri a for memt
e
-r-ship,
and make •recommendations-fa. desirable-changes
ft-T.-the -future:- !".
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TO'..exarni-ne-the selectio-mprocefs including thea
possibil.ty .of mbving_:-toward some form_ o
i Fist'iiiFii e al uãti& and- re i
. A wide-variety of background material -Was -reviewed by. the Committee
..the three. task force reports presented at the1971 COTH Annual Meeting.
ditionalljf, the fnstittitional characteristics of the present membership were
eXamTherin'depth.'At.----Ehe'time—df the-analysis, there were 404 COTH members,
41 of whiCh had Pb repo
-fed affiliation with a school of medicine. Sponsorship of the residency programs ranged fr_om less_ than five to more than twenty.
Other statistical indices reviewed include size, institutional expenditures,
and the scope of services provided.
The Committee is well aware that there have been suggestions from various
quarters that the COTH membership be grouped or classified on the basis of
some uniform criteria.

In this context it is worthwhile to recall the pre-

sentation made last year by Stanley Ferguson, Chairman of the Task Force to

Analyze the Higher Costs of Teaching Hosptials.

His Task Force identified the

following diemnsions which characterize the unique nature of the teaching
hospital:

(1)

the size and scope of the intern and resident staff;

(2)

the- number of fellowship positions;
the extent to which_ th-el full— range of cl erkships.
•
o•undergraduate medtcal studen
S

1Lied helth-- esJuca ion •

:the numbem,atid-s7eope

programs sponsored by the hospital, or—i-n which t

hospita3 participates; _
e volume'o -_-research undertaken;
-the extent to ‘,14-rich the"-medi-ctl faculty-is -integrate
_
-- in terms -of facul
with the hospital me-d_i_cal,-s_taSJ
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Orilittn4tt
the nature and substance....of the medical
affiliation arrangement;
•

the appointment of full-time-__salaried chiefs ortervice;- •
_
the number- of 'other full-time salaried physicians;
the number of special service programs offered,
neonatal care units, pediatric evaluation centers or
renal dialysis units;
(11)

• .
the level of complexity demonstrated by the diagnostic
mix of patients;

(12)

the staffing pattern and ratios resulting from the
distinctive patient mix;

(13)

the scope and intensity of laboratory and X-ray services;

(14)

the financial arrangements and volume of service rendered
in outpatient clinics_

Individual hospitals meet each of those charact:eristics in varying degrees
Ideally, the objective would be to examine the extent to which _each hospital
meets each chosen criteria, and classify accordingly.
Some of these dimensions are already in use in various parts of the
country as the basis for grouping hospitals for reimbursement purposes.
However,
- the choice of variables differs

as 'it should,,according..to local

_
The Committee holdsthat -members-h-i-p-zin-the Council, of Teaching Hospitals
.

•

-

- the AAMC should be determined and interpreted solely for the purpose of
advancing the objectives of COTH and its constituent members.

The current

request for classification of hospitals within COTH arises from the new
practice by various agencies of cias&Ifying—teaching- hospitals for reimburse
• •ment purposes

--TheCommittee believe-s--that it is an _error,toAgse membershi

-a ,tategory.ofmembership in COTH; for such purppses

-c-ls-therefOre,

recommending that no attempt- be made to do so in the future until -and unless
such an effort serves the purpose of advancing the objectives of the Council
of Teaching Hospitals and its consti_tAteatzmeinbe_rs.

Document fr

However, in this regard, the Committee does have two recommendations.
_Ite-first_appears as Appendix A to this report, and, i_concerae,d directly_
_
• with the -issue under discussion. The committee recommends that this state- '•
ment entitled, "DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHING HOSPITALS," b
approved by the COIF! institutional members and forwarded through appropriate.
channels to be adopted as AAMC policy.
The second recommendation of the Committee is in response to our charge
to examine the current criteria for membership, and appears as Appendix B
to this report. In setting forth these criteria, the Committee kept in mind
the fact that the AAMC, of which COTH is an integral component, is devoted to

the advancement of medical education. Therefore, the Committee bPlieves that
the criteria for COTH membership should continue to be based on the hospital's
commitment to undergraduate and graduate medical education.
It is anticipated that a number of-teaching hospitals which are presently
COTH Members may not meet the newly proposed membership criteria.

It is the

d Hoc Committee's recommendation that these hospitals
members of the Council. In three years time the
revi

and_at that_ time_the ab.i..1 Lty_af_all

In response to our final charge, the Committee does not fi nd ittappropri ate
s-s--f_o_r_new,..._COTIL_Jr- lemberso recommend that the selection proceInstitu ti- on al vi

xis..fo r the.„pu rpos-e- of e_valu at-4 n g prospective COTH mem,-

bers would be a time consuming and ,expensiv.e. proces5., „Additional 1
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tabl ishmentof the Li ai Son__ Com

ttee

adUeJ4di cal Education--jas wei

as other developments in graduate medical education Make the present' an inopportune time to establish another process of hospital review and evaluatibn.

IRVIN G. WILMOT, Chairman
Art.urJ. Kl pp en
aney-ie0 n e
B. Warner

M.D.:

APPENDIX A

DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHING HOSPTIALS '

criteria set forth to obtain membership in the Council of Teaching
Hospitals were establiShed to provide a-basis from which hospitals could
rganize and promote the•hospital -as an educational institution
sD,

Hospitals

differ greatly in the scope„ breadth arid depth of -their commitment to edu-

0
, and the nature cational purposes, the characteristics cif- patients they serve—
and scope
.of services they provide
•

,
.0
0
,zI

0
c.)

•

cannot be assumed to represent program -or operating •equiva-lence, or even _ simi_larity,ito any significant degree. - ..

--least•three major'
factors
.
must
-be-cons,idered
vihe
-if attempti-ng
____
_
-

The nature and scop_e of the hospital 's educational objectives

0
0
•
c.)

Consequently, members-hip in COTH of AMC:

_

and the degree of institutional . commitment to meet the incremental costs of providng-

the-environ- ment for undergraduate

and graduate medical . education,. and. allied health .education;
_ .
•
_
. The severity of illness,' compfexity of diagnosis, and socioc.)

8

economic characteristics of the patients served by the hospital;
The comprehensiveness and intensiveness of services provided
by the hospital.
There is a great variation in the extent to which each teaching hospital
meets these dimensions.

Any attempt to characterize or classify teaching

hospitals must recognize the limitations of grouping all teaching hospitals
based upon their membership in COD-I.

t..
APPENDIX B

CRITERIA FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE COUNCIL OF TEAC
HING HOSPITALS

,1)

OL

Current eligibility for membership in the Counc
il is determined on the
basis of one of, the two following criteria:
•
TeacliZ1,g_ 1-119442Ltaez
.i.nte)LnA
• :Picogit_ams and 6ute, appnoved kezidenci.eis'in a,t
tewst 4 iLecognized 4peacz,aile4 inc,elucti.ng 2
a(
) the:":t
ioteowing:MTCL1CA1ne, Suii.geAT,10b6te,titic_A-Gynec
oZogy,
PediatAi.c/s •and P6ye.h.i.citAy; and, --whxlehv mte_eLac
ted b.y
— the 'Council.. air read:itf
-t
abs;

777(b)

ThO6e:zho.6.-tattci.-hethiliated---by- an- AMC czt. Scho6
jnistA:tuti_wica.:14eRthvr—oir. Pira_mifsionaZ-InzMedie
titu,U.0na,e_j.Membeli. 6/Loin among the =fon. Teaching Ho6pitalis.
ai6iLL:t-ted cuith .th.e._tiembeizA.-and eteeted by
he. Counc
_ il.
6 Tettc_Iin3ffoisplz-.. :--•••••• -

The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that the crite
ria for membership'
:-r6a-s-4i1"to read s follotjs
ELIGIBILITY
_
Eligibility for membership in _the,Council of
Teaching Hospitals- •isdetermined on the basis
(1)

Uhe hospital has a- documented, institutio
nal affiliation
arrangement with a school_ of mi--sdicine for
the purpose of
significantly participating in medical
education;

AND
•(2)

_-:the hospital sponsors or significantly
participates in approved,
active residencies in at least 4 recognized
specialties including
2 of the following: Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics-Gynecology,
Pediatrics and Psychiatry.

REQUIREMENT
(1)

Approval by the COTH Administrative Boar
d;

(2)

Approval by the AAMC Executive Council

(3)

Approval by the AAMC Assembly

,••••

PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION
(1)

Application by the hospital with an endorsement by the Dean of
the affiliated school of medicine;

OR

ced without pe

(2)

Nomination of the ho—s:pital by the Dean of the school of medicine.

In the case of specialty hospitals, the. Administrative Board shall make
exceptions based on the extent to which_ the teaching hospital' meets the
criteria within the. framel,qork .15V
-6b-jecti ves—of the hospital.
-It is thus the ,inten t„that:rehabi Titati on ,- -pSychi a tri c,- chi 1 dren 's and such
other specialty hospitals, which sponsor or participate in medical education
:and: have institutional affiliations _for7t'n2_ pu-r_-pose of sjgn4-ficant participation
.in medical educat-i-on are eligible-for C--&14+=niembership.
By exception, and in unusual circcfm- Stances.where a hospital has demonstrat
a continuing major commitment to medical educatipn,. as demonstrated by the :range and scope of programs offered, the Admtnistrative Board may waive the
requi rement for medi cal- schlrol --7affi Hafo
•

m the collections o

•

•

•-•
4\,..t

C-1•1"1:
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MEDICAL: EDUCATION
THE PATIENT CARE COST CMPONENT.
.
'
0

he .:.Committee.:-. on-- the F-1- nancing.::Of:- Me dical.':Educa tion
0

has proceeded with the view that:the undergraduate :cduca
tional program requisite to the qualification of. an
• .
-tiTid-ividuaIf=or the-

'
,.degreetis.."empri-se&-=.:of

.7integra

mix of teaching, research and patient care-.activity

a

0
c)

' three of which are.L.essential to the process.

Given- hi

e-vi4t-hen-, the .:Inetistrement of the dàsts of undergradUa
medical education requires some method ofderivingt'
0

.
.
the overall teaching, research andpatient care expenditures

0
•.

c.)

of an academic medical center_thc proportion

0

c.)

of such expenditures which can
:to undergraduate education.
The Association of American Medical Colleges cost_

8

allocation process does provide for distributing instruction'
costs among the various educational programs, but no firm
conceptual approach or methodology has yet been devised for
separating research and patient care costs on a program basis.
The Research Tasl: Force is engag"ed in assessing the utility
of alternative approaches to the program distribution of )

2
research costs.

111

Simil;!r effort must be directed to the

problem of determininil what prt, if any, of the patient
services expenditures of an academic medical center, shOuld
be considered as applicable to education, specifically
undergraduate medical education, and thus be included in. the
_
measurement Of the..costs.-,Bf sucE.-ptogims.

0
•

'The approach to - the resolution of this problem

•

would appear to involve,submittg-the total expenditures

'5
0
-,5
.

for hospital and clinic services of an academic medica

.,
center to a-scAuence of throe-.reductions:
,
._.
-0
0
...
.
.
,—.._ Toachintz Function L‘s,ts
.
0
The -first reductionTis
t' 1y s_:_traightfo_rward

.

:V -.._.:'•

:•-•-•-.

-

Q.)

ready-:pro-vided for -i-n,tlie Afkl4c cost allocation
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-

Tnet110dOlOgy.

ties

•

_

- .

•

,

Included here are'the c
- osts of those activi-

inanced under;thc teaching hospital budget of

academic medical center_which-can-bcpp-ropri_ately con_
sideredas..teachingin: atUrc', This would include, for::
-

example, the teaching activitica-of
_ .the nursing and other
_
hospital staff and_associ_ated,4Xponses ,As noted, methodS-.
for determining and allocati-ng..t..ke costs of_ such hospital
teaching functions arc already a part of the current cost
allocation program.

Thus these particular costs are being

identified and separated in the current cost allocation studies.
2.

Inc.mwn1;11 Hopit:11 Co!.- 1:; Due To Teachin
• The second reduction is conceptually a relatively

- 3 clear mattcr, but thore

1. pre!;ont no nrcod upon

methodology much less an appropriate body of data to carry
out the necessary quantification process. 'Included here
arc those increased hospital operating costs resulting from
the conduct of teaching functionswithin the clinical
•
setting.
increas.•ed. laborator
,-

Uded:hospdta

.housekeeping cost

resul

teaching activities

0
•

speciliqallyjjndergraduate,teaChinr

programs.

Thera haveA)cen 4vmerous Observ_ationS of
---T. •
subst iitial diffeienccsin opOrating-:costsdi-etwecnteach'ing7,
.

4

.•

an& non--teaching hospitals .The_major part ofthose differ:—
ences has been cofisidercdth-e -eomb-Ln7-. 67 . -efftctso
. .. :to,bc-:
_

e collections oft

adde'd.:7cOs
•

teaching:fUnctins

th-egreater.----e•pensc

.-j_nvolvcd.in treating a, more seriously ill patiene:.:population•
and—themorc extensive services provided: Almost nothing
as been done in separately..measuringtheser.several factorsof difference much less..making avY attcmpt - to'd-iStribUte.7
'these incremental

:teaching programs among the

several educational. programs involved-

.Advicc on how

• proceed in carrying out this second reduction is. urgcntly,:.
.•
necCed.
3.

The SharinL: of Joint Costs
The third reduction of the patient care costs of an

academic Lledical center in reachinr, for the full• costs of
educational pie,

in

is pflrincipally a conceptuA. and polic
—

VgiZ•

- 4
problem, rather than a methodological onc.

•

Described thus

far in the preceding steps one and two are those costs
•

encompassed in the patient care expenditures - of an academic
medical center which result directly,. and to a degree
.
indirectly, from the conduct
of teaching activities.
arry. _
_ .
ing out the redUctions-o :Lthese costs
prolioSe
..
. _ „
. ..one and .twa,
: would-leave -las'4: remainder :those,rexpendifUret_for_what might be _termed regular_patient care activity.. shorn
of teaching costs.
.The---..que-stionthat„-remain-s77i-s whether any.

art.:: 7".:1
. ..,11.,.1,
- ' body:Af patient_careCost.s_should bcallocated to the cost
--.
. .._
-_
-- medical
- •cduatIon
-.:.The'.reas:tli
-i."5- question arises.ris-.._
,---- on
. . _ .-th..e--,,,s.„.:
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thatthe:',con-ollicof-an7.-uff4.ergraduatetmedicn
education progra6-.requircs Access to a particular volume.:
.
- • ..1.77•
•
patient care dativity. Without it there can be no mcdica
education program....- At . the: same.--;-time --thp.t patient
'care'
_ _
activity is being carried out to provide needed hospital caref-or_qicici-_poo_p_lcand,thus _serves another_objectiVc;.
namely, providing health -care..._
Thus, some part or all of the patient care activity
of an academic medical center serves more than one objective
.and therefore constitutes a joint endeavor serving dual
purposes.

Since this patient care activity is essential

to each such purpose, there is reason to argue that its
costs ought to be shared to the extent that they are truly
joint.

(In many 'instances, the patient care program of an

- 5 academic medical center may be of a subl;tantially p,reNt(..r •
magnitude than that required to provide an adequate teaching
Such additional patient care activity would be
_
above and beyond that which could be considered as jointly

program.

serving cducationall?rograms,and its cost would havet:to•
- be assigned to other., progT-a.rit. pdcet-iveS
0

fact that this ruai iaticnt careactivi
is reimbursable by its reCipient7S- or their agents-does no
•

0

change thetheoretical:problea_of-howit's costs should
assigned..-;. If, indeed, the costs of this regular : patient.'
care activity are fully!-reimbursed that would.'appcar to

0

have the 'practical -effect of eliminating the prob1em.:-:141t,_
•—..

f ther.L4ro not fullyreimbursed -ds-7tould be thd.
_
any:numboCindi'gent
•
•••

••••••

0
0

§
a
c.)
0

support,: are treated, thebasieissucT're.Maid-SexCept. thht ..
is presented in. a somewhat
mere-acute :form;. namely
•
•
shaill)ear-f.the•burden ofthedeficit

who

The inclusion. of:thisthdrd -element of paticnt.'care
costs related to medical edutaiIen- r6kcsent7S a substantial
departure from existing cost measurement approaches. While.
_
, it may be conceptually valid, it presents major policy considerations; but it does offer the possibility of clarifying and placing on a truly comparable bal;is, the cost
measurement of medical education .programs.

The methodological

process of obtaining this third level of cost involves an
agreement on the volume of patient care activity requisite

- 6 to the tcachin of a specific number of students, i.c. the
-numbea- of patients or patient admissions per student.,
•
.
In summary, advice is•rcquircd on the elements of
..patient care expenditures in an academic medical center
•
that_shouLd b.e assigned ta„medical—educational and specifically -unUe,rgraduateedUcatioii programs and theYappOpriate
z
ine. 119401.-egy for detiving_such
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MINUTES
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD
COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC SOCIETIES
September 14, 1972
AAMC Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

PRESENT:

Board Members

Staff

Sam L.
Ludwig
Ronald
Robert

Clark, Jr., Chairman
Eichna
W. EsIabrook
E. Forster, It
F. Gregory _
Robert G. Petersdorf
*Jonathan Rhoads
*James V. Warren
• William B. Weil, Jr._
ABSENT:

Presiding)

Michael F. Ball
**L. Thompson Bowles
Connie Choate
**John A.D. Cooper
Mary H. Littlemeyer
**Joseph M. Murtaugh
**James R. Schofield
August G. Swanson

Board-Members
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Ernst Knobil
-Louis G. Welt

I.

Adoption of Minutes.
'The minutes

of the CAS Administrative Board meeting held May 18, 1972

were adopted as circulated.
II.

Chairman's Report. _
Dr. Clark reported on variari actions taken since the last Board

meeting.
1.

Among items of particular ijiterest Were the following:
The Chairman of the Council of Deans convened a committee on July 11,

1972 to consider medical school admissions problems.
minutes of this meeting be circulated.

* Ex Officio
** For part of meeting

The Board requested that

A copy is attached herets7 (ATT. A)

CAS-AB 9/14/72
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-2-

At its meeting in June 1971, the Executive Council directed the

AAMC staff to "explore moving the February meeting to a suitable location in
March as soon as possible."

An announcement was made at the October meeting

of the Assembly that the AAMC would not continue to meet in conjunction with
the AMA Congress on Medical Education after its commitment was fulfilled in
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February 1972.
Several factors precipttated this propose'd change.

The February date

followed too closely after the Annual Meeting_(three months), and past history
_
proved that
little
or
no
business
required
Assembly
in
_ February. In
_
_
_ _ action
_
addition, members felt that the combined meeting of the AAMC and the AMA Congress required them to be away- from-their schools for too long a period of.
time.
3- The Executive Council on May 19,4,972 approved thp-following policy
- of Health.
statement on the establishment of a tabinet-levelL_Department
The issues confronting this nation -in providing a higher
level of health and well being to its citizenry are among
the most vital and urgent_of existing domestic problems.
The prospect of some form of universal health insurance
"coverage will press_to the_absolute limits cur resources
and ingenuity to provide health
rvices- based on need
rather than on arbitrary -economic determinants.

•

•
•

Since its establishment in 1953, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has grown into a bureaucracy of
102,000 employees with an_overaludget_ofnear.ly $79
billion, one-third of the entire federal budget. More
than 250 categorical grant_programs are operated by the
Department, including 40 Se[oarate -health-grant programs.
The present framework within the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare subordinates and submerges the
health function in a manner which derogates the critical
significance of these vitally important issues. There
needs to be a single, authoritative point of responsibility
for health policy within the federal structure. There
needs to be a vigorous national leadership for the
evolution of sound federal programs in the health field.

CAS-AB
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The President's current Executive reorganization proposal
to create a Cabinet-level Department of Human Resources
would only further obscure the process of policy formulation in health.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Association of American .
Medical Colleges whoZehea.x,tedly supports the establishment
of a Cabinet-level Department of Health to serve as the
single point of responsibility for defining health policy,
administering federal health programs and evaluating the
state of the nation's health. The Department should be
administered by a Secretary-of Health appointed by the
President with the-advice arid content of theSenate.
The Secretary should be responsible for all health
programs now adMinistered_by- the .Secretavy-brHealth,
.':Education and Welfare including Medicare and Medicaid
-'?-zrulTawy---neprograiii7WLn-dtthat heaith inSurailce: - In
- connection with establishment of a new Department of
Health, an independent panel of experts should conduct
a study to . develop_a :thoughtful and coordinated ,
---7:11ati'drial7:kealthpcilicyarnd-41.-deta-i-led-na-tional health
program for', meeting current and future health needs of•
the United States.

Act:toil- Items,1. .---Rev-i-se.d-Diies ,Chedule -4r:iubm4ssTon -to CAS Business Meeting-,
November 3,19.72.
.
Below are the-two- opt-I-ens for -6=dues 9.tructure voted on by the AdminAstnative loard.at its May 18th neeting 4see--Page 2 of Minutes). The dues,
_
-tchedulemAs presented to the-t-Executive Council at its -May 19th meeting. The
Executtve - Councilltade the -rec6mmendatt6h'that the CAS- implement a variation
of Option B toavOiirtavtng tile Bustness.Affairs•Office of the AAMC handle
7_reimbursement procedures for transportation_of representatiNes.
CAS Dues Increase
Option A
Membership

# of Soc.

Dues

Yield

Less than 300

28

$ 750

$21,000

300; less than 1,000

10

1,000

10,000
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Option A (cont.)
Membership
1,000; less than 5,000

Dues

Yield

8

.$2,000

$16,000

3,500

17,500

____ 5

5,000 or more
TOTALS-

# of Soc.

-51-

$64,500

Uttlizing the ab-ove schedule; ont—revresentative.from each member

society will be- provided—coacif-class transprtation (t+o accommodations) to
the Annual—Meettng- of--the -AAMC.

Rei-mb-uement for—this transportation would

be by the Business Office of
Option B
Membership

---

Less than 300

•

_28

300; less -than 1,000

Dues

Yield

$ 500

$14,000

1,000

10,000

- 1,000; less than 5,000
5,000 or more

16,000
— 5-

TOTALS
-

- 3,000

15,000
$55,000

Under this option no transportati-on -svi-ces would be provided.
ACTION:

On mod on-,- duly --s-e-t6n--de-d", the- CAS Administrative
BUar-d voted (6ri1 2-against [Drs. Weil and
EstabrookD tb-1-4L-0-mrieri-cF-Option .Bat the Fall
Business Meetirig7'-,-

AMENDMENT:
Not Accepted

An amendment was offered to the effect that expulsion
of a Society requires a vote.
motion was not accepted.

This amendment to the

CAS-AB 9/14/72

AMENDMENT:
Accepted

The motion was subsequently amended to specify
that ACTIVE members constitute the dues base.
A CAS Brief cOncerning,thjs dated September 18
was distributed to the Membership (ATT. B).

2.. Submission of ResOlution oh Basic Sciences in Medicine to the
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Council for action.
RESOLUTION
Modern education of both-untergraduate -and graduate medical
students requires an academic:environment which provides close
day-to-day interaction between-basic medical scientists and clinicians. Only in such an environment can those skilled in teaching
and research in the basic biomedical sciences maintain an acute
awareness of the relevance of their disciplines to clinical problems. Such an environment is equally important for clinicians,
for from the basic biomedicaT- sciences comes new knowledge which
can •be applied to clinical problems. By pftedin-g-- a -setting
wherein clinical and basic -scientists _work ClOsely together in
teachiftg,-research and health delivery, academic health centers
uniquely serve to disseminate existing knowledge and to generate
new knowledge of importance to the health and -wslfare of mankind.
Schools of medicine and their parent universities should pro:mote the development of health science faculties composed of both
basic and clinical scientists. It is recommended that organizational patterns be adopted which reduce the isolation of biomedical
disciplines from each other alTd- assuFe close interaction between
them.
•
The Association of American Medical Colleges, should vigorously
pursue this principle in developing criteria for the accreditation
of medical schools.
On May 18, 1972 the Executive Council approved this resolution in principle and agreed that it should be considered by the COD and COTH Administrative
Boards and transmitted to the Liaison Committee on Medical Education.
ACTION:

On motion, duly seconded, the CAS Administrative
Board voted unanimously to put this resolution
before the Council of Academic Societies at its
fall meeting.
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Dr. Swanson was asked to write to the Association of Medical School
Microbiology Chairmen to convey the Board's appreciation of their resolution on this matter.
3.

Membership applications.

ACTION: On motions, duly seconded, applications for
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membershil in the Council of Academic Societies
were approved for -the-following societies:
1,--The centralAmitIy :for Clinical Research, Inc.
Rsychiatrists.
_
3.

Biophysical Society

4.

Anieri2arabi.1166-__o' fl
-radiTology

TVolicy Statea*-irt.2of_t414AMICJCn the_Protection of Human
_
Subjects.
There have been a -numkr

•

wid

_ pc5licized incidents recently con-

cerning major health research-projectthe Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment,
for exathple) which have- rais&cr seridi4 -*quesfons about the ethics of certain
kinds of research on human beings qii.Lthe adequkcy of government, supervision of _
Federally-supported research.

This ts not a new issue but recent newspaper art-

icles have created -hew- inIerest- in it

this interest is being reflected in an

increasing number of Congressional W6OosalS to study the ethics of biomedical
research and to- e>ftefid tighter-fe-derdi cdntrbrover'
--the- kinds of research receiving Federal support.

Bills have been introduced to establish study

commissions on the ethics of research, to earmark a percentage of Federal
research funds to the study of the implications of the research, and to prohibit
Federal research support unless the human subjects of the research are fully
informed of the implications and dangers of the project.

Most recently
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Mr. Javits has introduced a bill to amend the Public Health Service Act
by inserting a new section concerned with the protection of human subjects.
ACTION:

On motion, duly seconded, the CAS Administrative
.Board adopted the .following policy statement:

POLICY STATEMENT OF THE AAMC ON THE.PROTECTION
OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

,

.• •

The Association of American Medical Colleges asserts that
_ .L. —
• _- ,
• academic medical centers 'have the responsibility for ensuring

0
...

that all biomedical investigations conducted under their span-,
_
- --. - _
sorship involving human subjects are Moral, ethical and legal.

D..
0
-5..
-0
.

-0
.
.
D..
,
...t., ...,........,7,
gp
0
-

The centers must have rigorous and effective procedures for
_
reviewing prospectively all investigations involving human subjects based on

the

DHtW -Guideline's fOr.the Protection of Human

• Subjects as amended December _ 1, 1971.

0
0
_

: with this responsibility should be a§-§isted by lay individuals
with special concern for these matters. Ensuring respect for
_hu7n rights and dignity are integral to the educational respon-,
sibility of the institutions and their faculties.
•

§

Those -faculty
charged
_

5.

Policy of Veterans Administration Relating to Dual Payment
_

of House Staff.

5
The CAS Administrative Board discussed VA Circular #10-72-184, dated
-

'AUgust 15, 1972 on the subject "Coverage in the Admitting Area." (ATT. C)
Drs. Petersdorf and Warren

provided information that indicated this

had not been a unilateral action on the part of the VA, inasmuch as they both
had been involved in prior discussions of the issue.

Additionally, this was

felt to be a local problem, rather than a national one, which varied
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considerably from setting to setting.
ACTION:

On motion, duly seconded, the CAS Administrative

. Board voted unanimously .that, the intrinsic issue
involved in VA Circular #10-72-184, is not of
sufficient magnitude to justify confronting the
VA.

— •."."••• •

Improved communications are expected to result from liaison already
established with the VA by Dr. Ballotho will meet with them monthly.
a

IV.

Information Items.—
1.

_

Mr. Murtaugh reported on the activities of the Committee

on the Financing of Medical Educatien:
.report in the fall.

Dr. Sprague will make a progress

The first report of the Committee is expected by

•

-December.
S•a

2.
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Dr. Swanson expects that the National Library
_ . of Medicine

-will-award a contract to the AAMC whereby it will, among other things, bring .'
together faculty and CAS representatives for-the purpose of identifying,
developing, producing, and utilizing biomedical educational materials.
_ _
3. Dr. Schofield reviewed the history of the Liaison Committee
on Medical Education which is the official accrediting body for undergraduate
medical education.
annually.

Approximately 30., 35 accreditation visits are conducted*

By 1973, the number of medical schools is expected to reach. 113.: .

By 1975, first-year enrollment is expected to total 15,000 or approximately
a 100% increase in 25 years. The increasing societal expectations for M.D.
production have resulted in undue enthusiasm'from many groups ill-equipped
but desirous of starting new medical schools.

Accreditation functions in-

clude consulting with groups thinking of planning new medical schools.

The
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problem of increasing the production of physicians must be related to the

•

appropriate use of the physician's time and an equitable geographic distribution of the physicians.
4.

An abstract of the COD-CAS Joint Meeting to be held Sunday,

November 5, in Miami Beach was reVieweer This session is entitled "Colleges
and Medical Schools--Approaches to Accomplishing Their Joint Mission."
- --.-.
___
Dr. Warren suggested that this program, as presented
in the Agenda,

0

ED.,

e promoted to the CAS full mail-ing - PPff._
-Dr. Forster was-enthustasttc- abaut the timeliness of the program -

0
-,5
;
-0

-0
0 -.
..,
..,,..,..,..._, .,...._
,..
0
,

planned and asked if speakers were being asked to contribute articles for
......„_-___
_
,.
a symposium issue of the Jouftial- of1Ted-rdaf'Eduttibn.
5.

Dr. Swanson retorted On the CAS Wd-rksho-p ob Individualized

Medi-caT Curricula

riginally plahned_for_Sprfng, 1973.

is currently being sought.

.
-.5.
,.
0

0
,..
.

Foundation support _

Dr. SAric41 was--- rg-ed- to-proceed with faculty

-recruitment, although in the abseE6iol eventual funding, they would be re..,.., ......_-___- ..-= ----- - - •-,----quIred to pay their-own experies.
Dr.\ Weil indicated that he—WeAretikrto see'a topic added for discussion of the conflict between the integrated curriculum and the individual-

-,5
§

ized curriculum.

5
6. --Dr.- Ball eporte-c1 ori

8, •

axabi'Iffy -of -fel 1 owsh5 stipends.

AAMC

counsel indicated that -effect6z4:TMme-diately:training stipends must
_ legal
_
be treated as salary and wages and are not excludable from income tax or
social security.
7.

An AAMC Committee on Graduate Medical Education, chaired by

Dr. William G. Anlyan, held its first meeting on July 20, 1972.

•

The Committee

will work at the national level on policy matters relating to the Coordinating
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Council on Graduate Medical Education and the Liaison Committee on Graduate
Medical Education and on problems relating to financing.

At the meeting

to be held October 4, 1972, a preliminary draft of a structure and functions
document will be presented and a generic model for designating when students
have achieved a sufficient level of responsibility to be considered junior
associates will be presented. At the local level, the Committee will be
•
available for advice and counsel to institutions intending to implement in_. .

stitutional responsibility for graduate medical education.
—
- 8. Dr. Warren informed the Board of the official •action by the
A.M.A. House of Delegates to prohibit students from writing on patient records:
The Board agreed that this action runs counter to effective teaching in the
,clinical setting and 1 asked_that,DF. Warren report.. 6n and discuss-this issue.'
at'the Fall CAS meeting.
V.

Discussion Items.
1.

Dr. Warren reiterated his interest in seeing the Committee

on Primary Care activated.

A report on programs in primary care or in

ily practice in the medical schools would
be valuable.
_

Dr. Peteysdorf

supported this idea.
2.

Dr. Rhoads suggested the possibility of a workshop which would

,-consider the possibility of a new format of awarding degrees in medicine that
would recognize that medical education has multiple functions.

To illustrate,_

Dr. Rhoads said at Level 1, which would be the awarding of the M.D., the
generalist would be produced; Level 2, perhaps a Masters degree, a specialist;
and Level. 3, perhaps a Ph.D. or D.Sc. degree; would recognize the scholar/
researcher who had done a thesis.
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The need to improve the timetable and the mechanical aspects

of the National Intern and Residency Matching Program were discussed.
4.
VI.

The agenda for the fall CAS meeting was outlined.

Other Items.
At the cone+usion of the-meeting Or. Clark expressed official
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appreciation on behalf of the Administrative Board of the Council of Academic
Societies to Drs- Rhoads and -Warren- for -MIT very significant years of service in—its' leadership.
VII. - Adjournment.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 ,pm.
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_

